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With population growing every year, more and more people are looking for places to live. 
This can lead to construction of houses near and around landfills. As homes get closer to 
landfills, the odors these landfills produce become more of a problem, and lead to an increase in 
odor complaints. Modeling these odors and recommending odor buffer distances will help 
determine limits on how close to landfills new homes should be allowed. This should help reduce 
future odor complaints. 
To solve this problem one must accurately estimate odorous gas emissions from the 
landfill. Often odors can be indicated by methane emissions. A new technique using hundreds of 
ambient VOC concentrations, which are taken from landfills on a quarterly basis, was used to 
invert and solve the Gaussian dispersion equation for methane emissions. In this technique, 
Voronoi diagram theory was used to automatically locate numerous point sources for optimal 
positioning relative to receptors. The newly solved methane emission rates can now be input into 
a dispersion model, and the resulting methane concentrations used as surrogates for odors around 
the landfill. 
One of the most important steps in the analysis is to determine which model is best to use 
for odor modeling. There are many considerations that go into this decision, such as how much 
time it takes to run the model, how accurate the model is, and how easy the model is to use. Two 
current models CALPUFF and AERMOD were compared. In the modeling, methane was used as 
a surrogate for the odors.  Since landfills handle many different combinations of waste, the type 
of odor may vary from landfill to landfill. In this test case, H2S was assumed to be the main 
 iv
contributor to the odor emitted from the landfill, and the H2S-to-methane ratio was used to 
estimate downwind H2S concentrations from the modeled methane concentrations.  
Once an air dispersion model is selected, it can be used to model odors and to develop a 
graphical screening method to show where these odors are most likely to occur and how strong 
they will be. This can be used to determine how close to a landfill homes can be built without 
having significant odor impacts bothering these new residents. Also, this tool can be used for 
improving landfill gas management. Several example scenarios include the possibility of not 
enough soil cover placed on the waste, leaks from an aging collection system, or cracks in the 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
  The research that is presented in this thesis is a continuation of a three-year project that 
was undertaken to use the latest dispersion modeling to predict odors near landfills and to help 
recommend odor buffer distances around landfills. The objectives of this three-year project were 
split into the three major objectives, one per year: “Year 1) The development a modeling 
methodology for using AERMOD and CALPUFF to predict odors and appropriate odor buffer 
distances around landfills, and demonstrate the modeling methodology for one selected landfill 
in Florida; Year 2) The comparison of AERMOD results to CALPUFF results, to determine 
which model is better suited for the odor buffer study; and Year 3) The development of a 
simplified modeling tool for use by solid waste managers.” 5 
 This thesis is a continuation and revision of this three year project started by Veronica 
Figueroa. Revisions to the method used to measure methane emissions, an addition of a 
sensitivity study of this method, a comparison of CALPUFF and AERMOD, and the 
development of a modeling tool to show the odors around landfills are all described in this thesis.  
 Data used in this project came from the Seminole County Landfill. The Seminole County 
Landfill is a Class 1 municipal solid waste landfill located in the middle of 6000 acres of land 
and has three phases. Phase 1 is closed, capped, and is 131 feet high. Phase 2 is the active part of 
the landfill and is currently 73 feet high. Phase 3 is between phases 1 and 2, it will be 270 feet 
high. All three phases make up 232 acres of the disposal area and only 127 acres of this have 
been used. This landfill serves over 300,000 residents and receives approximately 810 tons per 
day of different types of municipal solid waste. The landfill has a gas recovery system, and until 
recently, they simply burned off the landfill gas. On May 8, 2008 the landfill opened a landfill 
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gas to energy power plant, which will produce electricity to power more than 6,000 homes every 
year and is expected to operate for more than 40 years.   Figure 1 is an aerial photograph of 
Seminole County Landfill showing the three phases of the landfill.   
 
 
Figure 1: Three Phases of the Seminole County Landfill 
 
This landfill like most others around the United States creates what is known as landfill 
gas. This gas (commonly known as biogas) is the gas that is produced when organic matter 
biologically breaks down in the absence of oxygen. In landfills this gas is mostly comprised of 
methane (CH4) 45-60%, carbon dioxide (CO2) 40-60%, and a large number of trace chemical 
species.2 Methane is also a key contributor to global warming and when comparing it to carbon 
dioxide it is 25 times more potent as a greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide. 3 That is why it is so 
important to know how much methane is emitted even if the source is emitting more carbon 
dioxide. As seen in Table 1, landfills are still the largest contributor of methane in the U.S., and 
are projected to continue to be the largest contributor of methane in the future. 
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Table 1: U.S. Baseline Methane Emissions, MMTCE4 
 
The most recent collection of data showing a detailed breakdown of U.S. sources of 
methane clearly shows in Figure 2 just how much landfills outweigh other sources when it comes 
to emitting methane. 
 
Figure 2: 2004 U.S. Sources of Methane4 
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Methane is not what causes the odors that people smell around landfills, even though it 
can be used as a surrogate when it comes to modeling odors. The gas that is the most common 
source of odors around landfills is hydrogen sulfide (H2S), but there are many other odorous 
gases as shown in Table 2 below.5 
Table 2: Ranking of Odorous Trace Chemical Species5 
Odor Rank Trace Chemical Species  
1 Hydrogen sulfide 
2 Methanethiol 
3 Butanoic acid 
4 Ethanal 
5 Carbon disulfide 
6 Ethyl butanoate 
7 1-propanethiol 




The reason hydrogen sulfide ranks so high is its detection limit is so low compared to 
some of these other trace chemicals that can also cause odors. That does not mean hydrogen 
sulfide is always going to be the leading source of odors, it is also a function of the emission rate 
of each of these chemical species. According to the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease 
Registry which is part of the Department of Health and Human Services, hydrogen sulfide smells 
like rotten eggs and has an odor threshold of 0.5-1 ppb.6    Landfills in Massachusetts actually 
have minimum response action levels of exceedances of hydrogen sulfide where they have to go 
out and fix the problem if there is an exceedance. The minimum response actions are based upon 
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either exceeding 15 ppb averaged over an 8 hour period or 30 ppb averaged over a 1 hour 
period.7  The actions if one of these limits is exceeded are as follows7: 
1. Log the detection of any exceedances and contact local health officials and the 
Department within 4 hours for exceedances of the H2S Action Level. 
 
2. Investigate and determine the source and extent of the exceedance following the 
protocols in the appendices.  If possible, correct the problem immediately. 
Implement corrective actions, if necessary, including:  
 
1) Cease acceptance of any material that has the potential to contribute to 
hydrogen sulfide emissions, on at least a temporary basis. 
 
2) Place additional daily and intermediate cover soils or apply other cover 
technologies to reduce hydrogen sulfide emissions to ambient air.  
 
 
3. Implement 24-hour continuous air monitoring for hydrogen sulfide in ambient air, 
and daily near surface monitoring on the landfill. Conduct additional ambient air 
monitoring off-site or evaluate need for additional off-site monitoring. 
 
4. In addition, the following actions may be required if directed by MassDEP 
 
1) Install a passive landfill gas control system (passive vents) that can be 
retrofitted to become an active gas collection and control system 
(combustion and/or non-combustion technologies). 
 
2) Install an active landfill gas control system with landfill gas treatment 
(combustion and/or non-combustion technologies). 
 
 
3) Evaluate the need for the installation of a final cover system with an 
active landfill gas control system on an expedited schedule. Implement 
a Community Communications Plan, providing notification to the 
community and local medical/emergency response personnel that 
hydrogen sulfide concentrations, if they were to migrate off-site, may 
create an odor nuisance condition.  
 
 
5. Conduct additional ambient air monitoring off-site to determine the hydrogen 
sulfide concentration at receptor locations. 
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Modeling the dispersion of these odorous compounds is done to predict downwind 
concentrations as a function of distance from a landfill. If detectable and annoying, odors will 
cause a complaint. It will vary from landfill to landfill, but there are certain parameters that will 
influence when and how far from the landfill odors will be detected. Parameters include time of 
day, wind speed, wind direction, temperature, emission rate, local topography, and ones personal 
sense of an odor. Every person may have a different point at which they will be able to detect an 
odor and another point at which that odor becomes a nuisance. The time factor of odors is on the 
order of minutes if not seconds and this also will vary from person to person. These topics of 
odors are discussed in more detail in the literature review.  
It is required for landfills that have the potential to emit more than 50Mg/year of non-
methane volatile organic compounds (NMVOCs) to collect and combust their gas (or, with new 
technologies, to collect and use the gas to produce energy), under 40 CFR Part 60, Subparts 
WWW of the 1996 EPA New Source Performance Standards and Emission Guidelines for 
Municipal Solid Waste Landfills. Flaring or converting the landfill biogas to energy will help 
reduce emissions of odors and other compounds. To make sure these collection systems are 
running properly, it is required that the landfill do quarterly surface VOC monitoring. An 
exceedance of 500 ppm above background is a violation of these regulations and will require 
additional action.  
In this study three different sets of this data were used. Appendix A shows the results of 
the Seminole County Landfill’s Fourth Quarter 2006, Second Quarter 2007, and Second Quarter 
2008 Surface Emissions Monitoring Report. The Second Quarter 2008 actually shows an 
example of an exceedance of 500 ppm and how it was required to come back at a later date to 
recheck that area. One of the big accomplishments of this research was using the quarterly 
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surface VOC measurements to solve for not only the total methane emissions from the landfill, 
but also to resolve the approximate locations of large emissions from within the landfill. Also 
included in Appendix A with the reports are figures from each of the quarter’s surface emissions 
walking surveys. These figures show where the field service surveyor started recording the 
methane measurements and where they ended. The surveyor periodically wrote down the number 
of the last point he took if there was an exceedance or the surveyor changed directions. Lines 
were drawn on the plot plan of the route the surveyor took, and using the numbers of the points 
the surveyor wrote down on the figure it was possible to place each of the points taken as 
receptors and find their coordinates. This way the receptors can be used to estimate the methane 




CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 The goal of this research was to ultimately produce a way to determine odor buffer 
distances for any particular landfill. There are many ways people have tried to measure or predict 
odors around different landfills. Since odors can be a nuisance to the people who live around 
landfills it is important to accurately determine the distance where these odors will first become a 
problem. There are three main things that lead up to this goal and need to be understood to 
predict odor buffer distances.  
The first of these three main focus points is to understand the fundamental nature of 
odors, how they are perceived by people, and the different ways they are measured. The next 
main topic is how odors vary from landfill to landfill. The most common cause of odor from a 
landfill is H2S, but in any given landfill, a different compound or group of compounds might be 
the cause of odors. It is often helpful to determine a ratio of specific odor to methane so that the 
ultimate goal of accurately determining the odor buffer distance can be achieved. With the ratio 
of specific odor to methane, one can apply it to the methane concentrations around the landfill 
and determine the odorous concentrations. The last point that must be discussed is which air 
dispersion model should be used to model odors. The three models that were compared in this 
thesis are CALPUFF, AERMOD, and ISC. Each has its benefits, but one model must be chosen, 
based on accuracy, efficiency, and suitability for modeling odors. 
 All these topics have been researched by numerous investigators in the past. This author 
read a number of papers to gather information that was used in this research. The main points of 
this literature are summarized and presented in the following pages, organized by topic. 
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The Nature of Odors 
 An odor can be described as either pleasant or unpleasant, and odors from a landfill fall 
under the unpleasant category. The actual smell of an odor gives very little information on the 
compounds in that odor, since there are various compounds that can be mixed together that cause 
the odor from any landfill as was seen in Table 2. Sulfides and ammonia are the most common 
odor causing sources in a landfill, but sulfides can cause the strongest of smells since humans 
can detect them at very low concentrations. Odors are highly unlikely to cause any major health 
effects, but have been known to cause eye irritations and headaches at high concentrations. It 
depends on the individual, since every person reacts differently to certain odors. So trying to 
determine how much odor is coming from a landfill and where it is going can be a very difficult 
task since wastes have these vastly different chemical compositions.  
 There are various methods for measuring odorous compounds, each with their advantages 
and disadvantages. Some examples of these methods are electronic noses (sensor arrays), 
dynamic dilution olfactometry (using a human panel), using an odor index, and gas 
chromatographic analysis. A methodology similar to that used in this research is discussed in a 
study by Tagaris et al. (2003). In that study, CH4, even though an odorless gas, was used as an 
index to determine the dispersion of low-reactivity odorous species around a landfill site.8 The 
study used a different method to determine the methane emissions, but did use methane as a 
surrogate to the odorous chemical species and then used an air dispersion model to track the 
odors.  
Electronic noses contain an array of sensors (sintered metal oxides, catalytic metals, 
conducting polymers, lipid layers, phtholocyanins, organic semi-conductors, surface acoustic 
wave or combinations) which respond to a wide variety of chemical classes. The sensors are 
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based on conducting composites where electrical resistance will change on exposure to a 
particular vapor. 9 Based on this change in resistance the sensors can identify the type and 
quantity of the odor. An advantage of the electronic nose is that it can measure a complex group 
of substances very rapidly. Some disadvantages are it must be standardized by both chemical and 
olfactometric methods and one of the biggest challenges is detecting complex odors against an 
intricate background matrix. 9 
 Dynamic dilution olfactometry is a way to measure odors that uses humans as the 
sensors. The most common term used in this method is “odor threshold” or the lowest 
concentration that can be detected by 50% of the population. The problem with this though is 
determining the detection of unknown complex mixtures, such as what might be in the air that is 
around a landfill. A way around this problem is to express the odor strength as a number of odor 
units, which is a calculated value based on the threshold dilution ratio (human panel). 9 Odor 
units are commonly used around the U.S. as a way to measure odor emissions, but also have their 
disadvantages. The main problems with using the odor unit as a standard are the variability of 
people who serve as the panel that determines the odor units, and the odor unit method includes 
no measure of importance of the odor. 9 This variability of people who serve as the detectors can 
be seen in Figure 3. Every person has a different threshold value to where they can detect the 




Dilution Factors (concentrations increase →) 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Judge 256 128 64 32 16 8 4 2 
1 0 0 0 + + + + + 
2 + 0 + 0 + + + + 
3 0 + 0 0 0 + + + 
4 0 0 0 + + + + + 
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 + + 
6 0 0 + + + + + + 
"0" indicated that judge selected the wrong sample from a set of three                             
"+" indicates that judge selected the correct (different) sample 
 
Figure 3: Calculation of Odor Threshold (Determined by Olfactometry)9 
 
 
The application of gas chromatography has also been widely used as another way to 
measure odors. The way this application works is compounds based on their vapor pressures and 
polarities are separated from the total mixture of the volatile substance. The compounds are then 
detected as peaks which have specific retention times and peak areas which can be used for 
qualitative and quantitative determinations, respectively. 9 The major advantage of gas 
chromatography is that it can separate the different compounds from the air as seen in Figure 4 
and determine what type of compounds they are. The major disadvantages include having to 
extract the air into an adsorbent trap, moisture problems with these traps, and how expensive it is 




Figure 4: Gas Chromatography Example9 
 
Estimating Methane Emissions 
 This research relied heavily on estimating methane emissions to use as surrogates for 
odors and there are three main reasons why.  
1) Methane represents 40-60% of total emissions from a landfill. 
2) The VOC measurements taken every quarter are given as methane (ppm). 
3) Methane has a far lower background concentration than carbon dioxide. 
 There are many ways of estimating methane emissions, each with their advantages and 
disadvantages just like measuring odors. Some of the ways to estimate methane emissions are 
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using flux chambers, biogas production models, optical remote sensing methods, and the method 
discussed in this thesis using the Gaussian dispersion equation.  
 The flux chamber has been a popular method used to measure methane emissions from 
landfills in many studies. There are two ways a flux chamber can be used to measure emissions 
either the static/closed flux chamber method or the dynamic/open flux chamber method. The 
closed flux chamber is the most popular since it is the simple and cheaper to use, but people have 
discovered errors in its calculations. The major advantage is the closed flux chamber is not being 
continually diluted with external air so even small fluxes can be measured. The main drawback 
of the closed chamber technique is as the gas accumulates in the chamber the increase in 
concentration decreases the flux rate, so the technique underestimates the gas fluxes.10 The main 
drawback of the open container is the exact opposite of the closed chamber, it overestimates 
fluxes due to pressure changes in the flux chamber. Not only will results vary depending on 
which chamber is used, but other problems that arise with flux chambers are how much time and 
labor it takes to get one point measurement.  
 The second method to calculate methane emissions are from biogas production models. 
The most commonly used biogas production model used is the Landfill Gas Emissions Model 
(LandGEM) developed by Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). LandGEM is an automated 
estimation tool with a Microsoft Excel interface that can be used to estimate emission rates for 
total landfill gas, methane, carbon dioxide, nonmethane organic compounds, and individual air 























QCH4 = annual methane generation in the year of the calculation (m3/year) 
i = 1 year time increment 
n = (year of the calculation) - (initial year of waste acceptance) 
j = 0.1 year time increment 
k = methane generation rate (year-1) 
Lo = potential methane generation capacity (m3/Mg) 
Mi = mass of waste accepted in the ith year (Mg) 
tij = age of the jth section of waste mass Mi accepted in the ith year (decimal years, e.g., 
3.2 years) 
Figure 5: First-Order Decomposition Rate Equation11 
 
This gas generation model relies heavily on these variables and the assumptions made for 
variables. Even though this tool is relatively easy to use, the problems that arise with it are that 
the assumptions will influence the accuracy of the model, and the model is not accounting for 
how much methane is being emitted versus captured. 
Another way methane emissions can be measured is using an optical remote sensing 
method. The optical remote sensing method uses open-path Fourier transform infrared (OP-
FTIR) spectroscopy to obtain path-integrated pollution concentration information along multiple 
plane-configured optical paths.12 This method has several advantages that some of the other 
methods previously mentioned don’t have. The measurement of gases is the path-average 
concentration of each compound within the defined path and it would take many samples along 
that path for a traditional point sampling method to provide the same data.13 There is no 
collecting of samples required and sending them back to the lab, which has been a source of 
errors for other methods. The major disadvantages with this method are the cost, labor to set up, 
time, and the variability of wind orientation.  
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Introducing CALPUFF, AERMOD, and ISC 
 The three most widely used air dispersion models are CALPUFF, AERMOD, and ISC. 
CALPUFF is a Lagrangian puff model that can predict air quality concentrations over a range of 
averaging periods and EPA currently approves the CALPUFF model for use for long-range 
transport of pollutants.14 AERMOD is a Gaussian plume model that is replacing ISC and is used 
for short-range transport of pollutants. ISC is similar to AERMOD in that it is also a Gaussian 
plume model, but is far less advanced and has fewer model options. Also, ISC handles terrain, 
calm winds, and meteorology differently then AERMOD. There are many studies done 
comparing these models for all types of pollutants, but not necessarily for odors. That is why it 
was important to compare each model to see what changes in the models will affect modeling 
odors.  
 Starting with a comparison of AERMOD and ISC, a sensitivity study between the two 
models and their inputs indicates which model is better for modeling odors. Differences found 
during sensitivity studies between the two models, that might affect modeling odors, are that ISC 
surface roughness can only be specified as rural or urban, the values in AERMOD can be 
specified precisely. The mixing heights are calculated by AERMET in AERMOD, but must be 
specified by the user in ISC.15 The main difference that affects odor concentrations and showed 
that ISC was not the best choice for modeling odors is how ISC handled winds. Maximum 
concentrations predicted by AERMOD and ISC correlated well when wind speeds exceeded 5 
m/sec but diverged rapidly as wind speeds decreased.15 This is caused by the fact that AERMOD 
includes the effect of plume meander at low wind speeds while ISC does not. 
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 When comparing CALPUFF and AERMOD, each had their advantages and 
disadvantages. CALPUFF can be used on distances from tens of meters from a source to 
hundreds of kilometers. It includes algorithms such as building downwash, transitional buoyant 
and momentum plume rise, partial plume penetration, sub-grid scale terrain, coastal interaction 
effects, and chemical transformation.14 Even though CALPUFF has these advantages and 
algorithms, they are perhaps not useful for short range modeling, such as with odors. CALPUFF 
has its disadvantages including how much longer it takes to run then AERMOD, the increased 
amount of inputs CALPUFF has that take time to learn, and understanding what each input does. 
These can be seen in Table 3. 
 
Table 3: AERMOD vs. CALPUFF 
AERMOD  CALPUFF 
1. Faster run time (on order of minutes). 1. Long run time (on order of hours). 
2. Fewer inputs to go through. 2. More inputs to go through that are not 
necessarily used for modeling odors. 
3. Easier to set up an input file and in less time. 3. Longer time to learn model and set up an 
input file. 
4. Model does a better job a pin-pointing where 
errors are and what they are. 
4. Can take awhile to find errors since the 
model input file is so large and error file can be 
difficult to decipher. 
5. Steady-state plume model 5. Non-steady-state puff dispersion model. 
6. Does not track the contribution of plumes 
from previous hours. 
6. Tracks puffs until they have left the 
modeling domain. 
7. Normally used for short range transport of 
pollutants.  
7. Normally used for long range transport of 
pollutants. 
 
Both CALPUFF and AERMOD have options that can be helpful when modeling, but the model 
that should be chosen is the one that best models odors. A test case was run for AERMOD and 
CALPUFF comparing the two models predicted output concentrations to determine which model 
is the best to use for modeling odors. Both models produced similar outputs for concentrations of 
odors in the test case, with CALPUFF concentrations being slightly higher. Without measured 
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odor concentration data to compare with the modeled concentration data, it was a hard decision 
choosing a model just based on this test. That is why using knowledge of odors, the literature 
review of the models, the advantages and the disadvantages of each model, and the test case of 
the models, AERMOD was chosen. 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 
  
Past researchers have used many of the different methods discussed in the literature 
review of odors trying to determine the concentrations of odors surrounding landfills. This study 
had a similar approach to the Targaris methodology in that it used methane as an index for odors 
and used a ratio of trace chemical species to methane to determine the odor concentrations. 
Using the methodology shown below, establishing odor buffer distances can be done for any 
landfill in Florida. A further discussion of each step introduced below is provided in the 
following pages. 
The first task is obtaining ambient air methane concentrations and atmospheric conditions 
for the landfill to be modeled. The methane concentrations can be obtained from one’s own 
sampling or from sampling reports that are made every quarter at many Florida landfills. If not 
measured on site at the time of sampling, some expertise and judgment must be used in 
estimating the atmospheric conditions (wind speed, wind direction, and stability class) that were 
present at the time of sampling. These meteorological parameters are needed to complete the task 
of estimating methane emissions.  
The second task is to estimate methane emissions. This task uses an inverse modeling 
method that is based on the Gaussian dispersion equation. Rearranging the Gaussian dispersion 
equation and solving the inverse problem, one can predict emission rates at many point locations 
within the landfill.  
The third task is to derive an odorous gas to methane ratio. For this one can use the 
methane concentrations recorded in task one and a sample of the odorous gas at this same point 
to determine an average odorous gas to methane ratio for the landfill being modeled.  
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The limits for acceptable concentrations of this odorous gas are determined in task four 
and consist of three “threat levels”. The analogy of a stop light is used for these limits and 
consists of a green, yellow, and red level. As with a stop light green means go or in this case that 
it is safe to build, and 99.95% of the time odors will not be detected in this area. The color 
yellow will represent a proceed with caution zone, where depending on the individuals odor 
threshold odors may be detected from time to time. The third level of red represents a stop and 
do not build area where odors will be detected and may become a nuisance. This conservative 
approach is based on using the 4th highest odor concentrations that are determined by dispersion 
modeling (task five).  
The fifth task is to conduct air dispersion modeling using AERMOD to determine where 
outside the landfill fence-line these odors are going to occur and at what concentrations. For a 
years worth of meteorological data the 4th highest concentrations of methane are recorded and 
used to generate color plots of the odor “threat levels.”  
Task six involves using the limits set in task four and 4th highest concentrations modeled 
in task five. Using the limits of methane concentrations which correspond to the odorous gas 
concentrations coming from the landfill colored plots can be created and one can see the odor 
buffer distances from an overhead view of the landfill and surrounding areas. Table 4 is a 











Either by sampling or from existing reports obtain methane 
concentration data and estimate atmospheric conditions (wind 




Estimate methane emissions using the inverse modeling method. 
Task 3 
Derive Odorous 
Gas to Methane 
Ratio 
Sample landfill gas to estimate odorous gas content and derive 
odorous gas/methane ratio. 
Task 4 Set Limits 
Use ratio to calculate projected methane concentration limits 
corresponding to red, yellow, and green “threat levels”. (Note 
suggested limits for hydrogen sulfide are 1-hour H2S 
concentrations of >30 ppb for red, 15-30 ppb for yellow, and any 





Gather meteorological data and run AERMOD to determine the 
distances where these maximum concentrations will occur. (Note-
4th highest concentrations represent the 99.95 percentile). 
Task 6 Generate Plots 
Using limits set in task 4 and results from air dispersion modeling 




Task 1: Obtain Methane Concentrations and Atmospheric Conditions 
 Since many landfills have to do quarterly surface VOC monitoring, such reports were 
used to estimate methane emissions. VOC monitoring uses numerous measurements, usually 
anywhere between 350-450 measurements. Using these reports not only provides a robust 
amount of methane concentrations in the landfill to use to calculate methane emissions, but also 
helps ensure that no large methane concentrations are missed. If there is a large methane 
concentration recorded this could reveal a leak in the biogas collection system or a part of the 
landfill that has developed a crack in the covering. This would not only reveal where a problem 
is occurring, but also could be a major source of where odors may be coming from.  
There is tremendous amount of data given in every quarterly surface VOC monitoring 
report that can be used in the task of estimating methane concentrations. Not only does each 
report give the concentrations of methane at each point recorded in the landfill, but gives the 
upwind and downwind concentrations outside of the landfill. The upwind concentration can be 
used as the background concentration of methane and is subtracted from the concentrations 
recorded before being used to estimate methane emissions.  
The data in the VOC monitoring reports can be inspected for exceedances (any 
measurement of methane over 500 ppm). Of the three quarters of reports used in this research, 
only one quarter (Second Quarter 2008) had exceedances. In the Second Quarter 2008 there were 
five exceedances of 1052 ppm, 823 ppm, 774 ppm, 1034 ppm, and 559 ppm.16 Each one was 
rechecked to make sure there were no problems with the biogas collection system or some other 
type of leak. The field service surveyor treats each exceedance the same no matter what the 
concentration is, just as long as it exceeds 500 ppm. First it is rechecked 6-7 days after the initial 
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exceedance is recorded and then rechecked one month from initial exceedance. Each point at 
which the exceedance was recorded has to pass both these rechecks, and in the Second Quarter 
2008 case, each did.  
The next bit of useful data from the quarterly reports is the date and time of each 
recorded measurement. These were used to help determine the atmospheric conditions at the time 
of the measurements. It takes about five hours to walk the entire landfill and get between 350-
450 measurements. During this time the atmospheric conditions can change, it is best to have 
fairly constant weather conditions during the walking survey. For this research all three quarters 
used had relatively constant weather conditions. 
Most of the time every quarterly surface VOC monitoring report will come with a NSPS 
Surface Emissions Monitoring Calibration and Pertinent Data Form. This form is used to retrieve 
atmospheric conditions that can be used when it comes time to estimate methane emissions. The 
form has weather observations such as wind speed, wind direction, barometric pressure, air 
temperature, and other general weather conditions. All these observations are taken by the field 
service surveyor and are his or her best estimate of the conditions experienced during that time at 
the landfill.  
If the NSPS Surface Emissions Monitoring Calibration and Pertinent Data Form was not 
attached, there was another way to estimate the atmospheric conditions. The National Weather 
Service (NWS) archives all the daily measurements of atmospheric conditions recorded at every 
official NWS data station. There are numerous websites that collect this data and make it 
available to the public. The website Weather Underground has every atmospheric condition 
recorded by every hour of the day and sometimes approximately every  10 minutes depending on 
the weather conditions at the time.17 Figure 6 below shows examples from the website showing 
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measurements of atmospheric conditions (by hour for the date of the survey) needed to conduct 
our modeling. It is noted that the walking survey occurred from about 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. for each of 
the surveys. These atmospheric conditions and the methane concentrations will be used in the 
next task of estimating methane emissions. 
 
Figure 6: Atmospheric Conditions for June 26, 200817 
 
Task 2: Estimate Methane Emissions  
 There are many ways to estimate methane emissions from landfills. Most of these ways 
were discussed in the literature review such as flux chambers, biogas production models, and 
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optical remote sensing methods. The method discussed in this thesis is based on the Gaussian 
dispersion equation, which is shown below as equation (1). This equation (which models the 
dispersion of a nonreactive gaseous pollutant from an elevated point source) is given here in a 
form that predicts the steady state concentration (C) in µg/m3 at a point (x, y, z) located 







In this equation Q is the emission rate (µg/s), σy and σz are the horizontal and vertical spread 
parameters (m) (σy and σz are functions of distance, x, and atmospheric stability), u is the average 
wind speed at stack height (m/s), y is the horizontal distance from the plume centerline (m), z is 
the vertical distance above the ground (m), and H is the effective stack height (H= h+Δh, where 
h=physical stack height and Δh= plume rise, m).  
 Since methane emissions from landfills are ground-level sources, z = 0 and H = 0 in 





The equation (2) can be rearranged as equation (3) to solve for Q the emission rate (for a single 




       
 















































































The horizontal and vertical spread parameters are given as equations (4) and (5), developed 
by Martin.19 The parameters a, b, c, d, and f are constants that depend on the stability class and 








 Equation (3) is the form of the Gaussian dispersion equation that is the foundation for the 
method presented here for estimating landfill methane emissions. This method closely follows 
the method described in Figueroa’s thesis, with a few additions and changes to the method. The 
changes are described in the following paragraphs, but the basic methodology for the matrix 
inversions used to solve for methane emissions can be found in  Figueroa.1 
The equations (6) and (7) were used as described in Figueroa’s thesis, but methane 
background concentration was no longer assumed to be zero.  







The upwind methane concentration data from the quarterly surface VOC monitoring report was 
used as the background concentration and subtracted from each of the recorded methane 
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 A significant improvement was that the user no longer has to specify (based on judgment 
and expertise) where to place the sources (Qj) upwind from the receptors (Ci). Instead point 
source maximum likelihood locations are predicted using Voronoi diagrams, and importance 
sampling is performed to further refine locations.20   
The Voronoi diagram consists of a set of Voronoi regions that can be constructed from a 
Delaunay tessellation (triangulation) of the existing concentration locations. The vertices of the 
Voronoi polygons were used to place each source. It is noted that for the case of a landfill, a 
boundary needs to be set up around the landfill to keep fictitious sources from being created 
outside the landfill and to prevent the creation of Voronoi polygons with infinite edges. Once the 
boundary is set the Delaunay triangulation is performed on the receptors inside the landfill, 
creating a placement of each source relative to the receptors around it. The way each of these 
sources was placed can be seen in Figure 7 below.  
 
Figure 7: Example Delaunay Tessellation and Voronoi Regions20 
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The easiest way to describe how the Delaunay method works is that it forms multiple, 
non-overlapping triangles by using the three receptors that are closest to each other. For each 
triangle, the mid point of each line of that triangle was determined and a perpendicular line was 
drawn from that point. Where three of the perpendicular lines intersected, a point was created 
and this was considered the source (and a vertex of a corresponding Voronoi polygon). While the 
sources were being created from the Voronoi diagrams, the sources and receptors were placed to 
ensure that no source and receptor were within 3m of each other. Once the Voronoi diagram was 
complete, the sources and the receptors were used to determine the methane emission at each one 
of the sources. 
Importance sampling can also be used to refine the locations and in a paper written by 
Mackie20 shows promise in what importance sampling may be able to do in getting the predicted 
numbers closer to the actual. Importance sampling is used to determine an optimal placement of 
source locations by sampling within probability density functions with maximum likelihoods 
located at the Voronoi vertices. 
There are two different methods of importance sampling that show the greatest promise. 
First is the unconstrained simulation, which moves sources ever so slightly, trying to find better 
placements while ignoring the solution of emissions found in the non-negative least-squares 
(NNLS) Voronoi method, used in this thesis. Second is the constrained simulation, which uses 
the total emissions solved for in the NNLS Voronoi method as a basis for moving the sources. 
The use of importance sampling is something that will be used in the future for this research, but 
sensitivity studies on the calculated total emissions using the NNLS Voronoi method described 
in this section need to be analyzed first.  
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Task 3: Derive Odorous Gas to Methane Ratio  
The optimal way to derive the odorous gas to methane ratio would be to sample the 
landfill gas, estimate the odorous gas content, and then compare it to the methane concentration. 
That was not possible to do for this research, but would be recommended in further studies. The 
methodology for determining the odorous gas to methane ratio in this study was done using 
literature review and doing an average H2S to methane ratio of similar landfills.  
Task 4: Set Limits  
 The ratio calculated from task 3 was used to determine the projected methane 
concentration limits. The equation (8) below can be used to do this once a ratio is determined or 







 Note suggested limits are 1-hour H2S concentrations of >30 ppb for red, 15-30 ppb for yellow, 
and concentrations under 15 ppb for green (more on these limits is discussed in task 6 of the 
methodology and in the findings section of this thesis under task 4). To better understand this see 
example 1 below.  
 
Example 1: A landfill contains 53.283 percent by volume methane and 0.002 percent by volume 




























hydrogen sulfide concentration of 30ppb to be experienced by the people that will move into 
these houses. What is the maximum concentration of methane that would be allowed? 
 







 Using equation (8) the suggested limits for H2S concentrations of >30 ppb, 15-30 ppb, 
and under 15 ppb can be used to determine the methane concentration limits of any landfill, if the 
H2S to methane ratio is known. This was used to generate the plots for odor buffer distances in 
task 6.  
Task 5: Conduct Air Dispersion Modeling  
 AERMOD was determined to be best for the air dispersion modeling of odors. AERMOD 
stands for American Meteorological Society/Environmental Protection Agency Regulatory 
Model and as of December 2006 it replaced ISCST3 as the EPA-preferred regulatory model.15 
The model is intended to be used for transport distances up to 50 km and accounts for complex 
terrain, flat terrain, elevated sources, surface sources, point sources, area sources, calm winds, 
planetary boundary effects, and temperature just to name a few.  
 AERMOD has two pre-processors AERMET and AERMAP, which must be run before 
AERMOD. AERMET is used as the meteorological processor, and consists of NWS surface 
data, upper air data, and on-site data. AERMET needs both meteorological inputs and surface 
characteristic inputs to create a surface and profile file that will be feed into AERMOD.  
AERMAP is the terrain processor and produces terrain base elevations for each receptor 
and source.21 It needs standardized computer files of terrain data to be able to run, which is 
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available in three formats. The format used in this research was the DEM format (Digital 









Figure 8: AERMOD Flow Diagram1 
 
When both AERMET and AERMAP were run and the source and receptor information 
was entered, AERMOD was ready to be used. The user then ran AERMOD for a specified time 
period of meteorological data, which can be anywhere from a certain hour of a year, to a day of a 
year, or even an entire year. In this case, one entire year’s worth of meteorological data was 
used. The output concentrations from AERMOD were recorded at 300 receptors, and then used 
in the last task to generate plots of these output concentrations.  
The 4th highest ranked concentrations were used to generate the plots. The 4th highest is 
out of 8760 data points, at each receptor, and thus represent the 99.95th percentile.  These were 
used as a way of being extra conservative in predicting odor buffer distances. Other percentiles 





















Task 6: Generate Plots  
 The limits set in task 4 and results from air dispersion modeling were used in establishing 
odor buffer distances. As an example, Figure 9 shows how odor buffer distances can be 
established. (The meanings of the colors are explained below) 































Figure 9: Example of Odor Buffer Distances 
 
 In the example in Figure 9 the distances (x-y scale of graph is in meters) were set into 
three different colors of red, yellow, and green. The colors represent suggested areas around the 
landfill where odors may occur. The color red (stop) corresponds to an area where there is the 
risk of exceeding 30 ppb H2S, yellow (proceed with caution) corresponds to odors in the range of 
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15-30 ppb, and green corresponds to the safe zone (where houses may be built and very rarely 
will an odor from the landfill ever be a nuisance). This is just an example and the methane 
concentrations on this figure are just showing what is possible. In specific cases, the methane 
concentrations correspond to the ratio calculated for that particular landfill and for the 
meteorology around that landfill. 
 When this is done for any particular landfill more than one plot should be created since 
methane emissions will change from quarter to quarter and year to year. Making more than one 
plot can help in creating more of a certainty of where the odor buffer distances will in fact need 
to be set to ensure odor complaints are reduced to a minimum. Also running the dispersion 
model for another year’s worth of meteorology and generating a plot is recommended to increase 




CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS  
 
 This entire chapter applies the methodology previously discussed to establish odor buffer 
distances around the Seminole County Landfill (SCL).   
 
Task 1: Estimate Methane Emissions using Three Quarters of SCL data 
 The three cases of quarterly surface emissions monitoring reports used from the Seminole 
county landfill consist of 4th Quarter 2006, 2nd Quarter 2007, and 2nd Quarter 2008. Copies of the 
three reports can be found in Appendix A. Also attached in Appendix A are the NSPS Surface 
Emissions Monitoring Calibration and Pertinent Data Forms (if one was provided), a history of 
the weather that occurred on that day, and a figure showing the VOC reading locations. 
 The quarterly surface emissions monitoring report from 4th Quarter 2006 was taken on 
December 22, 2006. A total of 425 points were surveyed for VOC concentrations as methane in 
ppm, using a Landtec SEM 500 flame ionization detector. Based on the NSPS Surface Emissions 
Monitoring Calibration and Pertinent Data Form, and history from a local weather station, the 
local wind speed was about 2 mph or 0.89 m/sec, the wind direction was from 130˚ (SE), and the 
temperature was about 70˚F with mostly clear skies. Based on the information given, the stability 
class was estimated as class B stability conditions. 
The quarterly surface emissions monitoring report from 2nd Quarter 2007 was taken on 
June 29, 2007. A total of 358 points were surveyed for VOC concentrations as methane in ppm, 
using a Landtec SEM 500 flame ionization detector. Based on the NSPS Surface Emissions 
Monitoring Calibration and Pertinent Data Form, and history from a local weather station, the 
local wind speed was about 3 mph or 1.34 m/sec, the wind direction was from 40˚ (NE), and the 
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temperature was about 88˚F with scattered clouds. Based on information given, the stability class 
was estimated as class B stability conditions. 
 
Figure 10: Placement of the Sources and Receptors 
 
The quarterly surface emissions monitoring report from 2nd Quarter 2008 was taken on 
June 26, 2008. A total of 442 points were surveyed for VOC concentrations as methane in ppm, 
using a Foxboro TVA-1000B flame ionization detector. Based on the history from a local 
weather station, the local wind speed was about 5 mph or 2.24 m/sec, the wind direction was 
from 150˚ (SE), and the temperature was about 80˚F with mostly clear skies. Based on the 
information given, the stability class was estimated as class B stability conditions. The figure 
above is an example from the 2nd Quarter 2008 data showing where the wind was blowing 
toward in the upper right corner, the placement of the receptors, and the placement of the sources 
which was described in task 2. 
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Task 2: Estimate Methane Emissions 
 To estimate where the methane emissions are coming from, and how much each source is 
emitting, the methodology was used as discussed previously. Using the figures showing the VOC 
reading locations (located in Appendix A) from task 1 for each quarter, an Excel file was set up 
with each receptor location and the concentration recorded at that location. Each of the three data 
sets that show how the input concentration files were set up can be found in Appendix B. Once 
the concentration file was made, the only thing left to do was change the (run_cases.m) file to 
match the quarter that was about to be run. In this file, the only parameters that were changed 
were the wind angle, wind speed, and stability class according to the quarter given. Now the 
inverse modeling method was run through MATLAB to get the source strengths, and the 
Voronoi diagram technique was used to place the sources. The source locations (in UTM (km) 
coordinates) and their emissions (in (ug/s)) were sent to an output file called temp.out. This file 
was put in excel, where emissions were converted to g/s and summed up to give the total 
emissions of the landfill for that quarter. Each excel sheet set up from the output files are located 
in Appendix C for each quarter. 
Table 5: Background and Summary of Total Emissions for Each Quarter 
  
2006 4th Quarter          
Total Emissions 
2007 2nd Quarter         
Total Emissions 
2008 2nd Quarter         
Total Emissions 
Wind Angle 130 40 150 
Wind Speed (m/s) 0.89 1.34 2.24 
Stability Class B B B 
Background 
Concentration 3.1 ppm 2.45 ppm 1.82 ppm 
Total Emissions 
(g/s) 608.7 707.5 1233.4 
 
 The results for total emissions based on the three data sets are quite different as seen 
above in Table 5. There are various reasons as to why there appears to be an increasing trend 
seen in Table 5 from year 2006-2008, such as the meteorological history (especially recent 
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rains), amount of waste dumped prior to the quarterly survey, type of waste dumped, and 
possible cracks or leaks occurring with an aging system. Another possibility is that the values of 
the meteorological parameters were not known accurately when calculating the emissions.  
Task 2.1: Sensitivity Study 
 The Gaussian equation, used to solve for the methane emission rates, relies heavily on 
meteorological parameters. Variables such as wind speed, the horizontal spread function, the 
vertical spread function, are based on the meteorology at that given time. It was important to 
perform a sensitivity study on these parameters to determine how they affect the total emissions 
being predicted since there is no hourly on-site meteorological data provided at the landfill. For 
this study, the 2nd quarter 2007 monitoring report was used and the conditions that were 
estimated at the time of this survey were used as the initial conditions (Table 6). These values 
were changed one at a time to determine the sensitivity of each variable in the Gaussian 
equation. 
 
Table 6: 2007 2nd Quarter Initial Conditions Used 
2007 2nd Quarter    
Wind Angle= 40 
Wind Speed= 1.34 
Stability Class= B 
Background Concentration= 2.45 ppm 
Total Emissions (g/s)= 707.5 
 
 
The sensitivity study was done on these parameters and the results can be seen in Table 7 below. 
The table shows how much the total emissions of the landfill are affected by each of the 
parameters especially stability class. The wind speed and wind angle correlate well when 
comparing percent change from base and percent change in predicted emissions, while stability 
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classes percent change from base and predicted emissions vary from class to class. That is why it 




Table 7: Sensitivity Study of 2007 2nd Quarter Meteorological Conditions  








% Change in 
Predicted 
Emissions 
1 -25.4% 528.0 -25.4% 
1.25 -6.7% 660.0 -6.7% 
1.34 (base) 0.0% 707.5 0.0% 
1.5 11.9% 791.9 11.9% 
2 49.3% 1055.9 49.3% 
2.5 86.6% 1319.9 86.6% 
Stability Class:       
D -33.3% 281.3 -60.2% 
C -16.7% 415.1 -41.3% 
B (base) 0.0% 707.5 0.0% 
A 16.7% 1302.7 84.1% 
Theta (θ) (Direction wind 
from)       
20 11.11% 820.9 16.0% 
40 (base) 0.00% 707.5 0.0% 
60 11.11% 794.8 12.3% 
320 44.44% 978.2 38.3% 
 
Task 3: Derive H2S to Methane Ratio 
The optimal way to derive the H2S to methane ratio would be to actually sample the H2S 
content at various points during the walking survey of the monitoring report, using a portable 
H2S analyzer that can measure H2S to levels as close as 1 ppb. So if both the H2S and methane 
concentrations were sampled at various points during the walking survey, a robust sample of the 
two could be used to provide an accurate H2S to methane ratio for that particular landfill. The 
same theory could be applied to any odorous gas at a landfill to derive a useable ratio.  
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This method was not able to be done for this study, so further research of the literature 
was done to find reported  H2S-to-methane ratios.  







63.3 ppm 540000 ppm 0.00012 
Case 223 
70.0 ppm 500000 ppm 0.00014 
Case 324 
900 ppm 730000 ppm 0.00123 
Case 425 
20 ppm 532830 ppm 0.00004 
Case 58 
10000 ppm 450000 ppm 0.02222 
Case 627 
247.8 ppm  286000 ppm 0.00087 
Case 727 
115.3 ppm  585000 ppm 0.00020 
Case 827 
2344 ppm  316000 ppm 0.00742 
 
The figures and tables used to determine these ratios are attached in Appendix D. Table 8 has 
eight different cases that have a wide range of values for the H2S/ CH4 Ratio. Each case was 
based on a total of 1 million ppm, if all the components of landfill gases were shown (Methane, 
CO2, Nitrogen, Oxygen, H2S, and other trace chemicals). Cases 1, 2, 4, 6, and 7 are a good 
representation of how much hydrogen sulfide can be found in an average landfill. Cases 3, 5, and 
8 are worst case scenarios that show what the ratio was under extreme circumstances that 
normally are not seen, but are possible. Case 5 considered H2S was 1% and accounted for all the 
trace chemical species, which is an overly conservative approach based on what is known about 
landfill gas and what was found in the literature review. 
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  In Figueroa’s thesis, Case 4 was the ratio used to determine the odor buffer distances. 
This ratio was determined to be not conservative enough since literature review of the 
composition of landfill gases showed all the other ratios to be higher than Case 4. It was 
determined for this study that a H2S/ CH4 ratio of 0.00013 was a more conservative approach and 
could be an accurate approach based on Cases 1 and 2.  
Task 4: Set Limits 
The task of setting limits was researched in the literature to decide the most reasonable 1-
hour H2S limits. Again these limits are for use when dealing with H2S, since different odors have 
different thresholds. The 1-hour H2S limits of >30 ppb, 15-30 ppb, and under 15 ppb were 
selected as discussed below: The >30 ppb has been used previously to set an exceedance level 
for H2S. There are two examples of this. One would be the control of odorous gas at 
Massachusetts landfills, that is based on an average concentration of hydrogen sulfide measured 
in the ambient air at a location must be less than or equal to 15 ppb averaged over 8 hours or 30 
ppb averaged over one hour.7 The second example is the California ambient air quality standard 
(CAAQS) one-hour limit for hydrogen sulfide of 30 ppb.26 Using these two examples and the 
researcher’s judgment, the 1-hour H2S limits were selected. Using Equation 1 from the 
methodology, the H2S limits corresponding to the methane concentrations are listed in Table 9.  
Table 9: Methane Concentration Limits 
 
H2S Limit Methane Concentration 
<15 ppb <115 ppm 
15-30 ppb 115-231 ppm 




Tables similar to this can be created for other odors if it is determined H2S is not the main 
contributor to odors at a certain landfill. Making the odor limits into methane concentrations also 
helps when generating plots because instead of making multiple plots for different odors anyone 
can just pull up the methane concentration limits for that odor and read them off one plot of 
methane concentrations for that landfill.  
Task 5: Air Dispersion Modeling 
The same methodology discussed previously was used to determine the methane 
concentration around the SCL landfill using the air dispersion modeling program AERMOD.  
The meteorological data gathered is from January 1, 1999 to December 31, 2003. The 
hourly surface data is from the Orlando International Airport and the upper air data is from 
Ruskin, FL.  The meteorological data for the year of 2001 was used for the research of the SCL, 
but any of the four years can be used. A 7.5-minute horizontal datum DEM file for Osceola was 
used creating two output files, one for the sources and one for the receptors. The receptor file 
was used when running AERMOD since the terrain is relatively the same as when the DEM file 
was created, but the source file was not used since we are dealing with a landfill whose terrain is 
constantly changing. Instead the topographic maps provided with the Surface Emission 
Monitoring reports were used to get accurate measurements of the terrain inside the landfill 
boundaries.  
The input file was set up with an averaging time of 1-hour and the pollutant modeled in 
this case was methane. The source pathway specified the amount of sources, the emission rate 
for each source, and the base elevation of each source. The 4th Quarter 2006 had 178 point 
sources, the 2nd Quarter 2007 had 108 point sources, and the 2nd Quarter 2008 had 170 point 
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sources (all these point sources were determined from task 2). AERMOD was then run (with 
2001 meteorological data) and the 4th highest concentrations of methane in (ug/m3) were 
recorded at all 300 receptors put in excel and converted to parts per million (ppm).The receptors 
1-252 are the polar rings (36 receptors on each ring every 10 degrees) which correspond to 
distances of 800m, 900m, 1000m 1100m 1200m, 1300m, and 1400m from the center of the 












Figure 11: Receptors Surrounding the Landfill 
 
The results are presented in Appendix E for the 4th quarter 2006, 2nd quarter 2007, and 2nd 
quarter 2008.  It should be noted that most of the concentrations seen in Appendix E occurred 
during the hours of 2300-0900 (or 11p.m.-9a.m.). This is discussed further in the 
recommendations section and could lead to modeling for hours when most nuisance complaints 
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Task 6: Generate Plots 
 Using the methodology that was presented earlier, the results from the air dispersion 
modeling were used to generate color coded plots.  
Since H2S was used in this study the methane concentration limits for H2S from Table 9 
were used to create the plots for each quarter. H2S is not the only odorous compound found in 
landfills and the ratio of an odorous compound to methane will change so Table 9 is only 
relevant for this study of H2S.   
The three limits are color coordinated with the colors of red, yellow, and green. The red 
zone is a “do not build zone” and corresponds to H2S concentrations>30ppb (or methane >231 
ppm). The yellow zone is a “proceed with caution” zone and corresponds to a H2S from 15-
30ppb (or methane from 115-231 ppm). The green zone is a “safe to build zone” and corresponds 
to H2S concentrations<15ppb (or methane <115 ppm).  
The three-color plots in the following pages are the findings from the 4th Quarter 2006, 
2nd Quarter 2007, and 2nd Quarter 2008 in order. From the three quarters of data the plots are 
expected to show an increasing trend of concentrations of H2S, based primarily on the apparent 
increasing trend of total emissions from the landfill from 2006-2008.  
The part that is not easily determined is where these expected higher concentrations are 
going to occur outside the landfill fence line from quarter to quarter. The meteorology 
experienced during a certain year plays a big role in this, but what was looked at before doing the 
air dispersion modeling is where the greatest point source emissions were coming from in the 
landfill. The isopleths of the point source methane emissions in grams/sec (created from the 
MATLAB results) are shown by quarter directly before the color generated plot of the air 
dispersion modeling figures. These isopleths of point source methane emissions give some clues 
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Figure 12: 4th Quarter 2006 Methane Emission Isopleths 
 
Based on Figure 12 it was expected that the highest concentrations of odors are just 
outside the northeast part of the landfill, since this was where the greatest amounts of methane 
were being emitted. After doing the air dispersion modeling and looking at Figure 13 it can be 
inferred that the high methane emissions in Figure 12 are what caused the high concentrations of 
methane/odor just outside the northern fence line. 
 
 














































Figure 13: 4th Quarter 2006 Concentration Limit Plot 
 
 
Figure 14 showing the 2nd Quarter 2007 methane emission isopleths was also a good 
indicator of where the highest concentrations of methane/odor were going to occur. This time it 
was expected the highest concentrations of methane/odor were going to occur around the north-




Figure 14: 2nd Quarter 2007 Methane Emission Isopleths 
 



































Figure 15: 2nd Quarter 2007 Concentration Limit Plot 
 
 
Figure 15 proves once again that the methane emission isopleths were a good indicator of 
where the high methane/odor concentrations would occur. Although the methane emissions 
isopleths indicated higher concentrations in the northeast and the higher concentration just to the 
south, the emission isopleths did not give a good indication of the higher concentration along the 
western edge of the landfill. Air dispersion modeling was the only way to pin point where the 





Figure 16: 2nd Quarter 2008 Methane Emission Isopleths 
 
 
The 2nd Quarter 2008 data is a great example of how odors around the landfill and 
methane emissions within the landfill are changing. Looking at Figure 17 we had an extremely 
low chance of odors occurring to the north and south of the landfill, while a high chance of high 
concentrations of methane/odors to the west and even higher methane/odor concentrations to the 
east existed. Modeling numerous quarters of data gives a greater level of confidence for 
determining where odors are occurring at any given time. 










































CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS 
 
Being able to predict where, at what concentration, and when odors are occurring is an 
issue that is affecting people moving into houses around landfills. So as odor complaints 
increase, the managing of odors is becoming a bigger issue. Using this thesis as the foundation 
and framework to determine odor buffer distances will help in increasing effective odor 
management. This thesis gives people the opportunity to evaluate how close they want to build to 
landfills and what they might experience in the way of odors depending on how close they do 
build.  
This thesis also presents a new and promising way of estimating methane emissions from 
landfills. By using the Gaussian equation and the inverse modeling method, the total emissions 
can be estimated from a landfill and the point sources that are emitting methane within the 
landfill can estimated. The conclusions of this research include: 
 
1) A methodology for estimating methane emissions from a landfill using the surface 
emissions monitoring reports taken every quarter has been developed. Using hundreds 
of ambient VOC measurements, and an inverse modeling method, the methane 
emissions can be calculated, both on a total basis and with a spatial distribution. 
 
2) A methodology to estimate and derive an odorous gas to methane ratio was proposed. 
This ratio can be used to set limits that will help create odor buffer distances. 
 
3) The air dispersion model AERMOD can be used to determine where these odors will 
occur and at what concentration.   
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4) Using the results from AERMOD and limits set for an odorous gas colored plots can be 




CHAPTER 6: RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Further study is recommended to produce an even more accurate/specific methodology in 
estimating methane emissions and determining odor buffer distances. To accomplish this there 
are a series of further steps and analyses that can be done. 
First the H2S to methane ratio or any other odorous gas to methane ratio should be 
measured at the landfill during the required quarterly surface emissions monitoring report, rather 
then using average ratios from literature review. Also during the quarterly surface emission 
monitoring more accurate measurements of the meteorological parameters need to be done on 
site, since the estimation of methane emissions is so sensitive to these parameters. It is also 
recommended that several samples outside the landfill be tested for concentrations of the 
odorous gas to compare with the air dispersion modeling results. This will help in giving more 
accurate estimations of the odor buffer distances. 
The next recommendation is to perform analysis of more quarters worth of data and to 
model another landfill. Using more quarters would not only give a more robust data set to work 
with but also determine if odors dramatically change from season to season (as of right now only 
two 2nd Quarters and one 4th quarter worth of emissions have been used). Using multiple landfills 
would also test the sensitivity of a landfill to the heights of a landfill, the surroundings of a 
landfill, the odorous gas to methane ratio (if one can be sampled), and the emissions from the 
landfill. 
Future studies should include a more in-depth look at when odors occur and if that can 
affect the odor buffer distances. Most of the odors in this research were occurring at night when 
people are sleeping. This suggests research should concentrate more on odors that occur during 
the morning, afternoon, and early evening when more people are influenced by these odors. 
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Doing multiple landfills and quarters of data would help in determining if the highest 
concentrations of odors occur at night when most people are sleeping. 
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APPENDIX A: SEMINOLE COUNTY LANDFILL VOC MEASUREMENTS 




























































Figure A-2: Seminole County Landfill 2nd Quarter 2007 VOC Reading Locations
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July 10, 2008 
SCS File No. 09206066.09 
 
Johnny Edwards 
Solid Waste Manager 
Seminole County Landfill 
1930 E. Osceola Road 
Geneva, FL 32773-7499 
 
Subject: Results of Second Quarter 2008 Surface Emissions Monitoring, Seminole 




On June 26, 2008, SCS Field Services (SCS-FS) conducted surface emissions monitoring (SEM) 
at the subject location, as specified in 40 CFR 60.755 (c) and (d), and 40 CFR 60, Appendix A, 
Method 21.  
 
Monitoring was completed in accordance with the regulations. A total of 442 points were 
surveyed for emissions of volatile organic compounds (VOC), as methane, using a Foxboro 
TVA-1000B flame ionization detector.   
 
The monitoring data are presented in Table 1.  The monitoring route was determined in the field 
by SCS-FS.  The Calibration and Pertinent Data Forms are also attached.  During monitoring the 
TVA-1000 did not record all of the monitoring points.  There is no logged information for 
readings 222 thru 244. The readings for these locations were manually observed as being below 
500 ppm. All points with readings 500 ppm above background were recorded on the route map. 




Over the area surveyed, five monitoring points (Tag numbers 38, 61, 73, 77, 212) had emissions 
above 500 ppm VOCs.  Remedial action was done by increasing vacuum to the wells that were 
closest to the exceedance areas.  Each of these exceedances passed the 10-day recheck with 
readings below 500 ppm.  Per the regulations, these locations will need to be rechecked one 












SCS-FS, an employee-owned company, thanks you for using our services. Please contact either 




Jason Bever       Michael D. Knox 
Senior Field Technician     Project Manager  
S C S  F I E L D  S E R V I C E S      S C S  F I E L D  S E R V I C E S  
 
 
Attachments:  Calibration Form 




TABLE 1. SEMINOLE COUNTY LANDFILL 
NSPS SURFACE EMISSIONS MONITORING DATA 
SECOND QUARTER 2008 
      
  Time Monitoring FID    
Date (Hr:Min:Sec) Tag Concentration Unit Notes 
            
      
26-Jun-08 10:00:00 500PPM 502 PPM Calibration gas-500 ppm methane 
26-Jun-08 10:03:00 ZERO GAS 0.18 PPM Calibration gas-zero grade air 
26-Jun-08 10:09:00 UPWIND 1.82 PPM East side of Landfill 
26-Jun-08 10:12:00 DOWN WIND 3.44 PPM West side of Landfill 
26-Jun-08 10:17:50 1 3.49 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:18:11 2 3.80 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:18:30 3 15.95 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:18:50 4 20.68 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:19:27 5 12.85 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:20:27 6 7.46 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:20:47 7 14.60 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:21:06 8 9.67 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:21:24 9 27.69 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:21:42 10 31.16 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:22:59 11 22.43 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:23:31 12 2.03 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:23:47 13 3.62 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:24:04 14 2.40 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:24:22 15 8.02 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:24:39 16 7.54 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:24:57 17 8.81 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:25:14 18 2.05 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:25:31 19 11.83 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:25:49 20 7.24 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:26:07 21 1.38 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:26:24 22 2.99 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:26:41 23 5.30 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:26:59 24 2.66 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:27:18 25 3.20 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:27:40 26 14.69 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:28:15 27 22.13 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:28:33 28 7.61 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:28:52 29 3.54 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:29:09 30 1.49 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:29:26 31 2.12 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:29:43 32 67.50 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:30:00 33 1.15 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:30:15 34 1.46 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:30:31 35 4.15 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:30:49 36 0.87 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:31:07 37 192 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:31:24 38 1052 PPM FAIL;EXCEEDANCE 
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2-Jul-08 14:50:00  384 PPM OK;RECHECKED EXCEEDANCE 
     REQUIRES RECHECK AT ONE 
     MONTH FROM INITIAL 
     EXCEEDANCE 
26-Jun-08 10:33:23 39 227 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:33:41 40 164 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:33:57 41 134 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:34:15 42 121 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:34:32 43 11.11 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:34:49 44 13.20 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:35:06 45 6.41 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:35:39 46 1.88 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:35:57 47 2.69 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:36:16 48 2.12 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:36:33 49 8.98 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:36:52 50 6.90 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:37:11 51 3.07 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:37:30 52 19.59 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:37:47 53 7.63 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:38:04 54 6.87 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:38:22 55 9.66 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:38:39 56 6.30 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:38:56 57 3.17 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:39:13 58 10.11 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:39:31 59 57.48 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:39:48 60 6.24 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:40:05 61 823 PPM FAIL;EXCEEDANCE 
2-Jul-08 14:52:00  323 PPM OK;RECHECKED EXCEEDANCE 
     REQUIRES RECHECK AT ONE 
     MONTH FROM INITIAL 
     EXCEEDANCE 
26-Jun-08 10:40:40 62 40.94 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:41:01 63 219 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:41:22 64 97.85 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:42:27 65 67.43 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:42:46 66 68 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:43:05 67 82.99 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:43:25 68 19.74 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:43:43 69 248 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:44:01 70 14.86 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:44:20 71 116 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:44:37 72 48.27 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:44:54 73 774 PPM FAIL;EXCEEDANCE 
2-Jul-08 14:53:00  200 PPM OK;RECHECKED EXCEEDANCE 
     REQUIRES RECHECK AT ONE 
     MONTH FROM INITIAL 
     EXCEEDANCE 
26-Jun-08 10:45:59 74 267 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:46:12 75 177 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:46:36 76 73.53 PPM OK 
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26-Jun-08 10:46:55 77 1034 PPM FAIL;EXCEEDANCE 
2-Jul-08 14:54:00  133 PPM OK;RECHECKED EXCEEDANCE 
     REQUIRES RECHECK AT ONE 
     MONTH FROM INITIAL 
     EXCEEDANCE 
26-Jun-08 10:48:15 78 248 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:48:34 79 209 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:48:52 80 161 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:49:10 81 62.43 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:49:28 82 68.95 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:49:45 83 227 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:50:14 84 55.31 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:50:32 85 19.34 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:50:51 86 34.50 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:51:09 87 29.71 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:51:27 88 252 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:51:44 89 268 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:52:02 90 115 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:52:20 91 189 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:52:38 92 56.28 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:52:57 93 34.18 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:53:16 94 17.51 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:53:36 95 6.75 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:53:55 96 4.70 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:54:15 97 3.69 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:54:35 98 3.33 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:54:53 99 3.82 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:55:12 100 90.93 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:55:31 101 50.51 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:56:08 102 22.21 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:56:28 103 31.54 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:56:46 104 37.37 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:57:06 105 19.52 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:57:25 106 84.91 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:57:44 107 28.34 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:58:01 108 135 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:58:20 109 67.81 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:58:39 110 9.49 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:58:57 111 45.50 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:59:16 112 18.51 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:59:34 113 32.59 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 10:59:53 114 44.83 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:00:10 115 19.69 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:00:29 116 9.00 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:00:47 117 10.98 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:01:05 118 5.28 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:01:25 119 4.46 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:01:43 120 3.66 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:02:02 121 19.80 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:02:20 122 73.07 PPM OK 
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26-Jun-08 11:02:38 123 163 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:13:43 124 59.05 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:14:05 125 43.08 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:14:23 126 17.30 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:14:42 127 19.30 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:15:00 128 63.21 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:15:18 129 15.93 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:15:36 130 8.50 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:15:55 131 35.61 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:16:13 132 44.12 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:16:31 133 11.57 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:16:49 134 21.24 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:17:07 135 75.17 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:17:25 136 70.84 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:17:43 137 135 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:18:27 138 41.80 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:18:45 139 16.11 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:19:02 140 139 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:19:22 141 5.46 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:19:40 142 24.52 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:19:59 143 7.00 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:20:18 144 7.33 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:20:42 145 15.22 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:21:01 146 4.88 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:21:20 147 4.71 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:21:38 148 13.23 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:21:57 149 3.71 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:22:14 150 5.95 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:22:33 151 5.92 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:22:50 152 3.88 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:23:08 153 14.01 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:23:26 154 26.44 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:23:44 155 13.11 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:24:02 156 8.86 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:24:19 157 5.80 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:24:38 158 6.75 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:24:56 159 4.57 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:25:14 160 8.56 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:25:32 161 5.94 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:25:52 162 8.27 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:26:10 163 14.65 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:26:28 164 10.20 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:26:46 165 25.76 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:27:04 166 232 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:30:34 167 44.58 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:33:25 168 115 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:33:43 169 29.25 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:34:00 170 93.39 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:34:18 171 48.19 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:34:35 172 40.59 PPM OK 
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26-Jun-08 11:34:52 173 15.39 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:35:09 174 15.72 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:35:28 175 32.95 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:35:46 176 56.99 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:36:05 177 97.38 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:36:23 178 67.35 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:36:42 179 13.45 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:37:02 180 22.47 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:37:51 181 33.33 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:38:10 182 93.55 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:38:28 183 11.29 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:38:46 184 51.24 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:39:05 185 32.78 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:39:23 186 57.89 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:39:40 187 13.86 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:39:58 188 13.87 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:40:19 189 50.99 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:40:37 190 31.63 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:40:53 191 46.44 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:41:12 192 58.26 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:41:29 193 17.70 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:41:46 194 45.04 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:42:03 195 14.31 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:42:25 196 41.57 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:42:43 197 58.82 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:43:01 198 52.06 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:43:19 199 68.50 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:43:36 200 106 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:43:54 201 62.37 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:44:13 202 45.85 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:44:32 203 47.14 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:44:50 204 32.97 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:45:07 205 30.13 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:45:24 206 47.40 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:45:42 207 132 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:46:01 208 44.88 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:46:42 209 163 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:47:01 210 189 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:47:19 211 398 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:47:37 212 559 PPM FAIL;EXCEEDANCE 
2-Jul-08 15:00:00 212 9.64 PPM OK;RECHECKED EXCEEDANCE 
     REQUIRES RECHECK AT ONE 
     MONTH FROM INITIAL 
     EXCEEDANCE 
26-Jun-08 11:48:58 213 240 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:49:16 214 37.50 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:49:35 215 67.67 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:49:54 216 271 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:50:13 217 134 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:50:33 218 76.07 PPM OK 
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26-Jun-08 11:50:51 219 108 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:51:09 220 60.98 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 11:51:28 221 30.30 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 NA 222 NA PPM Instrument did not record 
26-Jun-08 NA 223 NA PPM Instrument did not record 
26-Jun-08 NA 224 NA PPM Instrument did not record 
26-Jun-08 NA 225 NA PPM Instrument did not record 
26-Jun-08 NA 226 NA PPM Instrument did not record 
26-Jun-08 NA 227 NA PPM Instrument did not record 
26-Jun-08 NA 228 NA PPM Instrument did not record 
26-Jun-08 NA 229 NA PPM Instrument did not record 
26-Jun-08 NA 230 NA PPM Instrument did not record 
26-Jun-08 NA 231 NA PPM Instrument did not record 
26-Jun-08 NA 232 NA PPM Instrument did not record 
26-Jun-08 NA 233 NA PPM Instrument did not record 
26-Jun-08 NA 234 NA PPM Instrument did not record 
26-Jun-08 NA 235 NA PPM Instrument did not record 
26-Jun-08 NA 236 NA PPM Instrument did not record 
26-Jun-08 NA 237 NA PPM Instrument did not record 
26-Jun-08 NA 238 NA PPM Instrument did not record 
26-Jun-08 NA 239 NA PPM Instrument did not record 
26-Jun-08 NA 240 NA PPM Instrument did not record 
26-Jun-08 NA 241 NA PPM Instrument did not record 
26-Jun-08 NA 242 NA PPM Instrument did not record 
26-Jun-08 NA 243 NA PPM Instrument did not record 
26-Jun-08 NA 244 NA PPM Instrument did not record 
26-Jun-08 12:05:40 245 57.24 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:06:01 246 88.94 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:06:21 247 200 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:06:40 248 357 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:07:06 249 49.64 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:07:23 250 146 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:07:42 251 58.71 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:07:59 252 39.11 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:08:17 253 60.52 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:08:34 254 51.33 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:08:52 255 95.31 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:09:10 256 102 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:09:27 257 61.88 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:09:45 258 131 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:10:06 259 260 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:10:54 260 65.60 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:11:19 261 187 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:11:37 262 107 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:11:55 263 51.47 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:12:12 264 166 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:12:30 265 44.78 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:12:47 266 33.59 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:13:05 267 65.35 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:13:23 268 123 PPM OK 
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26-Jun-08 12:13:40 269 229 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:13:59 270 101 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:14:16 271 183 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:14:34 272 231 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:14:52 273 284 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:15:11 274 60.25 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:15:30 275 92.86 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:15:48 276 229 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:16:08 277 78.99 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:16:25 278 106 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:16:45 279 90.20 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:17:02 280 178 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:17:21 281 189 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:17:40 282 144 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:17:58 283 92.24 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:18:15 284 80.36 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:18:32 285 32.95 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:18:50 286 99.79 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:19:07 287 252 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:19:24 288 284 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 12:19:46 289 61.18 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:15:53 290 13.44 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:16:18 291 5.32 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:16:37 292 7.54 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:16:57 293 6.42 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:17:17 294 7.98 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:22:17 295 8.00 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:22:37 296 7.31 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:22:55 297 13.20 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:23:15 298 8.69 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:23:34 299 27.89 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:24:08 300 5.41 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:24:27 301 4.05 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:24:46 302 22.73 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:25:05 303 6.82 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:25:34 304 12.66 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:25:52 305 7.63 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:26:09 306 14.49 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:26:28 307 25.65 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:26:46 308 5.61 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:27:03 309 28.10 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:27:21 310 15.43 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:27:39 311 22.90 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:27:57 312 10.42 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:28:14 313 13.25 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:28:31 314 5.11 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:28:49 315 4.40 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:29:14 316 6.30 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:29:31 317 7.81 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:29:48 318 7.77 PPM OK 
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26-Jun-08 13:30:04 319 12.03 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:30:22 320 4.61 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:30:39 321 4.48 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:30:58 322 4.08 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:31:18 323 6.04 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:31:37 324 9.27 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:31:53 325 15.89 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:32:37 326 4.91 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:32:59 327 10.16 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:33:17 328 5.98 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:33:35 329 4.73 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:33:51 330 4.15 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:34:40 331 4.67 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:34:57 332 4.08 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:35:12 333 4.19 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:35:29 334 4.09 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:35:44 335 8.32 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:36:01 336 9.00 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:36:20 337 5.16 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:36:34 338 10.14 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:36:49 339 10.24 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:37:05 340 5.73 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:37:23 341 38.44 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:38:07 342 11.27 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:38:21 343 3.92 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:38:35 344 4.40 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:38:51 345 7.98 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:39:08 346 5.99 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:39:22 347 5.29 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:39:39 348 6.00 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:39:54 349 6.45 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:40:09 350 4.23 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:40:24 351 4.15 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:40:41 352 9.00 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:40:57 353 6.46 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:41:11 354 10.37 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:41:27 355 7.99 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:41:45 356 4.71 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:42:40 357 19.95 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:42:55 358 4.61 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:45:11 359 4.86 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:45:31 360 4.36 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:45:50 361 4.08 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:46:08 362 5.20 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:46:24 363 5.44 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:46:41 364 5.41 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:46:58 365 3.42 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:47:12 366 13.54 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:47:27 367 4.80 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:48:07 368 4.08 PPM OK 
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26-Jun-08 13:48:20 369 57.76 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:48:36 370 6.90 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:48:51 371 6.86 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:49:08 372 5.00 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:49:28 373 3.62 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:52:44 374 6.82 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 13:53:34 375 6.12 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:43:04 376 9.85 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:43:22 377 11.12 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:43:39 378 11.77 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:43:59 379 24.44 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:44:18 380 6.41 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:44:35 381 5.88 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:44:53 382 5.21 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:45:12 383 5.28 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:45:33 384 7.49 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:45:47 385 7.25 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:46:19 386 6.70 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:46:35 387 5.65 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:46:52 388 5.75 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:47:09 389 5.41 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:47:26 390 6.02 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:47:45 391 6.63 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:48:00 392 6.21 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:48:17 393 5.71 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:48:37 394 6.40 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:48:56 395 5.71 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:49:13 396 5.90 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:49:32 397 5.95 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:49:49 398 5.86 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:50:13 399 5.84 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:50:31 400 5.33 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:51:03 401 4.95 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:51:19 402 5.30 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:51:37 403 5.82 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:51:52 404 6.50 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:52:06 405 6.65 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:52:22 406 6.58 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:52:38 407 6.90 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:53:03 408 7.20 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:53:22 409 6.50 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:53:40 410 6.17 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:53:58 411 5.24 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:54:31 412 5.59 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:55:04 413 4.91 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:55:21 414 6.57 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:55:38 415 5.78 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:55:54 416 6.00 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:56:14 417 5.04 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:56:31 418 5.00 PPM OK 
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26-Jun-08 14:56:48 419 4.69 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:57:06 420 4.73 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:57:47 421 4.91 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:58:04 422 5.54 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:58:59 423 4.48 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:59:15 424 4.40 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:59:31 425 4.58 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 14:59:47 426 5.08 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 15:00:22 427 4.73 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 15:00:39 428 4.86 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 15:00:57 429 4.66 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 15:01:17 430 4.51 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 15:01:30 431 4.17 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 15:01:50 432 4.11 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 15:02:09 433 4.96 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 15:02:28 434 4.76 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 15:03:03 435 4.44 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 15:03:32 436 4.40 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 15:04:07 437 5.00 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 15:04:44 438 5.05 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 15:05:22 439 6.28 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 15:05:52 440 6.84 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 15:06:18 441 7.45 PPM OK 
26-Jun-08 15:06:47 442 6.49 PPM OK 
      















APPENDIX B: ESTIMATING METHANE EMISSIONS (INPUT-
CONCENTRATION FILES) 
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(The X and Y coordinates are in Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) which is the metric 
equivalent of latitude and longitude in map projections. The last column C is the concentration of 
methane recorded at that receptor in units of ug/m3 during the surface emissions monitoring 
report minus background concentrations.) 
 
4th Quarter 2006 
  Receptors, i     
No. xr (meters) yr (meters) Ctotal (ug/m3) 
1 491798.9    3184743.5 523.2 
2 491780.4 3184775.3 0.0 
3 491761.9 3184807.1 0.0 
4 491743.4 3184838.9 0.0 
5 491724.9 3184870.7 0.0 
6 491706.3 3184902.5 0.0 
7 491687.5 3184934.8 0.0 
8 491665.6 3184962.2 0.0 
9 491643.7 3184989.6 0.0 
10 491621.8 3185017.0 0.0 
11 491599.9 3185044.4 0.0 
12 491578.0 3185071.8 0.0 
13 491556.1 3185099.2 65.8 
14 491534.2 3185126.6 0.0 
15 491512.2 3185154.0 1338.4 
16 491499.5 3185167.2 1351.7 
17 491486.7 3185180.3 15396.6 
18 491474.0 3185193.4 15078.4 
19 491461.2 3185206.6 5514.1 
20 491448.4 3185219.7 6435.4 
21 491435.7 3185232.8 6349.3 
22 491422.9 3185246.0 5401.4 
23 491410.1 3185259.1 6104.0 
24 491397.7 3185272.0 53587.5 
25 491372.6 3185286.2 15728.0 
26 491347.6 3185300.4 8470.2 
27 491322.6 3185314.7 8529.9 
28 491297.5 3185329.0 10266.4 
29 491270.3 3185331.1 3220.8 
30 491243.2 3185333.3 655.7 
31 491216.1 3185335.5 72.5 
32 491188.8 3185337.7 25146.5 
33 491170.1 3185323.1 14415.6 
34 491151.3 3185308.6 23834.1 
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35 491132.6 3185294.0 19691.6 
36 491113.9 3185279.5 6130.5 
37 491095.1 3185265.0 4665.7 
38 491076.5 3185250.5 4447.0 
39 491085.2 3185218.2 27075.2 
40 491093.8 3185186.0 66876.8 
41 491102.5 3185153.7 45653.7 
42 491111.1 3185121.5 19943.4 
43 491119.8 3185089.2 30767.1 
44 491128.4 3185056.9 44580.0 
45 491137.1 3185024.7 94714.7 
46 491145.7 3184992.4 54561.8 
47 491154.4 3184960.2 24404.1 
48 491163.0 3184927.9 102005.5 
49 491171.7 3184895.6 12036.1 
50 491180.5 3184863.0 14667.5 
51 491223.0 3184831.0 3015.3 
52 491252.6 3184822.9 1815.7 
53 491282.2 3184814.8 8370.8 
54 491311.8 3184806.7 15429.7 
55 491341.4 3184798.7 0.0 
56 491371.1 3184790.6 384.0 
57 491400.7 3184782.5 10750.3 
58 491430.3 3184774.4 12964.1 
59 491459.9 3184766.4 7674.9 
60 491489.5 3184758.3 12195.2 
61 491519.1 3184750.2 4924.2 
62 491548.8 3184742.1 11996.4 
63 491578.4 3184734.1 5507.5 
64 491608.0 3184726.0 10186.9 
65 491661.8 3184723.6 3121.4 
66 491715.6 3184721.2 1577.0 
67 491769.3 3184718.8 125.5 
68 491742.5 3184788.0 1988.0 
69 491726.8 3184813.1 2876.1 
70 491711.2 3184838.3 50923.0 
71 491695.5 3184863.5 741.9 
72 491679.9 3184888.7 185.2 
73 491664.3 3184913.8 1557.2 
74 491643.0 3184937.4 1775.9 
75 491621.8 3184961.0 3857.1 
76 491600.5 3184984.7 39.3 
77 491579.2 3185008.3 0.0 
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78 491558.0 3185031.9 3234.1 
79 491536.7 3185055.6 28195.4 
80 491515.4 3185079.2 2869.5 
81 491494.2 3185102.8 11903.6 
82 491472.9 3185126.5 5288.8 
83 491451.6 3185150.1 1676.5 
84 491430.3 3185173.7 2166.9 
85 491409.1 3185197.4 1504.1 
86 491387.8 3185221.0 1941.6 
87 491366.5 3185244.6 2147.1 
88 491345.3 3185268.3 2597.8 
89 491323.8 3185292.1 4029.4 
90 491283.7 3185281.5 4546.4 
91 491243.7 3185270.9 4029.4 
92 491203.6 3185260.3 3320.2 
93 491163.6 3185249.7 7628.5 
94 491123.5 3185239.1 2949.1 
95 491129.6 3185209.9 3817.3 
96 491135.7 3185180.7 5023.6 
97 491141.8 3185151.5 3744.4 
98 491148.0 3185122.3 2365.8 
99 491154.1 3185093.1 2584.5 
100 491160.2 3185063.9 2113.9 
101 491166.3 3185034.7 2571.3 
102 491172.5 3185005.2 3293.7 
103 491188.1 3184972.6 960.6 
104 491203.8 3184940.0 17908.6 
105 491219.1 3184907.4 79470.1 
106 491235.0 3184874.9 7973.1 
107 491271.4 3184861.5 1331.8 
108 491307.8 3184848.0 2882.8 
109 491344.2 3184834.5 5779.2 
110 491380.6 3184821.0 781.7 
111 491417.0 3184807.5 1285.4 
112 491455.2 3184805.6 569.6 
113 491493.4 3184803.7 231.5 
114 491531.6 3184801.8 576.2 
115 491569.8 3184799.9 6945.8 
116 491608.0 3184798.0 5878.7 
117 491621.7 3184832.6 2279.6 
118 491633.5 3184862.0 1079.9 
119 491607.6 3184894.8 1437.9 
120 491581.6 3184927.5 1497.5 
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121 491555.7 3184960.3 801.6 
122 491529.7 3184993.1 1139.6 
123 491503.8 3185025.9 1186.0 
124 491477.8 3185058.6 1371.6 
125 491451.9 3185091.4 934.1 
126 491425.9 3185124.2 7277.2 
127 491400.0 3185157.0 6693.9 
128 491374.1 3185189.7 4798.3 
129 491348.1 3185222.5 20023.0 
130 491322.0 3185255.5 5202.6 
131 491292.8 3185242.7 3936.6 
132 491263.6 3185229.9 5401.4 
133 491234.4 3185217.1 1901.8 
134 491205.2 3185204.3 2312.8 
135 491176.0 3185191.5 2849.6 
136 491185.4 3185153.6 2445.3 
137 491194.9 3185115.6 3485.9 
138 491204.3 3185077.7 5931.7 
139 491213.7 3185039.7 10332.7 
140 491223.2 3185001.8 2531.5 
141 491232.6 3184963.8 2147.1 
142 491242.0 3184926.0 1736.1 
143 491286.2 3184913.1 1616.8 
144 491330.5 3184900.1 1305.3 
145 491374.7 3184887.2 1298.7 
146 491419.0 3184874.2 4049.3 
147 491463.2 3184861.3 1033.5 
148 491507.5 3184848.4 755.2 
149 491551.5 3184835.5 602.7 
150 491563.9 3184859.0 1212.5 
151 491573.4 3184881.1 1676.5 
152 491548.8 3184911.0 2120.5 
153 491524.1 3184940.9 4519.9 
154 491499.5 3184970.8 31476.3 
155 491474.8 3185000.7 4002.9 
156 491450.2 3185030.6 1510.8 
157 491425.6 3185060.5 2180.2 
158 491400.9 3185090.3 2617.7 
159 491376.3 3185120.2 26591.4 
160 491351.6 3185150.1 7383.2 
161 491327.0 3185180.0 3452.8 
162 491312.3 3185175.4 4606.1 
163 491297.5 3185170.8 1484.3 
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164 491282.8 3185166.3 1020.3 
165 491268.0 3185161.7 2418.8 
166 491253.3 3185157.1 2703.8 
167 491238.5 3185152.5 3240.7 
168 491241.8 3185132.6 3466.0 
169 491245.1 3185112.6 4115.6 
170 491248.4 3185092.7 25391.7 
171 491251.7 3185072.8 13355.1 
172 491255.0 3185052.9 1802.4 
173 491258.3 3185032.9 2001.2 
174 491261.6 3185013.0 1756.0 
175 491264.9 3184993.1 1703.0 
176 491268.2 3184973.1 2200.1 
177 491271.5 3184953.0 2087.4 
178 491352.1 3184930.5 1901.8 
179 491432.8 3184908.0 2465.2 
180 491513.5 3184885.5 2041.0 
181 491491.5 3184912.3 2147.1 
182 491469.6 3184939.0 3930.0 
183 491447.6 3184965.8 3379.9 
184 491425.6 3184992.6 30912.9 
185 491403.6 3185019.3 2717.1 
186 491381.6 3185046.1 4181.9 
187 491359.7 3185072.8 4281.3 
188 491337.5 3185099.8 6210.1 
189 491317.5 3185082.0 1371.6 
190 491299.4 3185062.9 1775.9 
191 491300.5 3185039.0 1583.7 
192 491307.8 3185016.7 2100.7 
193 491317.5 3184990.5 3539.0 
194 491347.3 3184976.6 3857.1 
195 491377.2 3184962.8 2173.6 
196 491407.0 3184948.9 1557.2 
197 491437.0 3184935.0 1577.0 
198 491428.1 3184947.5 1848.8 
199 491419.2 3184959.9 1968.1 
200 491410.4 3184972.4 2312.8 
201 491401.5 3184984.8 2644.2 
202 491392.6 3184997.3 3777.6 
203 491383.7 3185009.7 3963.2 
204 491374.8 3185022.2 3989.7 
205 491365.9 3185034.7 6912.6 
206 491357.1 3185047.1 3830.6 
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207 491348.4 3185059.2 4592.8 
208 491349.0 3185038.0 2968.9 
209 491352.0 3185013.5 3631.7 
210 492068.4 3185415.8 138.8 
211 492041.0 3185423.1 728.7 
212 492013.5 3185430.3 4168.6 
213 491986.0 3185437.5 3260.6 
214 491982.8 3185410.9 1146.2 
215 491979.7 3185384.3 1106.5 
216 491976.5 3185357.7 1033.5 
217 491973.3 3185331.1 430.4 
218 491922.3 3185339.2 556.3 
219 491915.5 3185266.4 894.4 
220 491884.7 3185267.2 1119.7 
221 491853.8 3185267.9 1590.3 
222 491823.0 3185268.6 894.4 
223 491792.2 3185269.4 2001.2 
224 491761.4 3185270.1 2193.5 
225 491730.5 3185270.9 1278.8 
226 491699.7 3185271.6 1981.4 
227 491668.9 3185272.4 2060.9 
228 491638.1 3185273.1 1285.4 
229 491607.3 3185273.9 2379.0 
230 491576.4 3185274.6 1424.6 
231 491545.6 3185275.4 1729.5 
232 491514.8 3185276.1 2405.6 
233 491484.0 3185276.8 2630.9 
234 491453.1 3185277.6 2836.4 
235 491430.5 3185305.0 22342.8 
236 491407.9 3185332.4 2518.2 
237 491385.3 3185359.8 33458.1 
238 491362.7 3185387.2 9988.1 
239 491340.1 3185414.6 45567.5 
240 491317.5 3185442.0 7476.0 
241 491316.7 3185464.0 67539.6 
242 491315.8 3185486.0 70190.8 
243 491315.0 3185508.0 123878.2 
244 491314.2 3185530.0 79470.1 
245 491313.3 3185552.0 265056.0 
246 491312.5 3185574.0 109296.4 
247 491335.7 3185581.8 128517.8 
248 491359.0 3185589.7 174251.5 
249 491382.2 3185597.5 120564.1 
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250 491405.5 3185605.3 213357.1 
251 491428.7 3185613.2 62336.6 
252 491452.0 3185621.0 56331.5 
253 491512.4 3185620.9 74167.7 
254 491572.9 3185620.7 32251.8 
255 491633.3 3185620.6 22236.7 
256 491693.8 3185620.5 39184.7 
257 491754.2 3185620.3 115261.7 
258 491814.7 3185620.2 56835.3 
259 491875.1 3185620.0 63576.0 
260 491935.6 3185619.9 24105.9 
261 491996.0 3185619.8 9868.8 
262 492056.5 3185619.6 19512.6 
263 492117.0 3185619.5 4128.9 
264 492110.0 3185591.3 5514.1 
265 492103.1 3185563.1 5302.0 
266 492096.1 3185534.9 19240.9 
267 492089.1 3185506.7 3539.0 
268 492082.1 3185478.6 1828.9 
269 492052.0 3185478.7 2060.9 
270 492021.9 3185478.9 23456.3 
271 491991.8 3185479.1 47913.9 
272 491961.6 3185479.3 12824.9 
273 491931.5 3185479.5 15376.7 
274 491923.1 3185455.7 41849.2 
275 491914.7 3185431.8 24808.4 
276 491906.3 3185408.0 40377.8 
277 491897.8 3185384.2 38276.7 
278 491889.4 3185360.3 10882.9 
279 491881.0 3185336.5 12367.5 
280 491872.6 3185312.7 13348.5 
281 491835.7 3185314.3 13666.6 
282 491798.9 3185315.9 13799.2 
283 491762.0 3185317.5 30992.4 
284 491725.2 3185319.1 27572.3 
285 491688.3 3185320.8 15853.9 
286 491651.4 3185322.4 4592.8 
287 491614.6 3185324.0 35850.8 
288 491577.7 3185325.6 35698.3 
289 491540.9 3185327.2 42717.5 
290 491504.0 3185328.9 10127.3 
291 491467.0 3185330.5 14110.7 
292 491454.3 3185355.9 66214.0 
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293 491441.6 3185381.3 97365.9 
294 491429.0 3185406.7 103331.2 
295 491416.3 3185432.2 40218.7 
296 491403.6 3185457.6 26816.7 
297 491408.2 3185477.9 14806.7 
298 491412.9 3185498.3 54144.3 
299 491417.5 3185518.6 50810.3 
300 491422.2 3185539.0 59035.8 
301 491426.8 3185559.4 82121.3 
302 491455.4 3185560.0 73504.9 
303 491484.0 3185560.6 50618.1 
304 491512.6 3185561.2 38389.3 
305 491541.2 3185561.8 40159.0 
306 491569.8 3185562.5 23230.9 
307 491598.4 3185563.1 22018.0 
308 491627.0 3185563.7 25405.0 
309 491655.6 3185564.3 24119.1 
310 491684.2 3185564.9 21388.3 
311 491712.8 3185565.6 15542.4 
312 491741.4 3185566.2 23482.8 
313 491770.0 3185566.8 29938.6 
314 491798.6 3185567.4 19426.4 
315 491827.2 3185568.0 12738.7 
316 491855.8 3185568.7 16788.5 
317 491884.4 3185569.3 15283.9 
318 491913.0 3185569.9 27002.3 
319 491941.6 3185570.5 11260.7 
320 491970.2 3185571.1 29772.9 
321 491998.8 3185571.8 4162.0 
322 492027.4 3185572.4 7124.7 
323 492056.0 3185573.0 15144.7 
324 492053.8 3185557.9 10392.4 
325 492051.5 3185542.7 11969.9 
326 492049.3 3185527.6 4778.4 
327 492047.0 3185512.5 8695.6 
328 492010.6 3185511.7 9756.1 
329 491974.3 3185510.9 21421.5 
330 491937.9 3185510.1 22475.3 
331 491901.5 3185509.3 8582.9 
332 491865.0 3185508.5 22309.6 
333 491861.8 3185491.8 60646.4 
334 491858.7 3185475.2 35201.2 
335 491855.5 3185458.5 37242.7 
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336 491852.4 3185441.8 24145.6 
337 491849.2 3185425.2 41829.3 
338 491846.0 3185408.5 13706.4 
339 491842.9 3185391.8 30548.3 
340 491839.7 3185375.2 19227.6 
341 491836.6 3185358.5 20208.5 
342 491811.2 3185361.3 7867.1 
343 491785.9 3185364.1 15555.6 
344 491760.6 3185366.9 28195.4 
345 491735.3 3185369.7 36453.9 
346 491710.0 3185372.5 30462.2 
347 491684.7 3185375.3 48092.8 
348 491659.4 3185378.1 40338.0 
349 491634.0 3185381.0 18982.4 
350 491608.7 3185383.8 49173.2 
351 491583.4 3185386.6 75493.3 
352 491558.1 3185389.4 99354.3 
353 491532.8 3185392.2 22362.7 
354 491507.5 3185395.0 160332.6 
355 491499.6 3185419.0 47496.3 
356 491491.7 3185443.0 40855.0 
357 491483.8 3185467.1 78144.5 
358 491476.0 3185490.8 44334.7 
359 491500.1 3185493.5 51592.5 
360 491524.2 3185496.1 32907.9 
361 491548.2 3185498.7 116587.3 
362 491572.3 3185501.3 15840.7 
363 491596.4 3185504.0 12877.9 
364 491620.5 3185506.6 20387.5 
365 491644.6 3185509.2 25113.3 
366 491668.7 3185511.8 17756.2 
367 491692.8 3185514.4 12645.9 
368 491716.9 3185517.1 10372.5 
369 491741.0 3185519.7 10385.8 
370 491765.1 3185522.3 20188.7 
371 491789.1 3185524.9 19101.7 
372 491813.2 3185527.5 9066.8 
373 491837.3 3185530.2 16569.7 
374 491861.4 3185532.8 52706.0 
375 491885.5 3185535.4 15979.8 
376 491909.6 3185538.0 33782.8 
377 491933.7 3185540.6 10445.4 
378 491957.8 3185543.3 4917.6 
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379 491981.9 3185545.9 3539.0 
380 492006.0 3185548.5 3399.8 
381 492006.5 3185533.5 2995.5 
382 491980.7 3185529.9 7151.3 
383 491955.0 3185526.3 9709.7 
384 491929.2 3185522.8 8105.7 
385 491903.4 3185519.2 31250.9 
386 491877.6 3185515.6 57564.3 
387 491851.9 3185512.0 13945.0 
388 491826.1 3185508.4 20659.3 
389 491800.3 3185504.8 39337.2 
390 491774.5 3185501.3 9378.3 
391 491748.8 3185497.7 15310.4 
392 491723.0 3185494.1 16423.9 
393 491697.2 3185490.5 45812.8 
394 491671.5 3185486.9 82121.3 
395 491645.7 3185483.4 62422.7 
396 491619.9 3185479.8 36076.1 
397 491594.1 3185476.2 75493.3 
398 491568.4 3185472.6 39940.3 
399 491573.0 3185412.0 25809.3 
400 491592.6 3185410.8 28619.6 
401 491612.3 3185409.5 100679.9 
402 491631.9 3185408.3 63098.8 
403 491651.5 3185407.0 37965.1 
404 491671.2 3185405.8 48954.5 
405 491690.8 3185404.6 41113.5 
406 491710.4 3185403.3 62992.7 
407 491730.1 3185402.1 212694.3 
408 491749.7 3185400.8 88749.4 
409 491769.3 3185399.6 26465.4 
410 491789.0 3185398.4 24139.0 
411 491800.4 3185427.0 33875.6 
412 491809.3 3185449.3 19234.2 
413 491797.1 3185449.0 17451.3 
414 491784.9 3185448.6 23264.1 
415 491772.7 3185448.3 13408.2 
416 491760.4 3185448.0 16695.7 
417 491748.2 3185447.7 17358.5 
418 491736.0 3185447.3 22926.1 
419 491723.8 3185447.0 56106.2 
420 491711.6 3185446.7 7409.7 
421 491699.4 3185446.3 117250.1 
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422 491687.2 3185446.0 16636.0 
423 491674.9 3185445.7 1782.5 
424 491662.7 3185445.3 2332.6 




2nd Quarter 2007 
  
Receptors, 
i     
No. xr (meters) yr (meters) Ctotal (ug/m3) 
1 491457.1 3185635.3 0.0 
2 491488.1 3185635.3 124094.0 
3 491519.1 3185635.3 59088.1 
4 491550.1 3185635.3 9822.4 
5 491581.1 3185635.3 67673.1 
6 491612.1 3185635.3 53362.7 
7 491643.1 3185635.3 76008.0 
8 491674.1 3185635.3 15022.1 
9 491705.1 3185635.3 19728.1 
10 491736.1 3185635.3 152304.5 
11 491767.1 3185635.3 46976.8 
12 491798.1 3185635.3 19311.3 
13 491829.1 3185635.3 8399.0 
14 491860.1 3185635.3 24459.7 
15 491891.1 3185635.3 47246.1 
16 491922.1 3185635.3 2109.4 
17 491953.1 3185635.3 67031.9 
18 491984.1 3185635.3 1423.3 
19 492015.1 3185635.3 0.0 
20 492046.1 3185635.3 0.0 
21 492077.1 3185635.3 557.8 
22 492108.1 3185635.3 9328.7 
23 492139.5 3185635.3 4462.4 
24 492134.4 3185610.9 82419.5 
25 492129.3 3185586.6 5712.6 
26 492124.2 3185562.3 0.0 
27 492119.1 3185537.9 0.0 
28 492114.1 3185513.6 0.0 
29 492109.0 3185489.3 0.0 
30 492103.9 3185464.9 0.0 
31 492098.8 3185440.6 109.0 
32 492092.5 3185410.5 2077.3 
33 492065.5 3185421.0 52945.9 
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34 492032.1 3185431.1 129864.4 
35 492024.7 3185405.0 159998.3 
36 492017.3 3185378.9 127299.8 
37 492009.8 3185352.8 36718.5 
38 492002.4 3185326.8 9931.4 
39 491995.0 3185300.7 2699.2 
40 491987.5 3185274.6 2250.4 
41 491980.1 3185248.5 0.0 
42 491972.7 3185222.4 13162.7 
43 491966.4 3185200.1 0.0 
44 491941.8 3185203.7 0.0 
45 491917.0 3185207.1 0.0 
46 491892.4 3185210.7 0.0 
47 491867.9 3185214.2 5167.6 
48 491843.4 3185217.8 16894.2 
49 491818.8 3185221.4 12816.5 
50 491794.3 3185224.9 21407.9 
51 491769.7 3185228.5 7360.4 
52 491745.2 3185232.1 12220.2 
53 491720.6 3185235.7 28383.6 
54 491696.1 3185239.2 72802.3 
55 491671.5 3185242.8 51086.6 
56 491647.0 3185246.4 38097.0 
57 491622.4 3185250.0 35679.8 
58 491597.9 3185252.5 162562.9 
59 491573.4 3185257.1 184361.9 
60 491548.8 3185260.7 212572.3 
61 491524.3 3185264.2 146534.2 
62 491498.5 3185264.0 139481.6 
63 491497.8 3185309.8 115759.1 
64 491530.9 3185308.0 251041.2 
65 491563.9 3185306.2 42591.4 
66 491596.9 3185304.4 63185.0 
67 491630.0 3185302.6 108065.3 
68 491663.0 3185300.8 179873.8 
69 491696.0 3185299.0 134993.5 
70 491729.1 3185297.2 77931.4 
71 491762.1 3185295.4 28107.9 
72 491795.1 3185293.6 229242.2 
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73 491828.1 3185291.8 146534.2 
74 491862.0 3185290.0 87548.6 
75 491871.0 3185324.0 172180.1 
76 491880.7 3185360.2 106141.9 
77 491889.4 3185392.2 16746.7 
78 491897.2 3185420.7 42476.0 
79 491903.6 3185443.3 22638.9 
80 491918.2 3185454.7 47374.4 
81 491933.5 3185467.0 65749.6 
82 491949.5 3185480.0 43149.2 
83 491964.0 3185469.5 47182.0 
84 491981.5 3185458.5 18926.6 
85 492004.2 3185453.8 64467.3 
86 492027.9 3185448.6 6719.2 
87 492049.0 3185444.5 18618.9 
88 492076.6 3185453.5 4699.6 
89 492078.9 3185471.5 1019.4 
90 492081.5 3185488.0 0.0 
91 492085.1 3185509.4 5744.7 
92 492088.0 3185531.1 10784.1 
93 492091.7 3185557.2 1070.7 
94 492095.8 3185581.7 9418.4 
95 492099.5 3185604.5 7706.6 
96 492069.5 3185603.6 32672.8 
97 492039.5 3185602.6 28640.0 
98 492009.5 3185601.7 12880.6 
99 491979.5 3185600.8 92677.8 
100 491949.5 3185599.8 31807.3 
101 491919.5 3185598.9 74725.7 
102 491889.6 3185598.0 86266.3 
103 491859.6 3185597.0 122811.7 
104 491829.6 3185596.1 45309.9 
105 491799.6 3185595.2 20189.7 
106 491769.6 3185594.2 8443.9 
107 491739.6 3185593.3 124735.2 
108 491709.6 3185592.4 49964.6 
109 491679.6 3185591.4 25024.0 
110 491649.6 3185590.5 8783.7 
111 491619.6 3185589.6 9867.2 
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112 491589.6 3185588.6 4975.3 
113 491559.6 3185587.7 5103.5 
114 491529.7 3185586.7 3757.1 
115 491499.7 3185585.8 3148.0 
116 491457.5 3185584.5 0.0 
117 491458.1 3185554.5 12124.1 
118 491493.0 3185554.6 10527.6 
119 491527.9 3185554.6 18715.1 
120 491562.8 3185554.7 45117.5 
121 491597.7 3185554.7 61229.5 
122 491632.6 3185554.8 47759.0 
123 491667.5 3185554.8 66390.8 
124 491702.4 3185554.9 46284.4 
125 491737.3 3185554.9 7520.6 
126 491772.1 3185555.0 78572.6 
127 491807.0 3185555.0 37019.8 
128 491841.9 3185555.1 84342.9 
129 491876.8 3185555.1 27569.3 
130 491911.7 3185555.2 79854.9 
131 491946.6 3185555.2 79854.9 
132 491981.5 3185555.3 5533.1 
133 492016.4 3185555.3 4058.4 
134 492044.5 3185555.3 6270.4 
135 492049.1 3185527.4 1564.4 
136 492037.0 3185510.5 2218.4 
137 492001.9 3185512.3 6090.9 
138 491961.0 3185514.5 3981.5 
139 491927.8 3185505.3 7963.0 
140 491899.5 3185473.5 16926.3 
141 491887.1 3185441.1 29678.7 
142 491875.9 3185414.0 16971.2 
143 491864.7 3185384.0 27710.4 
144 491854.3 3185356.0 6558.9 
145 491843.5 3185328.5 58338.0 
146 491818.8 3185331.7 13951.3 
147 491794.0 3185334.8 8014.3 
148 491769.3 3185338.0 53952.5 
149 491744.6 3185341.1 14765.6 
150 491719.9 3185344.3 20189.7 
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151 491695.1 3185347.4 36987.8 
152 491670.4 3185350.6 11963.8 
153 491645.7 3185353.8 15804.3 
154 491621.0 3185356.9 11867.6 
155 491596.2 3185360.1 22363.2 
156 491571.5 3185363.2 33775.6 
157 491546.8 3185366.4 44495.6 
158 491522.1 3185369.5 53997.4 
159 491495.0 3185373.0 54914.2 
160 491493.5 3185390.5 9963.4 
161 491492.5 3185408.0 30351.9 
162 491528.6 3185407.6 14624.6 
163 491564.7 3185407.2 90113.2 
164 491600.9 3185406.8 18080.3 
165 491637.0 3185406.4 12367.7 
166 491673.1 3185406.0 3468.6 
167 491709.2 3185405.6 7597.6 
168 491745.3 3185405.2 22158.0 
169 491781.5 3185404.8 5757.5 
170 491817.6 3185404.4 3340.4 
171 491855.0 3185404.0 13996.2 
172 491856.4 3185427.6 4122.6 
173 491858.5 3185447.5 33275.5 
174 491831.7 3185450.1 38398.3 
175 491804.9 3185452.6 13547.4 
176 491778.2 3185455.2 31518.8 
177 491751.4 3185457.7 16958.3 
178 491724.6 3185460.3 9245.3 
179 491697.8 3185462.8 24812.4 
180 491671.0 3185465.4 17387.9 
181 491644.3 3185467.9 28255.3 
182 491617.5 3185470.5 19599.9 
183 491590.7 3185473.0 24363.6 
184 491563.9 3185475.6 22267.0 
185 491537.2 3185478.1 17952.1 
186 491507.0 3185481.0 12893.5 
187 491339.0 3185019.0 5680.5 
188 491337.3 3185051.4 7757.9 
189 491336.0 3185081.8 3212.1 
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190 491345.1 3185068.5 4314.9 
191 491354.2 3185055.2 4154.6 
192 491363.2 3185041.9 12688.3 
193 491372.3 3185028.6 8860.6 
194 491381.4 3185015.3 4795.8 
195 491390.5 3185002.0 4205.9 
196 491399.6 3184988.7 4943.2 
197 491408.6 3184975.4 3468.6 
198 491416.9 3184963.4 4411.1 
199 491393.2 3184966.6 3148.0 
200 491367.6 3184970.3 4205.9 
201 491347.9 3184981.4 8091.3 
202 491326.7 3184993.5 8334.9 
203 491306.0 3185005.5 7866.9 
204 491306.2 3185061.9 6732.0 
205 491306.4 3185109.3 6571.7 
206 491335.7 3185123.6 5533.1 
207 491362.0 3185136.0 6462.7 
208 491377.2 3185116.5 6751.3 
209 491392.4 3185096.9 10796.9 
210 491407.5 3185077.4 7373.2 
211 491422.7 3185057.9 5853.7 
212 491437.9 3185038.3 20016.6 
213 491453.1 3185018.8 40257.6 
214 491468.3 3184999.3 28928.5 
215 491483.4 3184979.8 12303.6 
216 491498.6 3184960.2 11168.8 
217 491512.0 3184943.0 7738.6 
218 491537.0 3184923.0 9245.3 
219 491509.5 3184913.1 7982.3 
220 491480.5 3184902.9 17355.8 
221 491451.9 3184892.6 176027.0 
222 491411.5 3184901.0 7674.5 
223 491388.5 3184913.2 8924.8 
224 491365.7 3184924.9 5231.7 
225 491345.5 3184935.2 7802.7 
226 491322.5 3184947.2 8270.8 
227 491300.1 3184959.5 6635.9 
228 491292.2 3185000.7 6892.3 
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229 491284.3 3185041.8 7584.8 
230 491276.4 3185083.0 4539.3 
231 491268.5 3185124.2 5885.7 
232 491261.5 3185160.5 5520.3 
233 491276.6 3185168.1 2622.3 
234 491294.6 3185177.0 4270.0 
235 491311.8 3185186.1 4603.4 
236 491331.1 3185195.7 2718.4 
237 491346.1 3185203.1 2442.8 
238 491370.4 3185173.6 13246.1 
239 491394.6 3185144.1 15374.7 
240 491418.9 3185114.5 19420.3 
241 491443.2 3185085.0 21036.0 
242 491467.4 3185055.5 17567.4 
243 491491.7 3185025.9 18509.9 
244 491515.9 3184996.4 17631.5 
245 491540.2 3184966.9 9630.0 
246 491564.5 3184937.3 8078.4 
247 491588.7 3184907.8 8508.0 
248 491606.8 3184885.8 7757.9 
249 491535.7 3184868.1 6796.1 
250 491450.1 3184846.8 98448.1 
251 491330.0 3184878.5 6751.3 
252 491255.7 3184929.3 3148.0 
253 491248.4 3184981.4 5052.2 
254 491237.6 3185053.6 6796.1 
255 491223.9 3185130.3 1743.9 
256 491211.5 3185204.0 2410.7 
257 491216.0 3185261.0 2045.2 
258 491235.8 3185263.1 3116.0 
259 491256.9 3185265.5 1743.9 
260 491278.5 3185268.0 2718.4 
261 491299.5 3185270.4 621.9 
262 491319.9 3185272.4 1596.4 
263 491339.5 3185274.1 846.3 
264 491352.0 3185259.5 1340.0 
265 491364.5 3185244.8 1340.0 
266 491377.0 3185230.2 2173.5 
267 491389.5 3185215.5 1243.8 
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268 491402.0 3185200.9 11258.5 
269 491414.5 3185186.3 6623.0 
270 491427.0 3185171.6 2635.1 
271 491439.5 3185157.0 3007.0 
272 491452.0 3185142.3 1840.1 
273 491464.5 3185127.7 2090.1 
274 491477.0 3185113.1 7866.9 
275 491489.5 3185098.4 5167.6 
276 491502.0 3185083.8 7180.8 
277 491514.5 3185069.1 7950.2 
278 491527.0 3185054.5 8014.3 
279 491539.5 3185039.8 11213.6 
280 491552.0 3185025.2 17997.0 
281 491564.5 3185010.6 38622.7 
282 491577.0 3184995.9 38109.8 
283 491589.5 3184981.3 11739.4 
284 491602.0 3184966.6 6078.1 
285 491614.5 3184952.0 2942.8 
286 491627.0 3184937.4 3276.2 
287 491639.5 3184922.7 10187.8 
288 491652.0 3184908.1 3744.3 
289 491664.5 3184893.4 3487.8 
290 491677.0 3184878.8 3051.8 
291 491687.5 3184866.5 2365.8 
292 491658.8 3184816.4 2077.3 
293 491601.2 3184808.2 1808.0 
294 491534.5 3184799.0 3532.7 
295 491477.6 3184804.7 1179.7 
296 491416.5 3184810.3 5404.9 
297 491357.6 3184815.9 2282.5 
298 491306.6 3184821.2 4090.5 
299 491255.4 3184852.2 1808.0 
300 491208.6 3184881.1 2494.0 
301 491205.8 3184896.0 2494.0 
302 491201.8 3184917.6 1692.6 
303 491197.8 3184939.1 1583.6 
304 491193.8 3184960.6 2378.6 
305 491189.8 3184982.1 1904.2 
306 491185.8 3185003.6 1243.8 
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307 491181.7 3185025.1 2365.8 
308 491177.7 3185046.7 1808.0 
309 491173.7 3185068.2 2795.4 
310 491169.7 3185089.7 3231.4 
311 491165.7 3185111.2 4141.8 
312 491161.7 3185132.7 4173.9 
313 491157.7 3185154.2 2686.4 
314 491153.7 3185175.8 3327.5 
315 491149.7 3185197.3 2923.6 
316 491145.7 3185218.8 2250.4 
317 491141.7 3185240.3 2154.2 
318 491137.7 3185261.8 2462.0 
319 491133.7 3185283.3 1423.3 
320 491129.7 3185304.9 2077.3 
321 491175.1 3185305.9 2141.4 
322 491219.4 3185306.6 2301.7 
323 491280.4 3185307.6 2365.8 
324 491335.2 3185309.5 3584.0 
325 491408.5 3185311.0 3519.9 
326 491420.3 3185294.4 4334.1 
327 491432.2 3185277.9 4475.2 
328 491444.0 3185261.3 9963.4 
329 491455.8 3185244.7 5552.3 
330 491467.6 3185228.1 3885.3 
331 491479.5 3185211.6 2269.6 
332 491491.3 3185195.0 6110.1 
333 491503.1 3185178.4 3962.3 
334 491515.0 3185161.9 7020.5 
335 491526.8 3185145.3 7789.9 
336 491538.6 3185128.7 6558.9 
337 491550.5 3185112.1 4782.9 
338 491562.3 3185095.6 5116.3 
339 491574.1 3185079.0 4590.6 
340 491585.9 3185062.4 4186.7 
341 491597.8 3185045.8 4622.7 
342 491609.6 3185029.3 5565.1 
343 491621.4 3185012.7 4141.8 
344 491633.3 3184996.1 9117.1 
345 491645.1 3184979.6 8687.5 
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346 491656.9 3184963.0 6751.3 
347 491668.7 3184946.4 10046.8 
348 491680.6 3184929.8 4988.1 
349 491692.4 3184913.3 10142.9 
350 491704.2 3184896.7 9117.1 
351 491716.1 3184880.1 3083.9 
352 491727.9 3184863.6 3116.0 
353 491739.7 3184847.0 15054.1 
354 491751.6 3184830.4 7232.1 
355 491763.4 3184813.8 6911.6 
356 491775.2 3184797.3 13194.8 
357 491787.0 3184780.7 5533.1 




2nd Quarter 2008 
 Receptors, i   
No. xr (meters) yr (meters) Ctotal (ug/m3) 
1 491481.2 3185636.1 2302.7 
2 491507.5 3185635.7 2507.2 
3 491533.7 3185635.2 10523.7 
4 491559.9 3185634.8 13644.5 
5 491586.2 3185634.4 8478.4 
6 491612.4 3185634.0 4922.1 
7 491638.6 3185633.6 9633.0 
8 491664.9 3185633.1 6380.2 
9 491691.1 3185632.7 18269.7 
10 491717.3 3185632.3 20559.2 
11 491743.6 3185631.9 14799.2 
12 491769.8 3185631.5 1339.4 
13 491796.0 3185631.0 2388.5 
14 491822.3 3185630.6 1583.5 
15 491848.5 3185630.2 5291.5 
16 491874.7 3185629.8 4974.8 
17 491901.0 3185629.4 5812.8 
18 491927.2 3185628.9 1352.6 
19 491953.4 3185628.5 7805.4 
20 491979.7 3185628.1 4776.9 
21 492005.8 3185627.7 910.5 
22 492032.1 3185627.3 1972.8 
23 492058.4 3185626.8 3496.9 
24 492084.6 3185626.4 1755.1 
25 492110.8 3185626.0 2111.3 
26 492126.9 3185608.9 9692.4 
27 492127.6 3185582.7 14601.2 
28 492121.1 3185557.7 5021.0 
29 492111.8 3185533.2 2335.7 
30 492102.4 3185508.7 983.1 
31 492095.2 3185483.5 1398.8 
32 492088.9 3185458.0 44536.1 
33 492082.6 3185432.6 758.8 
34 492072.5 3185410.6 963.3 
35 492049.1 3185415.9 2738.1 
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36 492025.2 3185425.1 574.0 
37 491999.0 3185425.9 126680.4 
38 491972.9 3185430.1 253360.8 
39 491960.3 3185412.4 149773.2 
40 491952.7 3185387.4 108206.2 
41 491945.0 3185362.3 88412.4 
42 491937.4 3185337.2 79835.1 
43 491929.7 3185312.1 7330.3 
44 491922.0 3185287.0 8709.3 
45 491913.7 3185262.2 4229.3 
46 491897.3 3185241.7 1240.4 
47 491872.6 3185238.6 1774.8 
48 491846.5 3185239.8 1398.8 
49 491821.2 3185246.6 5924.9 
50 491795.8 3185253.3 4552.6 
51 491770.4 3185260.0 2025.6 
52 491745.1 3185266.7 12925.4 
53 491726.3 3185254.8 5034.2 
54 491709.0 3185237.3 4532.8 
55 491682.9 3185239.8 6373.6 
56 491656.9 3185242.7 4156.7 
57 491631.7 3185250.1 2091.5 
58 491606.5 3185257.4 6670.5 
59 491581.3 3185264.8 37924.9 
60 491556.2 3185272.2 4117.1 
61 491531.0 3185279.6 213113.4 
62 491505.8 3185286.9 27012.0 
63 491480.6 3185294.3 144494.8 
64 491465.3 3185308.1 64560.8 
65 491476.8 3185321.6 44489.9 
66 491502.0 3185314.2 44905.6 
67 491527.2 3185306.8 54756.3 
68 491552.3 3185299.3 13024.3 
69 491577.5 3185291.9 163628.9 
70 491602.6 3185284.5 9804.5 
71 491628.2 3185278.7 76536.1 
72 491654.1 3185274.6 31848.2 
73 491680.5 3185270.0 131958.8 
74 491703.3 3185285.4 176164.9 
75 491726.8 3185297.5 116783.5 
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76 491754.2 3185294.8 48514.6 
77 491781.0 3185289.5 87752.6 
78 491807.7 3185283.1 163628.9 
79 491834.5 3185276.8 137896.9 
80 491860.3 3185274.5 106226.8 
81 491881.9 3185291.4 41190.9 
82 491894.7 3185314.0 45492.8 
83 491901.1 3185340.7 149773.2 
84 491907.5 3185367.4 36493.2 
85 491913.9 3185394.1 12760.4 
86 491920.3 3185420.8 22762.9 
87 491926.7 3185447.5 19602.5 
88 491948.6 3185462.2 166268.0 
89 491976.0 3185463.3 176824.7 
90 492002.6 3185457.7 75876.3 
91 492029.6 3185456.0 124701.0 
92 492052.9 3185466.5 37133.2 
93 492070.5 3185487.5 22551.8 
94 492078.7 3185513.6 11553.0 
95 492087.0 3185539.8 4453.6 
96 492091.3 3185566.6 3101.0 
97 492085.3 3185590.7 2434.6 
98 492059.7 3185598.9 2197.1 
99 492032.4 3185601.8 2520.4 
100 492005.1 3185604.7 59995.1 
101 491977.8 3185607.5 33326.2 
102 491950.5 3185610.4 14654.0 
103 491923.1 3185610.6 20809.9 
104 491895.7 3185609.2 24656.5 
105 491868.2 3185607.9 12879.2 
106 491840.8 3185606.5 56023.1 
107 491813.4 3185605.1 18698.6 
108 491786.0 3185604.5 89072.2 
109 491758.6 3185606.6 44740.6 
110 491731.2 3185608.7 6261.4 
111 491703.8 3185610.7 30020.6 
112 491676.5 3185612.8 12212.8 
113 491649.1 3185614.9 21502.7 
114 491621.7 3185616.1 29578.6 
115 491594.3 3185614.4 12991.3 
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116 491566.9 3185612.8 5938.1 
117 491539.5 3185611.1 7244.5 
118 491512.1 3185609.4 3483.7 
119 491484.7 3185607.7 2942.7 
120 491457.3 3185606.1 2414.8 
121 491451.4 3185587.7 13063.9 
122 491462.5 3185572.8 48211.1 
123 491487.7 3185582.1 107546.4 
124 491515.1 3185580.4 38960.8 
125 491542.5 3185578.6 28423.9 
126 491569.9 3185576.8 11414.4 
127 491597.3 3185575.1 12734.0 
128 491624.3 3185570.7 41705.6 
129 491651.2 3185565.0 10510.5 
130 491678.2 3185567.8 5608.2 
131 491705.5 3185569.5 23495.3 
132 491732.9 3185568.5 29110.1 
133 491760.3 3185567.4 7633.8 
134 491787.8 3185566.4 14014.0 
135 491815.2 3185565.3 49596.7 
136 491842.6 3185563.0 46739.8 
137 491869.0 3185563.4 89072.2 
138 491892.6 3185572.4 27579.4 
139 491920.0 3185571.1 10629.3 
140 491947.4 3185569.7 91711.3 
141 491974.6 3185566.3 3602.5 
142 492001.9 3185563.0 16178.1 
143 492029.2 3185559.6 4618.6 
144 492044.7 3185544.2 4836.3 
145 492043.2 3185517.9 10042.1 
146 492024.8 3185501.2 3219.8 
147 491998.1 3185495.0 3107.6 
148 491999.4 3185516.6 8729.1 
149 491997.2 3185539.4 2447.8 
150 491972.6 3185551.6 3925.8 
151 491948.0 3185563.8 3906.0 
152 491921.6 3185569.0 2560.0 
153 491894.2 3185570.6 9243.7 
154 491870.3 3185562.7 17444.9 
155 491845.1 3185556.6 8649.9 
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156 491828.6 3185535.6 5845.8 
157 491804.2 3185530.8 3826.8 
158 491776.8 3185531.2 4453.6 
159 491749.3 3185531.7 3015.3 
160 491721.9 3185532.1 5647.8 
161 491694.4 3185532.5 3919.2 
162 491667.0 3185532.9 5456.5 
163 491639.5 3185533.3 9666.0 
164 491612.1 3185533.9 6729.9 
165 491584.6 3185534.8 16996.3 
166 491557.2 3185535.6 153072.2 
167 491529.7 3185536.4 29413.6 
168 491502.3 3185537.2 75876.3 
169 491474.8 3185538.0 19299.0 
170 491447.4 3185538.9 61618.1 
171 491443.0 3185515.9 31795.5 
172 491461.5 3185506.7 26781.0 
173 491489.0 3185506.2 10154.2 
174 491516.4 3185505.7 10372.0 
175 491543.9 3185505.2 21740.2 
176 491571.3 3185504.4 37601.6 
177 491598.8 3185504.3 64250.7 
178 491626.2 3185503.8 44437.1 
179 491653.7 3185503.3 8874.2 
180 491681.1 3185502.3 14825.6 
181 491708.6 3185502.4 21990.9 
182 491736.0 3185501.9 61723.7 
183 491763.5 3185501.7 7449.1 
184 491790.9 3185503.0 33807.8 
185 491818.4 3185504.3 21628.0 
186 491824.3 3185482.2 38195.5 
187 491805.3 3185468.2 9144.7 
188 491777.8 3185469.6 9151.3 
189 491750.4 3185471.0 33642.9 
190 491723.0 3185472.4 20869.3 
191 491695.6 3185474.1 30640.8 
192 491668.3 3185476.9 38439.6 
193 491641.0 3185479.7 11678.4 
194 491613.6 3185479.0 29717.1 
195 491586.1 3185477.8 9441.6 
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196 491558.7 3185476.7 27427.6 
197 491531.3 3185475.5 38809.1 
198 491503.9 3185474.4 34348.9 
199 491476.4 3185473.3 45195.9 
200 491449.0 3185472.1 69938.1 
201 491449.4 3185447.7 41151.3 
202 491472.7 3185443.6 30251.5 
203 491500.1 3185444.4 31102.7 
204 491527.6 3185445.2 21753.4 
205 491555.0 3185445.9 19879.6 
206 491582.5 3185446.7 31274.2 
207 491609.9 3185447.4 87092.8 
208 491637.4 3185448.2 29611.5 
209 491664.8 3185449.0 107546.4 
210 491692.1 3185448.1 124701.0 
211 491719.1 3185443.1 262597.9 
212 491746.1 3185438.1 6360.4 
213 491773.1 3185433.1 158350.5 
214 491799.9 3185436.0 24742.3 
215 491822.8 3185431.4 44648.2 
216 491831.9 3185409.5 178804.1 
217 491808.4 3185404.3 88412.4 
218 491781.0 3185406.1 50190.5 
219 491753.6 3185407.9 71257.7 
220 491726.2 3185409.7 40234.2 
221 491698.8 3185411.5 19991.8 
222 491671.4 3185412.8 0.0 
223 491643.9 3185413.9 0.0 
224 491616.5 3185414.9 0.0 
225 491589.1 3185416.0 0.0 
226 491561.6 3185417.1 0.0 
227 491534.2 3185418.2 0.0 
228 491506.8 3185419.3 0.0 
229 491479.3 3185420.4 0.0 
230 491451.9 3185421.5 0.0 
231 491459.2 3185395.5 0.0 
232 491485.9 3185393.3 0.0 
233 491513.3 3185392.1 0.0 
234 491540.7 3185390.8 0.0 
235 491568.1 3185389.6 0.0 
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236 491595.6 3185388.3 0.0 
237 491623.0 3185387.1 0.0 
238 491650.4 3185385.9 0.0 
239 491677.9 3185384.6 0.0 
240 491705.3 3185383.4 0.0 
241 491732.7 3185382.1 0.0 
242 491760.1 3185380.9 0.0 
243 491787.6 3185380.5 0.0 
244 491815.0 3185380.5 0.0 
245 491842.5 3185380.5 37766.6 
246 491870.0 3185380.5 58682.1 
247 491877.9 3185365.6 131958.8 
248 491861.2 3185351.4 235546.4 
249 491833.8 3185351.1 32752.2 
250 491806.3 3185350.8 96329.9 
251 491778.9 3185350.5 38736.5 
252 491751.4 3185350.2 25804.5 
253 491723.9 3185350.2 39930.7 
254 491696.5 3185351.3 33867.2 
255 491669.1 3185352.3 62884.9 
256 491641.6 3185353.3 67299.0 
257 491614.2 3185354.3 40828.0 
258 491586.8 3185355.3 86433.0 
259 491559.3 3185356.3 171546.4 
260 491531.9 3185357.3 43282.5 
261 491504.4 3185358.3 123381.4 
262 491477.0 3185359.3 70597.9 
263 491460.3 3185351.9 33959.6 
264 491473.3 3185331.8 109525.8 
265 491500.4 3185327.5 29545.6 
266 491527.8 3185325.7 22162.5 
267 491555.2 3185325.3 43117.5 
268 491582.7 3185324.9 81154.6 
269 491610.1 3185324.4 151092.8 
270 491637.6 3185324.0 66639.2 
271 491665.0 3185323.6 120742.3 
272 491692.5 3185323.1 152412.4 
273 491719.9 3185322.7 187381.4 
274 491747.4 3185322.3 39752.6 
275 491774.8 3185321.8 61268.5 
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276 491802.3 3185321.4 151092.8 
277 491829.7 3185321.0 52117.1 
278 491857.2 3185320.5 69938.1 
279 491853.7 3185296.0 59513.4 
280 491827.1 3185296.3 117443.3 
281 491799.7 3185297.7 124701.0 
282 491772.3 3185299.0 95010.3 
283 491744.9 3185300.5 60859.4 
284 491717.4 3185301.8 53021.0 
285 491690.0 3185303.2 21740.2 
286 491664.0 3185295.6 65840.8 
287 491637.2 3185296.9 166268.0 
288 491610.1 3185301.2 187381.4 
289 491583.0 3185305.5 40366.2 
290 491418.0 3184969.0 8867.6 
291 491381.6 3185010.6 3510.1 
292 491349.0 3185055.7 4974.8 
293 491314.2 3185098.9 4235.9 
294 491287.8 3185124.9 5265.2 
295 491301.8 3185071.3 5278.4 
296 491335.5 3185027.2 4823.1 
297 491373.8 3184987.0 8709.3 
298 491416.2 3184953.8 5733.6 
299 491468.9 3184936.6 18401.6 
300 491455.2 3184974.2 3569.5 
301 491420.4 3185017.4 2672.2 
302 491384.6 3185059.9 14997.1 
303 491348.8 3185102.3 4499.8 
304 491313.1 3185144.9 8353.0 
305 491269.5 3185179.1 5034.2 
306 491244.7 3185228.1 9560.4 
307 491251.4 3185174.2 16923.7 
308 491259.7 3185119.5 3701.4 
309 491275.7 3185067.1 18540.2 
310 491303.1 3185019.0 10180.6 
311 491342.7 3184980.1 15109.3 
312 491378.5 3184940.0 6875.1 
313 491428.8 3184917.7 8742.3 
314 491483.4 3184907.5 3371.5 
315 491538.6 3184900.8 2903.1 
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316 491517.3 3184940.5 4156.7 
317 491483.0 3184984.1 5153.0 
318 491445.0 3185024.5 5126.6 
319 491410.0 3185067.7 7937.3 
320 491375.9 3185111.5 3041.6 
321 491343.6 3185156.7 2955.9 
322 491312.0 3185202.4 2692.0 
323 491280.2 3185248.0 3985.2 
324 491242.9 3185287.0 6116.3 
325 491213.7 3185265.2 10484.1 
326 491220.0 3185210.0 3239.6 
327 491226.3 3185154.8 6703.5 
328 491236.7 3185100.3 3945.6 
329 491249.9 3185046.3 3120.8 
330 491271.2 3184997.1 2738.1 
331 491314.1 3184961.8 3081.2 
332 491352.9 3184922.1 2692.0 
333 491395.0 3184886.4 2764.5 
334 491448.0 3184870.0 2698.6 
335 491497.4 3184873.7 5489.5 
336 491553.0 3184872.5 5938.1 
337 491608.0 3184868.5 3404.5 
338 491614.9 3184888.8 6690.3 
339 491574.3 3184926.5 6756.3 
340 491535.1 3184965.8 3780.6 
341 491497.7 3185006.9 25362.5 
342 491464.2 3185051.1 7435.9 
343 491431.8 3185096.3 2586.4 
344 491399.4 3185141.4 2903.1 
345 491367.0 3185186.5 5265.2 
346 491332.9 3185230.3 3952.2 
347 491297.1 3185272.8 3490.3 
348 491259.8 3185313.1 3958.8 
349 491206.5 3185317.4 4255.7 
350 491183.2 3185272.7 2790.9 
351 491183.8 3185217.3 2738.1 
352 491186.7 3185161.8 5938.1 
353 491197.6 3185107.4 4262.3 
354 491210.4 3185053.3 6842.1 
355 491222.1 3184999.1 5271.8 
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356 491253.3 3184953.4 3107.6 
357 491300.3 3184925.9 13162.9 
358 491339.0 3184887.3 3041.6 
359 491378.8 3184851.0 3206.6 
360 491428.2 3184825.9 2876.7 
361 491483.5 3184821.1 2692.0 
362 491538.3 3184823.3 3430.9 
363 491592.7 3184825.1 3589.3 
364 491647.9 3184819.3 3569.5 
365 491702.5 3184821.0 2256.5 
366 491677.6 3184865.6 8933.6 
367 491648.8 3184913.1 3167.0 
368 491616.7 3184957.6 2692.0 
369 491581.9 3185000.2 38109.7 
370 491542.4 3185039.0 4552.6 
371 491501.6 3185076.7 4526.2 
372 491464.1 3185117.4 3299.0 
373 491431.3 3185162.2 2388.5 
374 491396.5 3185205.5 4499.8 
375 491361.4 3185248.5 4037.9 
376 491321.0 3185286.6 6499.0 
377 491348.9 3185310.3 7336.9 
378 491390.8 3185274.2 7765.8 
379 491422.8 3185228.9 16125.4 
380 491457.9 3185186.3 4229.3 
381 491489.3 3185141.8 3879.6 
382 491524.7 3185099.0 3437.5 
383 491569.4 3185066.2 3483.7 
384 491608.7 3185027.0 4941.9 
385 491643.7 3184983.9 4783.5 
386 491677.3 3184939.7 4420.6 
387 491708.5 3184893.7 3727.8 
388 491735.4 3184845.4 3793.8 
389 491731.3 3184796.8 3569.5 
390 491676.6 3184787.3 3972.0 
391 491621.0 3184787.0 4374.4 
392 491565.5 3184788.5 4097.3 
393 491510.1 3184793.0 3767.4 
394 491454.8 3184797.4 4222.7 
395 491401.2 3184811.8 3767.4 
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396 491352.4 3184836.4 3892.8 
397 491305.9 3184866.4 3925.8 
398 491255.9 3184890.3 3866.4 
399 491217.8 3184929.7 3853.2 
400 491187.0 3184975.0 3516.7 
401 491171.6 3185028.0 3266.0 
402 491166.0 3185083.3 3496.9 
403 491159.0 3185138.3 3840.0 
404 491150.4 3185192.9 4288.7 
405 491137.8 3185246.5 4387.6 
406 491135.4 3185301.6 4341.4 
407 491156.4 3185349.0 4552.6 
408 491196.3 3185373.4 4750.5 
409 491171.6 3185412.4 4288.7 
410 491125.4 3185386.8 4070.9 
411 491095.8 3185340.9 3457.3 
412 491086.3 3185287.0 3688.2 
413 491095.5 3185232.3 3239.6 
414 491104.7 3185177.5 4334.8 
415 491114.0 3185122.7 3813.6 
416 491123.4 3185067.9 3958.8 
417 491133.1 3185013.3 3325.4 
418 491147.0 3184959.5 3299.0 
419 491166.6 3184907.6 3094.4 
420 491207.5 3184873.9 3120.8 
421 491256.4 3184847.6 3239.6 
422 491306.6 3184823.8 3655.3 
423 491357.0 3184800.4 2955.9 
424 491409.7 3184783.1 2903.1 
425 491463.6 3184770.6 3021.9 
426 491518.8 3184764.2 3351.8 
427 491574.0 3184757.8 3120.8 
428 491629.2 3184751.4 3206.6 
429 491684.4 3184745.0 3074.6 
430 491739.9 3184745.9 2975.7 
431 491787.6 3184761.0 2751.3 
432 491787.6 3184810.5 2711.8 
433 491759.1 3184857.9 3272.6 
434 491727.9 3184903.9 3140.6 
435 491696.7 3184949.9 2929.5 
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436 491661.3 3184992.7 2903.1 
437 491625.4 3185035.0 3299.0 
438 491589.4 3185077.3 3332.0 
439 491553.4 3185119.7 4143.5 
440 491517.4 3185162.0 4513.0 
441 491481.5 3185204.3 4915.5 





APPENDIX C:  


























1 491.96 3185.60 2.21E+06 2.2 
2 492.02 3185.39 1.32E+05 0.1 
3 492.00 3185.42 2.08E+05 0.2 
4 491.84 3185.60 5.12E+06 5.1 
5 492.07 3185.53 9.61E+05 1.0 
6 491.16 3185.28 2.02E+06 2.0 
7 491.14 3185.08 1.81E+06 1.8 
8 491.94 3185.41 2.88E+06 2.9 
9 492.08 3185.60 2.43E+06 2.4 
10 491.92 3185.53 2.47E+06 2.5 
11 491.96 3185.56 3.11E+05 0.3 
12 491.93 3185.56 1.05E+06 1.0 
13 492.01 3185.46 7.19E+06 7.2 
14 492.07 3185.52 2.76E+05 0.3 
15 492.07 3185.50 6.31E+05 0.6 
16 492.06 3185.45 4.90E+06 4.9 
17 491.48 3185.60 3.65E+06 3.6 
18 491.23 3185.30 4.71E+06 4.7 
19 491.27 3184.84 3.00E+06 3.0 
20 491.24 3184.90 9.55E+06 9.6 
21 491.21 3184.88 4.71E+06 4.7 
22 491.81 3185.55 1.11E+05 0.1 
23 491.72 3185.60 3.51E+06 3.5 
24 491.78 3185.60 1.37E+07 13.7 
25 491.95 3185.43 5.35E+06 5.3 
26 491.67 3185.30 2.02E+05 0.2 
27 492.01 3185.60 9.18E+05 0.9 
28 492.01 3185.56 1.64E+04 0.0 
29 491.98 3185.56 1.57E+06 1.6 
30 491.90 3185.60 6.09E+06 6.1 
31 491.96 3185.50 5.89E+04 0.1 
32 491.20 3185.30 9.85E+05 1.0 
33 491.18 3185.28 2.80E+06 2.8 
34 491.54 3185.60 7.53E+06 7.5 
35 491.60 3185.60 2.40E+06 2.4 
36 491.59 3184.71 2.67E+06 2.7 
37 491.63 3184.70 1.60E+06 1.6 
38 491.28 3184.84 1.28E+06 1.3 
39 491.94 3185.38 5.95E+06 6.0 
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40 491.78 3185.55 1.52E+06 1.5 
41 491.95 3185.46 1.59E+06 1.6 
42 491.90 3185.30 1.79E+06 1.8 
43 491.82 3185.30 1.32E+06 1.3 
44 491.88 3185.43 2.69E+06 2.7 
45 491.71 3185.30 1.34E+06 1.3 
46 492.04 3185.57 1.44E+04 0.0 
47 492.08 3185.55 1.01E+06 1.0 
48 491.87 3185.53 3.73E+06 3.7 
49 491.99 3185.50 3.48E+05 0.3 
50 492.03 3185.50 7.59E+04 0.1 
51 491.13 3185.11 1.05E+06 1.1 
52 491.32 3184.93 2.46E+05 0.2 
53 491.53 3185.53 2.37E+06 2.4 
54 491.66 3185.60 1.35E+06 1.4 
55 491.67 3184.79 2.92E+05 0.3 
56 491.74 3184.81 5.22E+05 0.5 
57 491.43 3185.09 4.87E+06 4.9 
58 491.52 3184.91 2.09E+05 0.2 
59 491.60 3185.01 6.14E+05 0.6 
60 491.60 3184.76 3.10E+05 0.3 
61 491.64 3184.76 1.42E+06 1.4 
62 491.46 3184.89 2.26E+04 0.0 
63 491.40 3184.90 4.36E+03 0.0 
64 491.48 3184.83 4.63E+05 0.5 
65 491.47 3184.97 4.49E+06 4.5 
66 491.23 3185.02 7.23E+05 0.7 
67 491.19 3184.92 1.32E+07 13.2 
68 491.55 3185.07 8.11E+05 0.8 
69 491.70 3184.97 1.74E+05 0.2 
70 491.73 3184.83 3.58E+06 3.6 
71 491.66 3185.47 1.48E+06 1.5 
72 491.69 3185.47 3.86E+06 3.9 
73 491.70 3185.54 1.78E+06 1.8 
74 491.78 3185.52 1.07E+04 0.0 
75 491.76 3185.55 8.18E+05 0.8 
76 491.92 3185.50 1.20E+05 0.1 
77 491.90 3185.48 1.60E+06 1.6 
78 491.90 3185.32 1.13E+06 1.1 
79 491.85 3185.34 1.61E+06 1.6 
80 491.85 3185.29 1.26E+06 1.3 
81 491.80 3185.44 1.60E+05 0.2 
82 491.37 3185.21 1.36E+06 1.4 
83 491.69 3185.35 3.52E+06 3.5 
84 492.08 3185.55 8.74E+05 0.9 
85 491.19 3185.23 5.53E+05 0.6 
86 491.12 3185.14 3.22E+06 3.2 
87 491.11 3185.17 5.05E+06 5.0 
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88 491.14 3185.26 3.02E+05 0.3 
89 491.11 3185.21 1.26E+06 1.3 
90 491.45 3185.12 5.25E+05 0.5 
91 491.29 3185.21 1.10E+05 0.1 
92 491.38 3184.93 6.25E+05 0.6 
93 491.45 3185.50 2.77E+06 2.8 
94 491.45 3185.52 1.43E+06 1.4 
95 491.45 3185.59 3.40E+06 3.4 
96 491.36 3184.81 3.20E+05 0.3 
97 491.36 3184.82 4.65E+05 0.5 
98 491.53 3184.86 7.56E+04 0.1 
99 491.41 3184.92 8.40E+04 0.1 
100 491.24 3184.99 8.59E+04 0.1 
101 491.88 3185.41 3.05E+06 3.0 
102 491.82 3185.41 2.29E+06 2.3 
103 491.73 3185.54 1.82E+05 0.2 
104 491.92 3185.51 1.07E+06 1.1 
105 491.92 3185.36 3.64E+06 3.6 
106 491.90 3185.34 1.28E+06 1.3 
107 491.86 3185.36 1.22E+06 1.2 
108 491.87 3185.38 2.19E+06 2.2 
109 491.74 3185.30 2.85E+06 2.9 
110 491.78 3185.29 3.91E+06 3.9 
111 491.72 3185.35 5.51E+06 5.5 
112 491.74 3185.34 7.82E+05 0.8 
113 491.77 3185.34 2.59E+06 2.6 
114 491.77 3185.38 7.74E+06 7.7 
115 491.89 3185.46 5.13E+06 5.1 
116 491.83 3185.48 2.54E+06 2.5 
117 491.50 3185.20 2.77E+06 2.8 
118 491.47 3185.23 4.72E+06 4.7 
119 491.64 3185.46 2.47E+05 0.2 
120 491.16 3185.17 8.76E+04 0.1 
121 491.23 3185.06 2.55E+05 0.3 
122 491.12 3185.26 4.58E+05 0.5 
123 491.15 3185.04 2.53E+06 2.5 
124 491.36 3184.95 9.96E+04 0.1 
125 491.50 3185.53 9.08E+06 9.1 
126 491.40 3185.55 3.14E+07 31.4 
127 491.44 3185.55 1.67E+06 1.7 
128 491.54 3184.88 2.09E+05 0.2 
129 491.60 3184.86 5.19E+04 0.1 
130 491.75 3185.38 1.53E+07 15.3 
131 491.80 3185.34 2.81E+06 2.8 
132 491.82 3185.34 6.11E+05 0.6 
133 491.80 3185.38 1.93E+06 1.9 
134 491.78 3185.47 2.05E+04 0.0 
135 491.62 3185.35 9.92E+06 9.9 
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136 491.63 3185.30 4.97E+06 5.0 
137 491.56 3185.30 6.40E+06 6.4 
138 491.52 3185.20 1.91E+05 0.2 
139 491.58 3185.53 3.41E+06 3.4 
140 491.67 3185.35 3.15E+04 0.0 
141 491.64 3185.35 5.24E+06 5.2 
142 491.62 3185.44 8.48E+06 8.5 
143 491.15 3185.01 4.96E+06 5.0 
144 491.17 3184.98 3.47E+06 3.5 
145 491.28 3185.05 5.96E+05 0.6 
146 491.28 3185.07 2.80E+06 2.8 
147 491.65 3185.54 9.59E+05 1.0 
148 491.68 3185.54 1.17E+06 1.2 
149 491.61 3185.53 1.02E+05 0.1 
150 491.42 3185.59 1.57E+07 15.7 
151 491.40 3185.59 1.16E+07 11.6 
152 491.58 3185.03 5.59E+06 5.6 
153 491.55 3184.94 6.17E+06 6.2 
154 491.72 3185.47 2.27E+06 2.3 
155 491.72 3185.42 1.59E+06 1.6 
156 491.60 3185.30 4.72E+06 4.7 
157 491.59 3185.36 1.09E+07 10.9 
158 491.44 3185.33 3.56E+06 3.6 
159 491.48 3185.38 2.70E+06 2.7 
160 491.49 3185.36 2.82E+07 28.2 
161 491.41 3185.38 3.23E+07 32.3 
162 491.46 3185.42 4.46E+06 4.5 
163 491.53 3185.25 1.52E+06 1.5 
164 491.54 3185.36 2.82E+07 28.2 
165 491.53 3185.30 1.39E+06 1.4 
166 491.74 3185.42 7.99E+04 0.1 
167 491.75 3185.42 1.75E+06 1.8 
168 491.74 3185.47 2.09E+05 0.2 
169 491.45 3185.47 8.12E+06 8.1 
170 491.54 3185.43 1.65E+07 16.5 
171 491.54 3185.47 1.79E+06 1.8 
172 491.56 3185.49 3.82E+06 3.8 
173 491.56 3185.53 1.59E+06 1.6 
174 491.50 3185.30 4.64E+06 4.6 
175 491.64 3185.40 3.64E+06 3.6 
176 491.62 3185.39 4.51E+06 4.5 
177 491.68 3185.39 2.03E+06 2.0 


























1 491.20 3185.40 5.17E+05 0.5 
2 491.25 3185.42 3.01E+06 3.0 
3 492.08 3185.43 5.15E+06 5.2 
4 492.10 3185.52 5.18E+04 0.1 
5 491.16 3185.28 2.67E+05 0.3 
6 492.06 3185.47 2.99E+06 3.0 
7 492.09 3185.48 4.80E+05 0.5 
8 492.12 3185.60 6.34E+05 0.6 
9 491.18 3185.21 3.72E+05 0.4 
10 491.27 3185.29 4.62E+04 0.0 
11 491.25 3185.30 2.76E+05 0.3 
12 491.68 3185.51 2.72E+06 2.7 
13 491.68 3185.57 6.52E+06 6.5 
14 491.66 3185.61 8.45E+05 0.8 
15 491.58 3185.33 2.81E+06 2.8 
16 491.70 3184.98 2.38E+04 0.0 
17 492.04 3185.44 8.21E+06 8.2 
18 492.05 3185.43 2.52E+07 25.2 
19 492.04 3185.41 1.16E+07 11.6 
20 492.02 3185.48 1.07E+07 10.7 
21 492.10 3185.54 9.66E+05 1.0 
22 492.08 3185.62 3.17E+06 3.2 
23 492.05 3185.62 2.64E+06 2.6 
24 492.02 3185.62 1.09E+06 1.1 
25 491.99 3185.62 9.01E+06 9.0 
26 491.98 3185.49 4.57E+06 4.6 
27 491.56 3185.28 1.87E+07 18.7 
28 491.18 3185.26 1.64E+05 0.2 
29 491.18 3185.24 1.85E+05 0.2 
30 491.19 3185.15 9.39E+04 0.1 
31 491.58 3185.57 4.42E+06 4.4 
32 491.57 3185.61 5.81E+05 0.6 
33 491.60 3185.61 4.69E+05 0.5 
34 491.65 3185.57 5.75E+06 5.7 
35 491.62 3185.57 8.45E+06 8.5 
36 491.63 3185.61 1.15E+06 1.1 
37 491.72 3185.57 1.92E+06 1.9 
38 491.69 3185.61 2.77E+06 2.8 
39 491.72 3185.61 5.36E+06 5.4 
40 491.48 3185.57 1.43E+06 1.4 
41 491.61 3185.33 6.24E+06 6.2 
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42 491.71 3185.32 1.46E+07 14.6 
43 491.51 3185.57 1.34E+06 1.3 
44 491.71 3184.94 4.91E+05 0.5 
45 491.72 3184.92 5.65E+05 0.6 
46 492.02 3185.53 1.34E+05 0.1 
47 492.00 3185.48 8.22E+05 0.8 
48 492.12 3185.62 9.26E+05 0.9 
49 491.93 3185.57 7.89E+06 7.9 
50 491.84 3185.62 4.69E+06 4.7 
51 491.81 3185.62 2.12E+06 2.1 
52 491.79 3185.57 8.09E+06 8.1 
53 491.82 3185.50 1.05E+06 1.1 
54 491.19 3185.17 4.14E+05 0.4 
55 491.74 3185.37 9.44E+05 0.9 
56 491.85 3185.31 9.81E+06 9.8 
57 491.59 3185.28 1.53E+07 15.3 
58 491.58 3185.03 2.95E+06 2.9 
59 491.75 3185.32 6.81E+06 6.8 
60 491.55 3185.57 1.96E+06 2.0 
61 491.51 3185.61 3.84E+05 0.4 
62 491.54 3185.61 4.23E+05 0.4 
63 491.52 3185.44 2.63E+06 2.6 
64 491.61 3185.38 1.02E+06 1.0 
65 491.59 3185.02 2.90E+06 2.9 
66 491.65 3184.94 3.50E+05 0.4 
67 491.82 3185.57 1.28E+06 1.3 
68 491.88 3185.46 4.95E+05 0.5 
69 491.96 3185.62 2.94E+06 2.9 
70 491.96 3185.58 7.95E+06 8.0 
71 491.93 3185.62 7.54E+06 7.5 
72 491.90 3185.62 8.94E+06 8.9 
73 491.87 3185.62 1.34E+07 13.4 
74 491.75 3185.61 1.56E+07 15.6 
75 491.78 3185.61 6.87E+05 0.7 
76 491.94 3185.39 1.14E+08 114.0 
77 491.78 3185.31 1.19E+04 0.0 
78 491.54 3185.28 8.05E+06 8.1 
79 491.51 3185.29 3.40E+06 3.4 
80 491.76 3185.43 9.20E+05 0.9 
81 491.80 3185.37 9.45E+06 9.5 
82 491.65 3185.33 1.22E+07 12.2 
83 491.66 3185.38 9.89E+04 0.1 
84 491.71 3185.37 3.59E+06 3.6 
85 491.68 3185.32 2.14E+07 21.4 
86 491.61 3185.28 1.88E+07 18.8 
87 491.71 3185.27 8.25E+06 8.3 
88 491.59 3185.38 2.23E+06 2.2 
89 491.62 3185.44 9.46E+04 0.1 
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90 491.62 3185.51 4.60E+05 0.5 
91 491.58 3185.44 1.68E+07 16.8 
92 491.89 3185.57 5.23E+05 0.5 
93 491.86 3185.57 6.42E+06 6.4 
94 491.89 3185.51 3.87E+06 3.9 
95 491.81 3185.31 2.39E+07 23.9 
96 491.87 3185.40 2.38E+05 0.2 
97 491.48 3184.87 1.45E+07 14.5 
98 491.50 3185.05 1.72E+05 0.2 
99 491.56 3185.38 1.45E+06 1.5 
100 491.55 3185.33 3.84E+07 38.4 
101 491.97 3185.49 1.12E+07 11.2 
102 491.95 3185.50 9.50E+06 9.5 
103 491.47 3185.03 1.66E+06 1.7 
104 491.49 3184.93 4.25E+06 4.3 
105 491.48 3184.93 4.67E+07 46.7 
106 491.54 3185.39 1.67E+06 1.7 
107 491.52 3185.34 1.03E+07 10.3 


























1 491.14 3185.10 4.10E+05 0.4 
2 491.76 3184.78 1.67E+06 1.7 
3 491.54 3184.70 3.11E+06 3.1 
4 491.36 3185.28 2.90E+05 0.3 
5 491.95 3185.22 3.35E+06 3.4 
6 491.89 3185.27 1.21E+07 12.1 
7 491.55 3184.77 1.36E+06 1.4 
8 491.31 3184.90 3.94E+06 3.9 
9 491.37 3184.90 6.98E+04 0.1 
10 491.44 3184.78 2.48E+06 2.5 
11 491.41 3184.86 5.41E+04 0.1 
12 491.35 3184.95 4.72E+06 4.7 
13 491.40 3184.92 1.40E+06 1.4 
14 491.36 3185.03 1.05E+05 0.1 
15 491.61 3185.05 1.23E+05 0.1 
16 491.64 3185.01 2.15E+05 0.2 
17 491.63 3185.01 2.15E+05 0.2 
18 491.45 3184.90 1.19E+06 1.2 
19 491.25 3185.26 8.22E+05 0.8 
20 491.75 3185.21 1.35E+07 13.5 
21 491.46 3185.44 2.09E+06 2.1 
22 491.17 3185.11 1.58E+05 0.2 
23 491.16 3185.17 2.57E+05 0.3 
24 491.37 3185.16 3.31E+05 0.3 
25 491.33 3184.94 1.41E+05 0.1 
26 491.32 3184.99 9.85E+05 1.0 
27 491.28 3184.87 1.05E+06 1.0 
28 491.33 3184.85 7.86E+05 0.8 
29 491.35 3184.86 9.06E+04 0.1 
30 491.38 3184.79 1.48E+06 1.5 
31 491.39 3184.97 9.65E+05 1.0 
32 491.56 3184.84 1.04E+06 1.0 
33 491.76 3184.83 2.48E+06 2.5 
34 491.70 3184.92 1.43E+06 1.4 
35 491.66 3184.96 9.89E+05 1.0 
36 491.71 3184.93 4.45E+04 0.0 
37 491.73 3184.88 6.12E+03 0.0 
38 491.90 3185.51 7.13E+06 7.1 
39 491.89 3185.50 2.17E+05 0.2 
40 491.80 3185.59 1.06E+07 10.6 
41 491.77 3185.59 3.72E+06 3.7 
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42 491.72 3185.62 5.53E+05 0.6 
43 491.72 3185.59 1.30E+06 1.3 
44 491.75 3185.55 5.57E+05 0.6 
45 491.33 3185.26 5.68E+05 0.6 
46 491.43 3185.20 8.70E+06 8.7 
47 491.51 3185.26 4.63E+07 46.3 
48 491.53 3185.24 8.55E+06 8.5 
49 491.48 3185.26 2.45E+07 24.5 
50 491.27 3185.29 1.11E+05 0.1 
51 491.79 3185.27 1.75E+07 17.5 
52 491.75 3185.24 1.99E+07 19.9 
53 491.76 3185.28 7.05E+06 7.0 
54 491.64 3185.27 1.23E+07 12.3 
55 491.61 3185.27 5.91E+05 0.6 
56 491.70 3185.26 5.26E+07 52.6 
57 491.67 3185.26 4.00E+06 4.0 
58 491.54 3185.46 1.10E+06 1.1 
59 491.63 3185.55 9.91E+05 1.0 
60 491.51 3185.46 6.92E+05 0.7 
61 492.01 3185.39 4.51E+07 45.1 
62 491.98 3185.34 6.03E+07 60.3 
63 491.97 3185.40 1.65E+07 16.5 
64 491.20 3185.14 4.96E+05 0.5 
65 491.15 3185.22 2.35E+05 0.2 
66 491.13 3185.15 6.65E+05 0.7 
67 491.11 3185.31 3.99E+04 0.0 
68 491.15 3185.27 1.76E+05 0.2 
69 491.23 3185.31 5.81E+05 0.6 
70 491.17 3185.31 1.02E+05 0.1 
71 491.22 3185.24 1.40E+06 1.4 
72 491.46 3185.16 2.71E+05 0.3 
73 491.25 3185.20 1.48E+06 1.5 
74 491.27 3185.15 3.11E+06 3.1 
75 491.33 3185.12 9.85E+05 1.0 
76 491.21 3184.82 3.56E+06 3.6 
77 491.44 3184.94 7.31E+05 0.7 
78 491.51 3184.98 4.78E+06 4.8 
79 491.47 3184.85 4.53E+06 4.5 
80 491.51 3184.84 5.94E+05 0.6 
81 491.52 3184.85 2.93E+06 2.9 
82 491.51 3184.90 6.55E+06 6.6 
83 491.62 3184.92 3.30E+07 33.0 
84 491.58 3184.89 3.24E+05 0.3 
85 491.75 3185.49 6.89E+05 0.7 
86 491.86 3185.55 2.20E+05 0.2 
87 491.86 3185.59 3.72E+06 3.7 
88 491.60 3185.30 6.88E+06 6.9 
89 491.62 3185.29 1.71E+07 17.1 
90 491.79 3185.40 2.14E+07 21.4 
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91 491.82 3185.33 3.21E+06 3.2 
92 491.64 3185.28 1.96E+07 19.6 
93 491.62 3185.43 1.31E+07 13.1 
94 491.54 3185.29 6.43E+06 6.4 
95 491.52 3185.34 1.33E+07 13.3 
96 491.49 3185.34 1.24E+06 1.2 
97 491.57 3185.52 2.71E+07 27.1 
98 491.46 3185.46 1.49E+07 14.9 
99 491.49 3185.46 2.77E+06 2.8 
100 492.10 3185.41 3.63E+06 3.6 
101 491.98 3185.41 3.89E+07 38.9 
102 491.87 3185.31 5.72E+06 5.7 
103 491.86 3185.25 5.09E+07 50.9 
104 491.85 3185.26 1.23E+07 12.3 
105 491.88 3185.26 5.12E+06 5.1 
106 491.81 3185.26 8.89E+06 8.9 
107 491.82 3185.27 2.01E+07 20.1 
108 491.23 3185.13 4.86E+05 0.5 
109 491.33 3185.08 4.71E+04 0.0 
110 491.32 3185.05 4.30E+04 0.0 
111 491.29 3185.04 3.29E+06 3.3 
112 491.11 3185.26 3.05E+05 0.3 
113 491.29 3185.15 1.02E+05 0.1 
114 491.14 3185.04 3.70E+05 0.4 
115 491.43 3185.04 5.55E+05 0.6 
116 491.40 3185.03 2.36E+06 2.4 
117 491.60 3184.72 1.01E+06 1.0 
118 491.65 3184.70 1.64E+06 1.6 
119 491.66 3184.76 4.00E+06 4.0 
120 491.83 3185.55 5.44E+06 5.4 
121 491.49 3185.32 1.11E+07 11.1 
122 491.51 3185.30 1.96E+06 2.0 
123 491.74 3185.28 1.28E+07 12.8 
124 491.73 3185.31 1.16E+07 11.6 
125 491.62 3185.31 1.45E+07 14.5 
126 491.56 3185.29 5.59E+05 0.6 
127 491.59 3185.28 2.18E+07 21.8 
128 491.96 3185.45 1.65E+07 16.5 
129 492.07 3185.45 5.48E+06 5.5 
130 492.11 3185.57 3.13E+05 0.3 
131 492.07 3185.61 3.18E+05 0.3 
132 491.88 3185.33 5.73E+07 57.3 
133 491.88 3185.35 1.76E+07 17.6 
134 491.81 3185.31 1.26E+07 12.6 
135 491.23 3184.90 1.06E+06 1.1 
136 491.25 3184.92 2.27E+06 2.3 
137 491.25 3184.98 1.08E+06 1.1 
138 491.21 3185.08 1.16E+05 0.1 
139 491.18 3185.06 2.44E+04 0.0 
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140 491.23 3185.03 6.56E+05 0.7 
141 491.73 3184.82 6.06E+05 0.6 
142 491.70 3184.79 5.75E+06 5.7 
143 491.64 3184.86 1.30E+06 1.3 
144 491.73 3185.43 3.21E+07 32.1 
145 491.70 3185.43 1.16E+07 11.6 
146 491.68 3185.43 1.16E+07 11.6 
147 491.70 3185.31 1.92E+07 19.2 
148 491.67 3185.31 5.97E+06 6.0 
149 491.54 3185.34 6.30E+05 0.6 
150 491.57 3185.34 1.55E+07 15.5 
151 491.52 3185.52 1.28E+07 12.8 
152 492.08 3185.47 2.35E+06 2.3 
153 491.91 3185.32 2.43E+07 24.3 
154 491.90 3185.29 7.81E+06 7.8 
155 491.92 3185.35 3.67E+06 3.7 
156 491.20 3184.90 1.74E+06 1.7 
157 491.16 3184.99 2.99E+05 0.3 
158 491.46 3185.52 5.98E+06 6.0 
159 491.50 3185.56 1.01E+07 10.1 
160 492.09 3185.50 1.01E+06 1.0 
161 492.01 3185.44 8.14E+06 8.1 
162 491.99 3185.45 1.70E+07 17.0 
163 492.01 3185.55 3.64E+05 0.4 
164 492.02 3185.58 9.36E+06 9.4 
165 491.99 3185.59 3.14E+06 3.1 
166 491.49 3185.52 1.12E+05 0.1 
167 492.10 3185.53 3.01E+05 0.3 
168 492.10 3185.55 2.52E+05 0.3 
169 492.04 3185.44 2.27E+07 22.7 








Average Landfill Biogas 
Composition 
Component Content 
Methane, CH4 54% 
Carbon dioxide, CO2 42% 
Nitrogen, N2 3.10% 
Oxygen, O2 0.80% 
Chlorine 22 mg/m3 
Fluorine 5 mg/m3 
Hydrogen sulfide, H2S 88 mg/m3 
 
Bluvshtein, Ilia. “Non-traditional Sources of Gas and Their Quality.” PowerPoint. June 4, 





Typical analysis of raw landfill gas 
Component Chemical formula Content 
Methane CH4 40-60 (% by vol.) 
Carbon dioxide CO2 20-40 (% by vol.) 
Nitrogen N2 2-20 (% by vol.) 
Oxygen O2 <1 (% by vol.) 
Heavier hydrocarbons CnH2n+2 <1 (% by vol.) 
Hydrogen sulfide H2S 40-100 ppm 
Complex organics − 1000-2000 ppm 
 
Treloar, J. (1998). Recovery and Use of Landfill Gas in Adelaide, South Australia. Flinders 





Biogas Properties  
Component Content 
Methane, CH4 73 (% by vol.) 
Carbon dioxide, CO2 27 (% by vol.) 
Hydrogen Sulfide, H2S <0.1 (% by vol.)
 
Cluff, Randy. “Creating Renewable Energy Using Your Organic Wastes.” PowerPoint. June 
2006. Canada Composting INC.  





Component %Volume  
Methane  53.283 
Carbon Dioxide 45.588 
Hydrogen 0.056 
Oxygen  0.070 
Nitrogen 0.272 
Hydrogen Sulfide 0.002 











Brosseau, J., & Michele H. (1994) Trace gas compound emissions from Municipal Landfill 












231 5.13 3.08 
170 3.78 2.27 
150 3.33 2.00 
100 2.22 1.33 
30 1.33 0.80 
40 0.89 0.53 
20 0.42 0.27 
10 0.22 0.13 
7.5 0.17 0.10 
4.5 0.10 0.06 
 
Tagaris, E. & Sotiropoulou, R.E.P. & Pilinis, C. & Halvadakis, C.P. “A Methodology to 
Estimate Odors around Landfill Sites: The Use of Methane as an Odor Index and Its Utility 







At three landfill sites in South Korea, samples of LFG vents yielded following concentrations of 
H2S in ppb 
 
Site W-247,758 ppb (average of 6 samples, with readings ranging from 212 to 681,370 ppb, with 
3 samples above 225,000). Methane readings averaged: 28.6% 
 
Site B- 115,275 ppb (average of 8 samples, with readings ranging from 89,132 to 143,091 ppb, 
with only 1 sample below 102,000). Methane reading averaged 58.5% 
 
Site H- 2,344,360 ppb (average of 3 samples: 854,580 ppb, 5,142900 ppb, and 1,035,600 ppb). 
Methane readings averaged 31.6%. 
 
Kim, Ki-Hyun, Choi, Y.J., Jeon, E.C., and Sunwoo, Young. (2005) Characterization of 
malodorous sulfur compounds in landfill gas. Atmospheric Environment, 39, 1103-1112. 
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(Shown below are the outputs from the air dispersion model AERMOD each of the 
concentrations at a given receptor are concentrations of methane that can be used as a surrogate 
for odors. Each of the receptors is either part of one of the polar rings that surround the landfill or 
is part of the fence line receptors.) 
 
4th Quarter 2006 
 
Receptor 
# X (meters) Y (meters) 
Concentration 
(ug/m^s) Concentration (ppm) 
Year, Day, 
Time 
1 491740.1563 3185903.25 53456.06641 81.69 1071905
2 491757.5313 3186001.75 50594.26562 77.31 1041507
3 491774.9063 3186100.25 45158.64453 69.01 1061403
4 491792.25 3186198.75 42056.33203 64.27 1070703
5 491809.625 3186297.25 38833.32422 59.34 1071808
6 491827 3186395.75 35713.46094 54.57 1070703
7 491844.3438 3186494.25 33304.35547 50.89 1061403
8 491874.875 3185867.25 56728.26172 86.69 1061510
9 491909.0625 3185961.25 48668.89062 74.37 1060106
10 491943.2813 3186055.25 44868.1875 68.56 1082501
11 491977.4688 3186149.25 42277.82812 64.61 1061603
12 492011.6875 3186243.25 39301.70312 60.06 1061603
13 492045.875 3186337 36230.41797 55.36 1082501
14 492080.0938 3186431 33472.97266 51.15 1062103
15 492001.25 3185808.25 69962.90625 106.91 1012407
16 492051.25 3185895 61104.72266 93.38 1061606
17 492101.25 3185981.5 51789.01172 79.14 1081810
18 492151.25 3186068.25 46897.10156 71.66 1062402
19 492201.25 3186154.75 41859.39844 63.97 1071809
20 492251.25 3186241.25 37348.55469 57.07 1052901
21 492301.25 3186328 36603.91406 55.94 1052901
22 492115.4688 3185728.25 63461.23047 96.98 1020603
23 492179.75 3185805 56228.75781 85.92 1081804
24 492244.0313 3185881.5 52537.35547 80.28 1100624
25 492308.3125 3185958.25 49003.18359 74.88 1092108
26 492372.5938 3186034.75 44921.98047 68.65 1060901
27 492436.875 3186111.25 42044.21875 64.25 1060901
28 492501.1563 3186188 39896.42188 60.97 1030224
29 492214.0938 3185629.75 66654.125 101.86 1053001
30 492290.6875 3185694 60936.79688 93.12 1041405
31 492367.2813 3185758.25 54945.36719 83.96 1092106
32 492443.9063 3185822.5 49792.63672 76.09 1092106
33 492520.5 3185886.75 45447.80078 69.45 1081408
34 492597.0938 3185951 41950.87891 64.11 1081804
35 492673.7188 3186015.5 40102.77734 61.28 1081804
36 492294.0625 3185515.5 86482.92188 132.16 1112001
37 492380.6875 3185565.5 71289.40625 108.94 1041505
38 492467.2813 3185615.5 54733.34375 83.64 1060806
39 492553.875 3185665.5 50578.21875 77.29 1092010
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40 492640.4688 3185715.5 47892.84766 73.19 1060303
41 492727.0938 3185765.5 42472.3125 64.90 1121824
42 492813.6875 3185815.5 41242.69531 63.02 1012411
43 492353 3185389 55714.23047 85.14 1061402
44 492446.9688 3185423.25 53317.07031 81.48 1080911
45 492540.9375 3185457.5 57299.04688 87.56 1082606
46 492634.9063 3185491.75 47889.50781 73.18 1081910
47 492728.875 3185526 49359.48047 75.43 1030812
48 492822.8438 3185560.25 39159.63672 59.84 1052005
49 492916.8125 3185594.25 34206.22656 52.27 1081910
50 492389.0938 3185254.5 55353.77734 84.59 1060905
51 492487.5625 3185271.75 52618.16406 80.41 1041403
52 492586.0625 3185289.25 44362.12891 67.79 1053102
53 492684.5313 3185306.5 39946.37109 61.04 1051805
54 492783.0313 3185324 35968.44531 54.96 1051805
55 492881.5 3185341.25 33136.25781 50.64 1051805
56 492979.9688 3185358.5 29838.73047 45.60 1051805
57 492401.25 3185115.5 48711.85938 74.44 1012702
58 492501.25 3185115.5 44111.64844 67.41 1051801
59 492601.25 3185115.5 39341.71094 60.12 1013108
60 492701.25 3185115.5 38959.81641 59.54 1012703
61 492801.25 3185115.5 36306.57422 55.48 1061402
62 492901.25 3185115.5 37222.97266 56.88 1013108
63 493001.25 3185115.5 36225.83594 55.36 1060905
64 492389.0938 3184976.5 42080.42188 64.30 1012712
65 492487.5625 3184959.25 40241.71094 61.49 1120907
66 492586.0625 3184941.75 38700.51562 59.14 1012408
67 492684.5313 3184924.5 38032.38281 58.12 1053101
68 492783.0313 3184907 35774.39844 54.67 1051904
69 492881.5 3184889.75 35000.96875 53.49 1051904
70 492979.9688 3184872.5 32590.95312 49.80 1053101
71 492353 3184842 35307.32031 53.95 1120102
72 492446.9688 3184807.75 32396.10352 49.51 1082408
73 492540.9375 3184773.5 32979.6875 50.40 1082408
74 492634.9063 3184739.25 31398.54297 47.98 1102301
75 492728.875 3184705 29452.38867 45.01 1012712
76 492822.8438 3184670.75 25317.30859 38.69 1082407
77 492916.8125 3184636.75 25880.80664 39.55 1082407
78 492294.0625 3184715.5 38829.14844 59.34 1031006
79 492380.6875 3184665.5 37956.03906 58.00 1082410
80 492467.2813 3184615.5 36531.62109 55.82 1082410
81 492553.875 3184565.5 34688.80078 53.01 1031006
82 492640.4688 3184515.5 32034.43945 48.95 1082410
83 492727.0938 3184465.5 29270.1875 44.73 1082410
84 492813.6875 3184415.5 26597.39648 40.64 1082410
85 492214.0938 3184601.25 36590.69922 55.92 1070811
86 492290.6875 3184537 36326.35156 55.51 1012403
87 492367.2813 3184472.75 35527.42578 54.29 1070704
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88 492443.9063 3184408.5 34046.26562 52.03 1030803
89 492520.5 3184344.25 31748.06641 48.52 1030804
90 492597.0938 3184280 29714.72852 45.41 1030803
91 492673.7188 3184215.5 27568.00586 42.13 1030803
92 492115.4688 3184502.75 38376.92578 58.64 1081102
93 492179.75 3184426 34299.625 52.41 1081102
94 492244.0313 3184349.5 30669.21484 46.87 1081102
95 492308.3125 3184272.75 29233.42578 44.67 1123006
96 492372.5938 3184196.25 26711.5293 40.82 1123006
97 492436.875 3184119.75 24697.67773 37.74 1022524
98 492501.1563 3184043 23371.67578 35.71 1032624
99 492001.25 3184422.75 38229.98828 58.42 1061409
100 492051.25 3184336 34641.60156 52.94 1061409
101 492101.25 3184249.5 31438.51562 48.04 1061409
102 492151.25 3184162.75 28616.73633 43.73 1061409
103 492201.25 3184076.25 26124.83203 39.92 1061409
104 492251.25 3183989.75 23947.23828 36.59 1061409
105 492301.25 3183903 22061.35547 33.71 1061409
106 491874.875 3184363.75 42633.21094 65.15 1040203
107 491909.0625 3184269.75 39568.23438 60.47 1040203
108 491943.2813 3184175.75 36878.78906 56.36 1040203
109 491977.4688 3184081.75 34548.03906 52.79 1062004
110 492011.6875 3183987.75 32491.6582 49.65 1110707
111 492045.875 3183894 30583.76562 46.74 1110707
112 492080.0938 3183800 28853.07031 44.09 1110707
113 491740.1563 3184327.75 35539.35938 54.31 1122208
114 491757.5313 3184229.25 33743.13281 51.56 1122208
115 491774.9063 3184130.75 28267.26758 43.20 1010104
116 491792.25 3184032.25 25586.08008 39.10 1092705
117 491809.625 3183933.75 24402.80469 37.29 1092705
118 491827 3183835.25 23314.89844 35.63 1092705
119 491844.3438 3183736.75 22313.08203 34.10 1092705
120 491601.25 3184315.5 42991.22266 65.70 1082602
121 491601.25 3184215.5 39745.50781 60.74 1011104
122 491601.25 3184115.5 37447.01953 57.22 1062011
123 491601.25 3184015.5 34598.02344 52.87 1123011
124 491601.25 3183915.5 32662.64258 49.91 1120704
125 491601.25 3183815.5 30873.18164 47.18 1120704
126 491601.25 3183715.5 29132.49414 44.52 1120704
127 491462.3438 3184327.75 38654.3125 59.07 1122201
128 491444.9688 3184229.25 35747.80469 54.63 1010103
129 491427.5938 3184130.75 32560.79102 49.76 1042805
130 491410.25 3184032.25 31637.38672 48.35 1042805
131 491392.875 3183933.75 28506.75195 43.56 1070804
132 491375.5 3183835.25 27737.29297 42.39 1070804
133 491358.1563 3183736.75 26373.10742 40.30 1062706
134 491327.625 3184363.75 39861.83203 60.91 1091703
135 491293.4375 3184269.75 37787.61328 57.74 1121907
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136 491259.2188 3184175.75 34934.46875 53.38 1121907
137 491225.0313 3184081.75 32195.35938 49.20 1100403
138 491190.8125 3183987.75 29567.4082 45.18 1121305
139 491156.625 3183894 27507.95703 42.04 1080810
140 491122.4063 3183800 26471.64648 40.45 1082304
141 491201.25 3184422.75 38261.67969 58.47 1122707
142 491151.25 3184336 35288.16406 53.92 1021205
143 491101.25 3184249.5 33066.24219 50.53 1111206
144 491051.25 3184162.75 32170.61328 49.16 1091706
145 491001.25 3184076.25 31501.38477 48.14 1091706
146 490951.25 3183989.75 30057.21484 45.93 1091701
147 490901.25 3183903 28383.73438 43.37 1082305
148 491087.0313 3184502.75 43784.58203 66.91 1062704
149 491022.75 3184426 41633.66406 63.62 1020703
150 490958.4688 3184349.5 39189.13672 59.89 1121908
151 490894.1875 3184272.75 36072.12891 55.12 1091704
152 490829.9063 3184196.25 34227.37109 52.30 1022701
153 490765.625 3184119.75 30870.125 47.17 1022701
154 490701.3438 3184043 27552.80078 42.10 1022701
155 490988.4063 3184601.25 40958.14062 62.59 1031011
156 490911.8125 3184537 34029.48047 52.00 1062611
157 490835.2188 3184472.75 28460.4082 43.49 1062611
158 490758.5938 3184408.5 25829.49414 39.47 1011610
159 490682 3184344.25 22916.9668 35.02 1091704
160 490605.4063 3184280 20078.12891 30.68 1061804
161 490528.7813 3184215.5 18043.46484 27.57 1072605
162 490908.4375 3184715.5 44077.31641 67.36 1082907
163 490821.8125 3184665.5 39883.1875 60.95 1120913
164 490735.2188 3184615.5 39499.78125 60.36 1120913
165 490648.625 3184565.5 39146.67578 59.82 1120913
166 490562.0313 3184515.5 35763.19922 54.65 1050201
167 490475.4063 3184465.5 33800.43359 51.65 1121207
168 490388.8125 3184415.5 33075.69531 50.54 1050201
169 490849.5 3184842 45569.75781 69.64 1120913
170 490755.5313 3184807.75 37392.22656 57.14 1120913
171 490661.5625 3184773.5 34471.5 52.68 1050201
172 490567.5938 3184739.25 31978.08203 48.87 1121207
173 490473.625 3184705 29672.53711 45.34 1080709
174 490379.6563 3184670.75 29347.05859 44.85 1052404
175 490285.6875 3184636.75 29395.07031 44.92 1052404
176 490813.4063 3184976.5 56143.35938 85.79 1020907
177 490714.9375 3184959.25 54046.49219 82.59 1091805
178 490616.4375 3184941.75 50947.98438 77.85 1112407
179 490517.9688 3184924.5 47261.91406 72.22 1110809
180 490419.4688 3184907 44250.03906 67.62 1100401
181 490321 3184889.75 41933.0625 64.08 1061502
182 490222.5313 3184872.5 40272.64844 61.54 1110802
183 490801.25 3185115.5 60346.60156 92.22 1061502
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184 490701.25 3185115.5 55641.62109 85.03 1120207
185 490601.25 3185115.5 54461.73828 83.22 1112807
186 490501.25 3185115.5 53267.45703 81.40 1112807
187 490401.25 3185115.5 48596.62891 74.26 1121707
188 490301.25 3185115.5 43326.22656 66.21 1051106
189 490201.25 3185115.5 41601.51172 63.57 1011801
190 490813.4063 3185254.5 72782.88281 111.22 1042306
191 490714.9375 3185271.75 61466.42188 93.93 1011609
192 490616.4375 3185289.25 54369.13281 83.08 1110723
193 490517.9688 3185306.5 50958.59375 77.87 1112406
194 490419.4688 3185324 47290.60547 72.27 1121309
195 490321 3185341.25 42441.45703 64.86 1040707
196 490222.5313 3185358.5 39258.92969 59.99 1112406
197 490849.5 3185389 74084.17188 113.21 1090601
198 490755.5313 3185423.25 58594.61719 89.54 1112902
199 490661.5625 3185457.5 54132.22266 82.72 1081205
200 490567.5938 3185491.75 50950.32422 77.86 1121224
201 490473.625 3185526 44631.78906 68.20 1020908
202 490379.6563 3185560.25 41107.70312 62.82 1022001
203 490285.6875 3185594.25 37696.09766 57.60 1112405
204 490908.4375 3185515.5 62259.26562 95.14 1061806
205 490821.8125 3185565.5 55803.1875 85.27 1040224
206 490735.2188 3185615.5 47706.73047 72.90 1080401
207 490648.625 3185665.5 44393.35547 67.84 1020908
208 490562.0313 3185715.5 40987.38281 62.63 1122306
209 490475.4063 3185765.5 37049.96875 56.62 1072806
210 490388.8125 3185815.5 35237.60938 53.85 1112923
211 490988.4063 3185629.75 69163.26562 105.69 1012901
212 490911.8125 3185694 60615.55469 92.63 1040224
213 490835.2188 3185758.25 54928.14844 83.94 1092401
214 490758.5938 3185822.5 50430.42969 77.06 1020802
215 490682 3185886.75 48788.58203 74.56 1121005
216 490605.4063 3185951 43941.74219 67.15 1121005
217 490528.7813 3186015.5 38617.48828 59.01 1120803
218 491087.0313 3185728.25 88323.55469 134.97 1112308
219 491022.75 3185805 76051.28906 116.22 1112503
220 490958.4688 3185881.5 64361.66016 98.35 1083102
221 490894.1875 3185958.25 58784.1875 89.83 1081307
222 490829.9063 3186034.75 49346.70312 75.41 1121202
223 490765.625 3186111.25 43812.25 66.95 1020610
224 490701.3438 3186188 40029.89844 61.17 1022102
225 491201.25 3185808.25 106174.0625 162.25 1083002
226 491151.25 3185895 83608.35156 127.76 1072705
227 491101.25 3185981.5 63520.39844 97.07 1121023
228 491051.25 3186068.25 56660.34375 86.58 1122308
229 491001.25 3186154.75 50783.67969 77.60 1082824
230 490951.25 3186241.25 46079.15625 70.41 1082824
231 490901.25 3186328 41930.1875 64.07 1082824
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232 491327.625 3185867.25 114492.8203 174.96 1020108
233 491293.4375 3185961.25 88390.875 135.07 1112306
234 491259.2188 3186055.25 76306.32031 116.61 1112306
235 491225.0313 3186149.25 65642.03125 100.31 1122801
236 491190.8125 3186243.25 57756.95312 88.26 1040701
237 491156.625 3186337 50569.63281 77.28 1121106
238 491122.4063 3186431 46616.52734 71.24 1121106
239 491462.3438 3185903.25 85467.83594 130.61 1060103
240 491444.9688 3186001.75 67732.32812 103.50 1061811
241 491427.5938 3186100.25 60943.35156 93.13 1061811
242 491410.25 3186198.75 56703.14453 86.65 1031503
243 491392.875 3186297.25 51107.51172 78.10 1031503
244 491375.5 3186395.75 43573.86328 66.59 1121113
245 491358.1563 3186494.25 41387.62891 63.25 1060302
246 491601.25 3185915.5 64308.25 98.27 1061603
247 491601.25 3186015.5 53105.94531 81.15 1072101
248 491601.25 3186115.5 49317.67969 75.36 1071808
249 491601.25 3186215.5 43087.92969 65.84 1060804
250 491601.25 3186315.5 39655.82031 60.60 1092006
251 491601.25 3186415.5 37465.59375 57.25 1060804
252 491601.25 3186515.5 35771.85938 54.66 1060103
253 491545.5 3185868 73694.32031 112.61 1033106
254 491545.5 3185768 104582.5547 159.82 1061510
255 491545.5 3185668 157668.0781 240.94 1080802
256 491645.5 3185668 109742.3828 167.70 1060301
257 491745.5 3185668 121759.5156 186.06 1120806
258 491845.5 3185668 153907.2656 235.19 1061606
259 491945.5 3185668 84160.52344 128.61 1092108
260 492045.5 3185668 71405.875 109.12 1020603
261 492145.5 3185668 68048.71875 103.99 1092106
262 492145.5 3185568 83503.27344 127.60 1053001
263 492145.5 3185468 131760.5313 201.35 1060806
264 492145.5 3185368 75789.1875 115.82 1032302
265 492145.5 3185268 75752.54688 115.76 1012701
266 492145.5 3185168 64586.17969 98.70 1010424
267 492145.5 3185068 51196.62891 78.23 1012712
268 492145.5 3184968 49750.39062 76.02 1082410
269 492145.5 3184868 47484.98438 72.56 1082410
270 492145.5 3184768 46016.13672 70.32 1030803
271 492145.5 3184668 40322.375 61.62 1030803
272 492145.5 3184568 35548.51172 54.32 1022524
273 492045.5 3184568 41003.40234 62.66 1123006
274 491945.5 3184568 40252.02344 61.51 1061409
275 491845.5 3184568 47867.98828 73.15 1040203
276 491745.5 3184568 51487.90234 78.68 1112607
277 491645.5 3184568 53935.54688 82.42 1082602
278 491545.5 3184568 51704.09766 79.01 1011104
279 491445.5 3184568 48436.98047 74.02 1010103
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280 491345.5 3184568 47462.11719 72.53 1121907
281 491245.5 3184568 42392.42188 64.78 1122707
282 491145.5 3184568 47555.43359 72.67 1011105
283 491045.5 3184568 49745.21484 76.02 1022701
284 491045.5 3184668 49855.79297 76.19 1062704
285 491045.5 3184768 49527.61719 75.68 1082907
286 491045.5 3184868 58985.63281 90.14 1031011
287 491045.5 3184968 65694.04688 100.39 1082907
288 491045.5 3185068 73051.10938 111.63 1112609
289 491045.5 3185168 79403.19531 121.34 1120724
290 491045.5 3185268 113926.3828 174.09 1020807
291 491045.5 3185368 102752.9844 157.02 1062003
292 491045.5 3185468 88829.07812 135.74 1122306
293 491145.5 3185468 106566.6484 162.85 1040224
294 491145.5 3185568 100620.1875 153.76 1040707
295 491245.5 3185568 142379.3125 217.57 1020908
296 491245.5 3185668 135537.1563 207.12 1112509
297 491245.5 3185768 122549.7109 187.27 1072705
298 491345.5 3185768 155739.625 237.99 1112306
299 491345.5 3185868 117467.9531 179.51 1112404




2nd Quarter 2007 
 
Receptor 







1 491740.1563 3185903.25 80076.23 122.37 1112301
2 491757.5313 3186001.75 80017.16 122.28 1112306
3 491774.9063 3186100.25 70997.74 108.49 1020108
4 491792.25 3186198.75 62176.93 95.01 1021609
5 491809.625 3186297.25 54559.88 83.37 1090206
6 491827 3186395.75 48856.76 74.66 1121104
7 491844.3438 3186494.25 42583.29 65.07 1022607
8 491874.875 3185867.25 110522.77 168.89 1021602
9 491909.0625 3185961.25 91274.43 139.48 1031503
10 491943.2813 3186055.25 74027.99 113.12 1061811
11 491977.4688 3186149.25 61693.20 94.27 1121024
12 492011.6875 3186243.25 55389.62 84.64 1081502
13 492045.875 3186337 52990.82 80.98 1091724
14 492080.0938 3186431 49605.16 75.80 1092007
15 492001.25 3185808.25 135332.39 206.80 1051303
16 492051.25 3185895 93444.93 142.80 1071103
17 492101.25 3185981.5 77059.55 117.76 1020609
18 492151.25 3186068.25 73244.38 111.93 1071808
19 492201.25 3186154.75 63728.01 97.38 1070703
20 492251.25 3186241.25 52526.01 80.27 1020602
21 492301.25 3186328 51159.04 78.18 1072810
22 492115.4688 3185728.25 134115.98 204.95 1080905
23 492179.75 3185805 103976.62 158.89 1061603
24 492244.0313 3185881.5 81364.76 124.34 1060106
25 492308.3125 3185958.25 75755.52 115.76 1061510
26 492372.5938 3186034.75 65186.07 99.61 1042502
27 492436.875 3186111.25 61971.49 94.70 1070805
28 492501.1563 3186188 58989.13 90.14 1070805
29 492214.0938 3185629.75 153621.38 234.75 1051305
30 492290.6875 3185694 123525.54 188.76 1030224
31 492367.2813 3185758.25 104684.19 159.97 1030224
32 492443.9063 3185822.5 90692.77 138.59 1081404
33 492520.5 3185886.75 79869.02 122.05 1060901
34 492597.0938 3185951 71633.77 109.47 1030224
35 492673.7188 3186015.5 64562.67 98.66 1030224
36 492294.0625 3185515.5 195183.30 298.26 1092010
37 492380.6875 3185565.5 158432.80 242.11 1012411
38 492467.2813 3185615.5 127648.96 195.06 1092010
39 492553.875 3185665.5 107319.29 164.00 1032502
40 492640.4688 3185715.5 95605.52 146.10 1032324
41 492727.0938 3185765.5 86726.28 132.53 1012411
42 492813.6875 3185815.5 76542.14 116.97 1041405
43 492353 3185389 106822.74 163.24 1061408
 157
44 492446.9688 3185423.25 104503.72 159.69 1080911
45 492540.9375 3185457.5 94416.94 144.28 1061408
46 492634.9063 3185491.75 96827.91 147.97 1052005
47 492728.875 3185526 67218.44 102.72 1061707
48 492822.8438 3185560.25 58691.67 89.69 1060806
49 492916.8125 3185594.25 64907.16 99.19 1082007
50 492389.0938 3185254.5 81161.27 124.02 1090810
51 492487.5625 3185271.75 69886.27 106.79 1051801
52 492586.0625 3185289.25 69575.09 106.32 1012703
53 492684.5313 3185306.5 64292.27 98.25 1081911
54 492783.0313 3185324 59727.53 91.27 1051805
55 492881.5 3185341.25 47042.42 71.89 1051805
56 492979.9688 3185358.5 43382.93 66.29 1082606
57 492401.25 3185115.5 73583.70 112.45 1082408
58 492501.25 3185115.5 62348.79 95.28 1090810
59 492601.25 3185115.5 56430.46 86.23 1090810
60 492701.25 3185115.5 55005.30 84.05 1090810
61 492801.25 3185115.5 50637.61 77.38 1053101
62 492901.25 3185115.5 44552.93 68.08 1012702
63 493001.25 3185115.5 40451.04 61.81 1052604
64 492389.0938 3184976.5 57794.30 88.32 1012406
65 492487.5625 3184959.25 56502.46 86.34 1010124
66 492586.0625 3184941.75 52228.68 79.81 1031006
67 492684.5313 3184924.5 42309.88 64.65 1102301
68 492783.0313 3184907 40024.84 61.16 1102301
69 492881.5 3184889.75 37251.48 56.92 1081008
70 492979.9688 3184872.5 36866.41 56.34 1012712
71 492353 3184842 52580.69 80.35 1082107
72 492446.9688 3184807.75 49621.47 75.83 1032624
73 492540.9375 3184773.5 49208.36 75.20 1030803
74 492634.9063 3184739.25 44769.27 68.41 1030803
75 492728.875 3184705 40926.66 62.54 1012403
76 492822.8438 3184670.75 40894.62 62.49 1082410
77 492916.8125 3184636.75 38296.25 58.52 1082410
78 492294.0625 3184715.5 51856.54 79.24 1061409
79 492380.6875 3184665.5 44808.38 68.47 1032624
80 492467.2813 3184615.5 44063.26 67.33 1123006
81 492553.875 3184565.5 39622.05 60.55 1123006
82 492640.4688 3184515.5 34826.75 53.22 1032624
83 492727.0938 3184465.5 35922.05 54.89 1012402
84 492813.6875 3184415.5 32513.68 49.68 1012406
85 492214.0938 3184601.25 51974.08 79.42 1040502
86 492290.6875 3184537 47988.25 73.33 1040203
87 492367.2813 3184472.75 39249.77 59.98 1040203
88 492443.9063 3184408.5 34091.43 52.10 1082107
89 492520.5 3184344.25 34638.09 52.93 1061409
90 492597.0938 3184280 30693.84 46.90 1081102
91 492673.7188 3184215.5 30414.10 46.48 1110902
 158
92 492115.4688 3184502.75 42701.45 65.25 1092705
93 492179.75 3184426 33472.19 51.15 1032624
94 492244.0313 3184349.5 31369.60 47.94 1040502
95 492308.3125 3184272.75 36481.43 55.75 1040502
96 492372.5938 3184196.25 34417.51 52.59 1010104
97 492436.875 3184119.75 34248.81 52.34 1040203
98 492501.1563 3184043 32130.12 49.10 1040203
99 492001.25 3184422.75 46126.89 70.49 1120704
100 492051.25 3184336 42260.12 64.58 1011104
101 492101.25 3184249.5 38777.37 59.26 1042804
102 492151.25 3184162.75 34289.61 52.40 1121603
103 492201.25 3184076.25 29568.89 45.18 1092705
104 492251.25 3183989.75 24881.32 38.02 1061409
105 492301.25 3183903 22288.56 34.06 1110902
106 491874.875 3184363.75 38752.63 59.22 1070804
107 491909.0625 3184269.75 34971.20 53.44 1010104
108 491943.2813 3184175.75 35060.41 53.58 1120202
109 491977.4688 3184081.75 33547.94 51.27 1122201
110 492011.6875 3183987.75 32097.70 49.05 1020406
111 492045.875 3183894 31174.36 47.64 1120704
112 492080.0938 3183800 28668.58 43.81 1120704
113 491740.1563 3184327.75 45754.01 69.92 1082304
114 491757.5313 3184229.25 40123.66 61.31 1100403
115 491774.9063 3184130.75 36541.87 55.84 1091703
116 491792.25 3184032.25 34454.06 52.65 1062706
117 491809.625 3183933.75 31102.07 47.53 1062706
118 491827 3183835.25 27679.82 42.30 1070804
119 491844.3438 3183736.75 25908.03 39.59 1042802
120 491601.25 3184315.5 40131.86 61.33 1031007
121 491601.25 3184215.5 37087.93 56.67 1031007
122 491601.25 3184115.5 34030.43 52.00 1122707
123 491601.25 3184015.5 32675.45 49.93 1051104
124 491601.25 3183915.5 30638.48 46.82 1031007
125 491601.25 3183815.5 29069.07 44.42 1031007
126 491601.25 3183715.5 29219.92 44.65 1100403
127 491462.3438 3184327.75 51683.48 78.98 1062706
128 491444.9688 3184229.25 48777.75 74.54 1062706
129 491427.5938 3184130.75 45078.77 68.89 1062706
130 491410.25 3184032.25 42050.79 64.26 1042805
131 491392.875 3183933.75 38394.81 58.67 1091703
132 491375.5 3183835.25 36296.24 55.47 1091703
133 491358.1563 3183736.75 34009.70 51.97 1032408
134 491327.625 3184363.75 64385.30 98.39 1080810
135 491293.4375 3184269.75 53093.43 81.13 1080810
136 491259.2188 3184175.75 48027.71 73.39 1082305
137 491225.0313 3184081.75 45439.63 69.44 1082305
138 491190.8125 3183987.75 42610.12 65.11 1091701
139 491156.625 3183894 39283.26 60.03 1122707
 159
140 491122.4063 3183800 35644.14 54.47 1021205
141 491201.25 3184422.75 59294.61 90.61 1091704
142 491151.25 3184336 52983.98 80.97 1091704
143 491101.25 3184249.5 48644.35 74.33 1022701
144 491051.25 3184162.75 44953.58 68.69 1022701
145 491001.25 3184076.25 41881.82 64.00 1022701
146 490951.25 3183989.75 39246.90 59.97 1022701
147 490901.25 3183903 36937.14 56.44 1022701
148 491087.0313 3184502.75 41274.99 63.07 1011610
149 491022.75 3184426 35831.88 54.76 1061804
150 490958.4688 3184349.5 34089.02 52.09 1061804
151 490894.1875 3184272.75 30595.93 46.75 1062611
152 490829.9063 3184196.25 25577.68 39.09 1062611
153 490765.625 3184119.75 20989.69 32.07 1062611
154 490701.3438 3184043 17012.20 26.00 1062611
155 490988.4063 3184601.25 47218.21 72.16 1011610
156 490911.8125 3184537 45307.71 69.24 1011610
157 490835.2188 3184472.75 43653.76 66.71 1011610
158 490758.5938 3184408.5 42151.66 64.41 1011610
159 490682 3184344.25 40497.10 61.88 1120913
160 490605.4063 3184280 38224.46 58.41 1120913
161 490528.7813 3184215.5 36119.23 55.19 1120913
162 490908.4375 3184715.5 53730.40 82.11 1121207
163 490821.8125 3184665.5 50743.44 77.54 1120913
164 490735.2188 3184615.5 46262.12 70.69 1082907
165 490648.625 3184565.5 41190.38 62.94 1082907
166 490562.0313 3184515.5 36150.40 55.24 1082907
167 490475.4063 3184465.5 31345.29 47.90 1082907
168 490388.8125 3184415.5 29396.08 44.92 1071410
169 490849.5 3184842 55033.07 84.10 1052404
170 490755.5313 3184807.75 55564.39 84.91 1061805
171 490661.5625 3184773.5 50580.72 77.29 1061805
172 490567.5938 3184739.25 45522.68 69.56 1061805
173 490473.625 3184705 42355.64 64.72 1121303
174 490379.6563 3184670.75 42971.17 65.67 1112407
175 490285.6875 3184636.75 43260.23 66.11 1112407
176 490813.4063 3184976.5 81748.67 124.92 1100401
177 490714.9375 3184959.25 76457.16 116.84 1061502
178 490616.4375 3184941.75 70455.23 107.66 1110802
179 490517.9688 3184924.5 58575.15 89.51 1110802
180 490419.4688 3184907 48164.16 73.60 1110802
181 490321 3184889.75 48612.64 74.29 1091708
182 490222.5313 3184872.5 41145.33 62.88 1091802
183 490801.25 3185115.5 95473.77 145.90 1112807
184 490701.25 3185115.5 86983.56 132.92 1112807
185 490601.25 3185115.5 72589.07 110.93 1120724
186 490501.25 3185115.5 67488.96 103.13 1011801
187 490401.25 3185115.5 63787.49 97.48 1020807
 160
188 490301.25 3185115.5 60634.99 92.66 1042306
189 490201.25 3185115.5 56056.64 85.66 1011609
190 490813.4063 3185254.5 81663.48 124.79 1072801
191 490714.9375 3185271.75 75452.16 115.30 1110723
192 490616.4375 3185289.25 68472.29 104.63 1121309
193 490517.9688 3185306.5 61331.48 93.72 1091103
194 490419.4688 3185324 55621.34 85.00 1040707
195 490321 3185341.25 50493.35 77.16 1062003
196 490222.5313 3185358.5 48679.83 74.39 1090601
197 490849.5 3185389 68585.43 104.81 1112902
198 490755.5313 3185423.25 63242.15 96.64 1081205
199 490661.5625 3185457.5 57444.81 87.78 1121224
200 490567.5938 3185491.75 50933.72 77.83 1011802
201 490473.625 3185526 46480.61 71.03 1080104
202 490379.6563 3185560.25 43554.54 66.56 1121301
203 490285.6875 3185594.25 40806.04 62.36 1121504
204 490908.4375 3185515.5 64965.16 99.27 1040224
205 490821.8125 3185565.5 54847.53 83.81 1040224
206 490735.2188 3185615.5 47618.15 72.77 1121401
207 490648.625 3185665.5 44980.23 68.74 1092401
208 490562.0313 3185715.5 40846.48 62.42 1020802
209 490475.4063 3185765.5 37573.25 57.42 1020802
210 490388.8125 3185815.5 33996.07 51.95 1020802
211 490988.4063 3185629.75 53144.43 81.21 1112308
212 490911.8125 3185694 48502.21 74.12 1020909
213 490835.2188 3185758.25 44051.01 67.32 1020909
214 490758.5938 3185822.5 40629.16 62.09 1080401
215 490682 3185886.75 37903.26 57.92 1112923
216 490605.4063 3185951 37367.57 57.10 1020802
217 490528.7813 3186015.5 35248.44 53.86 1020802
218 491087.0313 3185728.25 53060.73 81.08 1080406
219 491022.75 3185805 50238.05 76.77 1031501
220 490958.4688 3185881.5 48660.09 74.36 1121005
221 490894.1875 3185958.25 44574.71 68.12 1121005
222 490829.9063 3186034.75 39888.80 60.96 1120803
223 490765.625 3186111.25 38860.67 59.38 1020909
224 490701.3438 3186188 36704.25 56.09 1020909
225 491201.25 3185808.25 57279.56 87.53 1112503
226 491151.25 3185895 52154.97 79.70 1112502
227 491101.25 3185981.5 49095.69 75.02 1083102
228 491051.25 3186068.25 46203.36 70.60 1081307
229 491001.25 3186154.75 43688.52 66.76 1020610
230 490951.25 3186241.25 40150.27 61.35 1121202
231 490901.25 3186328 36217.08 55.34 1081906
232 491327.625 3185867.25 61073.18 93.33 1020909
233 491293.4375 3185961.25 56952.64 87.03 1081307
234 491259.2188 3186055.25 52897.56 80.83 1052703
235 491225.0313 3186149.25 47569.73 72.69 1112223
 161
236 491190.8125 3186243.25 42743.18 65.32 1052703
237 491156.625 3186337 39841.55 60.88 1031202
238 491122.4063 3186431 38879.52 59.41 1083002
239 491462.3438 3185903.25 66720.76 101.96 1052703
240 491444.9688 3186001.75 62725.26 95.85 1091906
241 491427.5938 3186100.25 50619.75 77.35 1031202
242 491410.25 3186198.75 48094.41 73.49 1091906
243 491392.875 3186297.25 45025.82 68.81 1091905
244 491375.5 3186395.75 41878.51 64.00 1083008
245 491358.1563 3186494.25 36912.29 56.41 1022508
246 491601.25 3185915.5 73155.58 111.79 1031202
247 491601.25 3186015.5 60921.38 93.10 1091906
248 491601.25 3186115.5 58437.00 89.30 1022508
249 491601.25 3186215.5 51064.34 78.03 1090105
250 491601.25 3186315.5 48002.10 73.35 1112301
251 491601.25 3186415.5 46384.53 70.88 1112306
252 491601.25 3186515.5 44049.35 67.31 1122801
253 491545.5 3185868 83360.79 127.39 1083002
254 491545.5 3185768 89942.55 137.44 1052703
255 491545.5 3185668 102628.04 156.83 1080802
256 491645.5 3185668 167926.61 256.61 1112503
257 491745.5 3185668 240698.30 367.82 1071803
258 491845.5 3185668 202266.41 309.09 1112301
259 491945.5 3185668 209717.23 320.47 1061811
260 492045.5 3185668 185618.33 283.65 1072810
261 492145.5 3185668 145800.52 222.80 1052901
262 492145.5 3185568 209902.23 320.76 1082403
263 492145.5 3185468 414547.88 633.48 1092010
264 492145.5 3185368 230893.67 352.83 1041403
265 492145.5 3185268 166703.41 254.74 1100703
266 492145.5 3185168 141290.41 215.91 1012402
267 492145.5 3185068 97516.78 149.02 1123006
268 492145.5 3184968 73125.59 111.75 1022112
269 492145.5 3184868 74244.23 113.45 1110707
270 492145.5 3184768 62017.05 94.77 1040502
271 492145.5 3184668 41457.15 63.35 1012402
272 492145.5 3184568 37862.32 57.86 1010104
273 492045.5 3184568 52548.57 80.30 1082602
274 491945.5 3184568 50091.03 76.55 1020406
275 491845.5 3184568 54350.53 83.05 1062706
276 491745.5 3184568 51921.62 79.34 1080810
277 491645.5 3184568 51146.82 78.16 1021205
278 491545.5 3184568 56596.83 86.49 1042802
279 491445.5 3184568 94719.48 144.74 1032408
280 491345.5 3184568 92216.73 140.92 1091701
281 491245.5 3184568 60085.66 91.82 1022701
282 491145.5 3184568 47741.64 72.96 1062611
283 491045.5 3184568 53007.98 81.00 1072605
 162
284 491045.5 3184668 49927.66 76.30 1031011
285 491045.5 3184768 55991.76 85.56 1050201
286 491045.5 3184868 62657.12 95.75 1120913
287 491045.5 3184968 72505.36 110.80 1061805
288 491045.5 3185068 106004.99 161.99 1100401
289 491045.5 3185168 125514.09 191.80 1121707
290 491045.5 3185268 111308.18 170.09 1071707
291 491045.5 3185368 86049.50 131.49 1112902
292 491045.5 3185468 79334.51 121.23 1040224
293 491145.5 3185468 88336.45 134.99 1072806
294 491145.5 3185568 69258.41 105.84 1112502
295 491245.5 3185568 79482.45 121.46 1121202
296 491245.5 3185668 66574.55 101.73 1072705
297 491245.5 3185768 60807.68 92.92 1091905
298 491345.5 3185768 66989.70 102.37 1112303
299 491345.5 3185868 60970.54 93.17 1092407





2nd Quarter 2008 
 
Receptor 







1 491740.1563 3185903.25 104239.2578 159.29 1022508
2 491757.5313 3186001.75 90200.78125 137.84 1112301
3 491774.9063 3186100.25 83206.65625 127.15 1112306
4 491792.25 3186198.75 77208.38281 117.98 1020108
5 491809.625 3186297.25 70571.85938 107.84 1052806
6 491827 3186395.75 64078.4375 97.92 1121104
7 491844.3438 3186494.25 58775.83203 89.82 1081107
8 491874.875 3185867.25 134087.1875 204.90 1021609
9 491909.0625 3185961.25 116555.4141 178.11 1021602
10 491943.2813 3186055.25 96604.38281 147.62 1031503
11 491977.4688 3186149.25 86999.67969 132.95 1061811
12 492011.6875 3186243.25 76497.27344 116.90 1081908
13 492045.875 3186337 73607.49219 112.48 1081502
14 492080.0938 3186431 72331.36719 110.53 1091724
15 492001.25 3185808.25 151681.5 231.79 1081908
16 492051.25 3185895 146016.125 223.13 1060103
17 492101.25 3185981.5 121975.5 186.39 1051303
18 492151.25 3186068.25 110866.8281 169.42 1073002
19 492201.25 3186154.75 106224.9375 162.32 1071808
20 492251.25 3186241.25 99645.90625 152.27 1070703
21 492301.25 3186328 90419.89062 138.17 1020602
22 492115.4688 3185728.25 196598.5781 300.43 1062103
23 492179.75 3185805 183461.4844 280.35 1080905
24 492244.0313 3185881.5 167964.2813 256.67 1061603
25 492308.3125 3185958.25 146915.9063 224.51 1082501
26 492372.5938 3186034.75 127727.2109 195.18 1060106
27 492436.875 3186111.25 117419.5703 179.43 1052901
28 492501.1563 3186188 111926.2578 171.04 1061510
29 492214.0938 3185629.75 314158.1563 480.07 1081810
30 492290.6875 3185694 252887.6563 386.44 1051305
31 492367.2813 3185758.25 222481.375 339.98 1012407
32 492443.9063 3185822.5 190524.7031 291.15 1022201
33 492520.5 3185886.75 166849.9688 254.97 1012407
34 492597.0938 3185951 146319.5938 223.59 1030224
35 492673.7188 3186015.5 132824.25 202.97 1030224
36 492294.0625 3185515.5 307003.2813 469.14 1092010
37 492380.6875 3185565.5 262373.2188 400.94 1032324
38 492467.2813 3185615.5 226084.0625 345.48 1053001
39 492553.875 3185665.5 194459.6094 297.16 1053001
40 492640.4688 3185715.5 175042.625 267.49 1081408
41 492727.0938 3185765.5 160561.3594 245.36 1092106
42 492813.6875 3185815.5 147831.0313 225.90 1092106
43 492353 3185389 239626.0625 366.18 1052005
 164
44 492446.9688 3185423.25 197836.8906 302.32 1080911
45 492540.9375 3185457.5 182765.0469 279.29 1060806
46 492634.9063 3185491.75 180155.75 275.30 1082007
47 492728.875 3185526 166155.8125 253.91 1112001
48 492822.8438 3185560.25 157281.0781 240.35 1112001
49 492916.8125 3185594.25 146691.7188 224.16 1112001
50 492389.0938 3185254.5 149468.0469 228.41 1051805
51 492487.5625 3185271.75 134578.2813 205.65 1051805
52 492586.0625 3185289.25 127960.5 195.54 1032302
53 492684.5313 3185306.5 114281.1719 174.64 1032302
54 492783.0313 3185324 101276.6875 154.76 1032302
55 492881.5 3185341.25 84957.04688 129.82 1032302
56 492979.9688 3185358.5 83737.5 127.96 1052005
57 492401.25 3185115.5 137526.1875 210.16 1051801
58 492501.25 3185115.5 144913.1563 221.45 1061402
59 492601.25 3185115.5 138780.0625 212.07 1060905
60 492701.25 3185115.5 122235.4922 186.79 1012703
61 492801.25 3185115.5 107475.875 164.24 1051805
62 492901.25 3185115.5 103430.2109 158.05 1060905
63 493001.25 3185115.5 94485.89062 144.39 1060905
64 492389.0938 3184976.5 120376.9531 183.95 1120907
65 492487.5625 3184959.25 112857.5078 172.46 1051904
66 492586.0625 3184941.75 106138.0078 162.19 1053101
67 492684.5313 3184924.5 95355.64844 145.72 1053101
68 492783.0313 3184907 89703.05469 137.08 1012702
69 492881.5 3184889.75 82416.59375 125.94 1012702
70 492979.9688 3184872.5 77709.33594 118.75 1012702
71 492353 3184842 104116.3828 159.10 1112003
72 492446.9688 3184807.75 89267.1875 136.41 1120102
73 492540.9375 3184773.5 76893.02344 117.50 1102301
74 492634.9063 3184739.25 74361.05469 113.63 1012712
75 492728.875 3184705 72547.25 110.86 1012712
76 492822.8438 3184670.75 68775.39062 105.10 1081008
77 492916.8125 3184636.75 67193.55469 102.68 1012712
78 492294.0625 3184715.5 87018.85156 132.98 1070811
79 492380.6875 3184665.5 86223.70312 131.76 1030803
80 492467.2813 3184615.5 77213.75 117.99 1030803
81 492553.875 3184565.5 73799.89062 112.78 1031006
82 492640.4688 3184515.5 71666.85156 109.52 1082410
83 492727.0938 3184465.5 69289.90625 105.88 1082410
84 492813.6875 3184415.5 66642.98438 101.84 1082410
85 492214.0938 3184601.25 79020.76562 120.75 1010104
86 492290.6875 3184537 72657.85938 111.03 1100703
87 492367.2813 3184472.75 68779.47656 105.10 1082604
88 492443.9063 3184408.5 65700.33594 100.40 1012402
89 492520.5 3184344.25 62632.25781 95.71 1012406
90 492597.0938 3184280 59540.28125 90.98 1012406
91 492673.7188 3184215.5 56093.72266 85.72 1012403
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92 492115.4688 3184502.75 75221.75781 114.95 1112607
93 492179.75 3184426 68296.41406 104.37 1112111
94 492244.0313 3184349.5 61978.53516 94.71 1061409
95 492308.3125 3184272.75 57899.84375 88.48 1081102
96 492372.5938 3184196.25 55932.46484 85.47 1081102
97 492436.875 3184119.75 53964.74609 82.46 1032624
98 492501.1563 3184043 52193.70312 79.76 1081102
99 492001.25 3184422.75 70016.57812 106.99 1082602
100 492051.25 3184336 65369.86328 99.89 1121603
101 492101.25 3184249.5 57757.77734 88.26 1112111
102 492151.25 3184162.75 54750.41797 83.67 1112607
103 492201.25 3184076.25 52163.75 79.71 1112111
104 492251.25 3183989.75 50314.26172 76.89 1040502
105 492301.25 3183903 48595.49219 74.26 1040502
106 491874.875 3184363.75 71005.0625 108.50 1081104
107 491909.0625 3184269.75 65350.53906 99.86 1122201
108 491943.2813 3184175.75 61239.00391 93.58 1081104
109 491977.4688 3184081.75 56854.51562 86.88 1110803
110 492011.6875 3183987.75 53464.98047 81.70 1062011
111 492045.875 3183894 50147.32422 76.63 1082602
112 492080.0938 3183800 48118.76562 73.53 1082602
113 491740.1563 3184327.75 77662.65625 118.68 1121907
114 491757.5313 3184229.25 70346.78906 107.50 1100403
115 491774.9063 3184130.75 63846.03125 97.56 1062706
116 491792.25 3184032.25 59282.75781 90.59 1062706
117 491809.625 3183933.75 55210.8125 84.37 1120202
118 491827 3183835.25 51545.39453 78.77 1081104
119 491844.3438 3183736.75 48020.00781 73.38 1122201
120 491601.25 3184315.5 83786.5 128.04 1082305
121 491601.25 3184215.5 74503.57812 113.85 1111206
122 491601.25 3184115.5 66979.38281 102.35 1122707
123 491601.25 3184015.5 63113.12109 96.44 1051104
124 491601.25 3183915.5 58632.96875 89.60 1121305
125 491601.25 3183815.5 57049.51562 87.18 1100403
126 491601.25 3183715.5 55120.58984 84.23 1121907
127 491462.3438 3184327.75 96897.10938 148.07 1011105
128 491444.9688 3184229.25 88270.76562 134.89 1091706
129 491427.5938 3184130.75 73132.01562 111.75 1020703
130 491410.25 3184032.25 70103.89844 107.13 1091701
131 491392.875 3183933.75 63238.30078 96.64 1020707
132 491375.5 3183835.25 57261.30078 87.50 1111206
133 491358.1563 3183736.75 56042.78125 85.64 1111206
134 491327.625 3184363.75 95049.49219 145.25 1022701
135 491293.4375 3184269.75 85373.35156 130.46 1091704
136 491259.2188 3184175.75 72656.82031 111.03 1091707
137 491225.0313 3184081.75 70505.27344 107.74 1121908
138 491190.8125 3183987.75 68577.96094 104.80 1121908
139 491156.625 3183894 63426.53906 96.92 1022701
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140 491122.4063 3183800 60838.81641 92.97 1020703
141 491201.25 3184422.75 65083.41406 99.46 1062704
142 491151.25 3184336 60276.31641 92.11 1022701
143 491101.25 3184249.5 56875.51953 86.91 1022701
144 491051.25 3184162.75 53977.96094 82.49 1022701
145 491001.25 3184076.25 51425.17188 78.58 1022701
146 490951.25 3183989.75 49130.28125 75.08 1022701
147 490901.25 3183903 47038.86328 71.88 1022701
148 491087.0313 3184502.75 67414.15625 103.02 1091704
149 491022.75 3184426 62654.15234 95.74 1051208
150 490958.4688 3184349.5 55921.39062 85.45 1062611
151 490894.1875 3184272.75 49020.42578 74.91 1062611
152 490829.9063 3184196.25 45006.16406 68.78 1011610
153 490765.625 3184119.75 36615.96484 55.95 1011610
154 490701.3438 3184043 30020.38672 45.87 1062611
155 490988.4063 3184601.25 104203.6953 159.24 1051208
156 490911.8125 3184537 96006.875 146.71 1051208
157 490835.2188 3184472.75 87825.75781 134.21 1050201
158 490758.5938 3184408.5 80503.39062 123.02 1050201
159 490682 3184344.25 74222.39062 113.42 1050201
160 490605.4063 3184280 68768.90625 105.09 1050201
161 490528.7813 3184215.5 64615.55469 98.74 1011610
162 490908.4375 3184715.5 87276.75 133.37 1121207
163 490821.8125 3184665.5 81777.28906 124.97 1050201
164 490735.2188 3184615.5 75076.77344 114.73 1050201
165 490648.625 3184565.5 67969.00781 103.87 1050201
166 490562.0313 3184515.5 60776.02344 92.87 1050201
167 490475.4063 3184465.5 53837.28906 82.27 1050201
168 490388.8125 3184415.5 47418.76172 72.46 1050201
169 490849.5 3184842 128158.6953 195.84 1112407
170 490755.5313 3184807.75 123363.4688 188.51 1112407
171 490661.5625 3184773.5 117864.1484 180.11 1020907
172 490567.5938 3184739.25 109003.3516 166.57 1052404
173 490473.625 3184705 100887.5 154.17 1052404
174 490379.6563 3184670.75 95651.94531 146.17 1091805
175 490285.6875 3184636.75 92826.63281 141.85 1091805
176 490813.4063 3184976.5 163314.125 249.56 1110802
177 490714.9375 3184959.25 134162.3906 205.02 1110802
178 490616.4375 3184941.75 126462.1953 193.25 1091708
179 490517.9688 3184924.5 111375.0859 170.20 1022709
180 490419.4688 3184907 103036.0078 157.45 1061502
181 490321 3184889.75 94511.09375 144.42 1120207
182 490222.5313 3184872.5 90560.09375 138.39 1120207
183 490801.25 3185115.5 174713.5156 266.98 1051106
184 490701.25 3185115.5 163598.9688 250.00 1020807
185 490601.25 3185115.5 153111.3906 233.97 1042306
186 490501.25 3185115.5 138743.8438 212.02 1042306
187 490401.25 3185115.5 123080.9844 188.08 1071708
 167
188 490301.25 3185115.5 106438.7891 162.65 1071708
189 490201.25 3185115.5 91557.75 139.91 1061806
190 490813.4063 3185254.5 172495.7188 263.60 1091103
191 490714.9375 3185271.75 153517.3125 234.59 1072803
192 490616.4375 3185289.25 137911.4844 210.75 1090601
193 490517.9688 3185306.5 125699.3281 192.08 1040707
194 490419.4688 3185324 116725.8438 178.37 1090601
195 490321 3185341.25 104482.8203 159.66 1090601
196 490222.5313 3185358.5 93046.84375 142.19 1090601
197 490849.5 3185389 155463.3438 237.57 1081205
198 490755.5313 3185423.25 131614.8906 201.12 1121504
199 490661.5625 3185457.5 119360.1328 182.40 1011802
200 490567.5938 3185491.75 111069.1641 169.73 1020804
201 490473.625 3185526 100431.1094 153.47 1061501
202 490379.6563 3185560.25 93948.25781 143.56 1122306
203 490285.6875 3185594.25 85407.5 130.51 1122306
204 490908.4375 3185515.5 127678.4219 195.11 1121508
205 490821.8125 3185565.5 110113.6328 168.27 1081501
206 490735.2188 3185615.5 97372.70312 148.80 1121401
207 490648.625 3185665.5 94531.03906 144.46 1092406
208 490562.0313 3185715.5 85364.91406 130.45 1020802
209 490475.4063 3185765.5 79357.53906 121.27 1020802
210 490388.8125 3185815.5 73660.58594 112.56 1020802
211 490988.4063 3185629.75 110389.6016 168.69 1121005
212 490911.8125 3185694 94910.17188 145.03 1112308
213 490835.2188 3185758.25 89009.5 136.02 1092401
214 490758.5938 3185822.5 81812.23438 125.02 1052504
215 490682 3185886.75 78071.82031 119.30 1112503
216 490605.4063 3185951 73380.64062 112.13 1112502
217 490528.7813 3186015.5 69665.19531 106.46 1112503
218 491087.0313 3185728.25 112315.1094 171.63 1052504
219 491022.75 3185805 97688.75781 149.28 1020909
220 490958.4688 3185881.5 88947.27344 135.92 1112503
221 490894.1875 3185958.25 82921.10156 126.71 1081307
222 490829.9063 3186034.75 78492.01562 119.95 1091006
223 490765.625 3186111.25 72918.05469 111.43 1112702
224 490701.3438 3186188 67071.55469 102.49 1121202
225 491201.25 3185808.25 114863.2734 175.53 1121202
226 491151.25 3185895 98495.44531 150.51 1022102
227 491101.25 3185981.5 88114.85156 134.65 1112223
228 491051.25 3186068.25 77833.35938 118.94 1061504
229 491001.25 3186154.75 72177.64062 110.30 1072705
230 490951.25 3186241.25 67535.29688 103.20 1120904
231 490901.25 3186328 63854.01562 97.58 1083002
232 491327.625 3185867.25 98223.65625 150.10 1081305
233 491293.4375 3185961.25 85386.74219 130.48 1122308
234 491259.2188 3186055.25 74404.57031 113.70 1091905
235 491225.0313 3186149.25 68172.91406 104.18 1082102
 168
236 491190.8125 3186243.25 63208.95312 96.59 1120806
237 491156.625 3186337 58907.48438 90.02 1120806
238 491122.4063 3186431 55499.80078 84.81 1031502
239 491462.3438 3185903.25 88969.44531 135.96 1082801
240 491444.9688 3186001.75 75632.26562 115.58 1022508
241 491427.5938 3186100.25 69844.29688 106.73 1090105
242 491410.25 3186198.75 64102.89062 97.96 1091905
243 491392.875 3186297.25 58701.11719 89.70 1061704
244 491375.5 3186395.75 54933.57422 83.95 1112303
245 491358.1563 3186494.25 52261.88672 79.86 1112301
246 491601.25 3185915.5 85851.75 131.19 1120904
247 491601.25 3186015.5 81214.67969 124.11 1122308
248 491601.25 3186115.5 73792.66406 112.76 1040701
249 491601.25 3186215.5 67926.91406 103.80 1040701
250 491601.25 3186315.5 62395.3125 95.35 1020108
251 491601.25 3186415.5 59023.72266 90.20 1052806
252 491601.25 3186515.5 55837.87109 85.33 1112404
253 491545.5 3185868 89619.64062 136.95 1090105
254 491545.5 3185768 109268.1719 166.98 1121202
255 491545.5 3185668 159843.4375 244.26 1021609
256 491645.5 3185668 144030.1875 220.10 1092407
257 491745.5 3185668 174008.7813 265.91 1072705
258 491845.5 3185668 181291.3125 277.04 1012803
259 491945.5 3185668 268867.1563 410.86 1022607
260 492045.5 3185668 252672.7188 386.12 1051304
261 492145.5 3185668 247214.0625 377.77 1061510
262 492145.5 3185568 371747.0313 568.08 1081810
263 492145.5 3185468 463191.3438 707.81 1032324
264 492145.5 3185368 418083.625 638.88 1061707
265 492145.5 3185268 279241.7813 426.72 1082606
266 492145.5 3185168 225641.5469 344.81 1013108
267 492145.5 3185068 153824.1875 235.06 1012408
268 492145.5 3184968 134320.9219 205.26 1070704
269 492145.5 3184868 110420.4609 168.74 1120102
270 492145.5 3184768 94112.64062 143.82 1070704
271 492145.5 3184668 81761.83594 124.94 1100703
272 492145.5 3184568 77397.71875 118.27 1041905
273 492045.5 3184568 77916.17969 119.07 1042804
274 491945.5 3184568 83345.46875 127.36 1010103
275 491845.5 3184568 90840.25 138.82 1121907
276 491745.5 3184568 98136.24219 149.96 1121907
277 491645.5 3184568 108629.8828 166.00 1020707
278 491545.5 3184568 116522.9219 178.06 1062704
279 491445.5 3184568 121977.0469 186.40 1022701
280 491345.5 3184568 86192.89062 131.71 1091707
281 491245.5 3184568 71112.45312 108.67 1061804
282 491145.5 3184568 72738.45312 111.15 1072605
283 491045.5 3184568 94317.32031 144.13 1072605
 169
284 491045.5 3184668 125809.4219 192.25 1050201
285 491045.5 3184768 96381.39062 147.28 1120913
286 491045.5 3184868 116152.2344 177.50 1080709
287 491045.5 3184968 172845.6406 264.13 1091805
288 491045.5 3185068 216284.5938 330.51 1110802
289 491045.5 3185168 241423.1094 368.92 1011801
290 491045.5 3185268 234496.4063 358.34 1112406
291 491045.5 3185368 190563.3594 291.20 1020908
292 491045.5 3185468 156096.3594 238.53 1040224
293 491145.5 3185468 164342.75 251.14 1072806
294 491145.5 3185568 127418.7813 194.71 1112503
295 491245.5 3185568 133011.5156 203.26 1083102
296 491245.5 3185668 145221.5781 221.92 1121005
297 491245.5 3185768 127801.9766 195.30 1121202
298 491345.5 3185768 120523.1172 184.17 1040307
299 491345.5 3185868 98550.71094 150.60 1083008
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